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ABSTRACT
This study examined the technology-enhanced lived experiences of three MexicanAmerican secondary students in Southwestern United States. This work extends the research of
Basch, Schiller and Blanc (1994) and Faist (2000) in which they explain that immigrant teens
experience dual lives due to simultaneous connections that may have resulted in barriers and
stressors between their host and home countries. The study answers a call from Velez-Ibanez and
Greenberg (1992) and Gonzales, et al. (2005) for research that regards household practices as
"funds of knowledge" or that are encountered through lived experiences and that may support the
individual in making sense of and giving meaning to life experiences.
The multi-case analysis was guided by the following question: How did three MexicanAmerican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps within transnational social
spaces? The three participants were second-generation immigrants from Mexico. The teens were
between fourteen and seventeen years of age. Data collection took place over the course of the
first months of 2018 and included three in-depth individual interviews, three focus group

interviews, and observations of the participants. Findings uncovered funds of knowledge for
these three Mexican-American immigrant teens that existed within a virtual transnational space
that was easily accessible through the affordances of social media and communication
technologies. These cross-border networks provided access to funds of knowledge that included
historical, political, economic and social knowledge. Social media and messaging apps offered a
way for the teens to connect within the school experiences. Teens used social media to position
themselves, develop associations, control access and information, and to overcome distance
barriers that allowed for timely access to information and knowledge. The affordances of
technology were used by teens to advocate for themselves for the instructional, pedagogical and
social realms needed for institutional change. Through the use of the affordances of persistence,
searchability, visibility, scalability, replicability, spreadability, editability and association, the
teens of the study utilized the capabilities of social media to access cross-border funds of
knowledge. The way in which Mexican-American immigrant teens of this study used real-time
virtual spaces within social media applications to access funds of knowledge has not been
addressed within current research. Considering boyd's (2014) affordances of technology theory
as well as Treem and Leonardi’s (2012) affordances, this study examined the way three
Mexican-American immigrant teens leveraged aspects of communication technologies to access
communities and build relationships and funds of knowledge in both the United States and
Mexico as they traversed the immigrant experience. Additional research should extend this work
to consider the application of virtual funds of knowledge accessible by teachers for the inclusion
of instructional and pedagogical structures and content of the classroom.

INDEX WORDS: Funds of knowledge, K-12, education, immigrant, messaging applications,
simultaneity, social media, technology affordances, transnational social spaces
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1
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In a reflection of his experience in transitioning from a life in Senegal to his new life as a
high school student in a rural U.S. community, A. Dieng addressed the entire school district staff
body. After describing both struggles and pleasures experienced from his migration story, he
closed the address with a powerful message, “I realize that I can be out of Senegal, but Senegal
can never be out of my heart” (Dieng, A., personal communication, August 8, 2016).
Growing up as an immigrant teen puts a youth between two, often conflicting, worlds: the
country of origin and the country of resettlement (Basch, Schiller & Blanc, 1994). Teens
experience simultaneity as they navigate the differences of living between the two countries.
They must navigate the social spaces that arise from these two locales while managing the
tensions, resources and effects of cross-border or transnational living. As Dieng reflects, this
“country of the heart” that he is physically removed from still offers meaning on his lens of life.
Such cross-border exchanges highlight the changing American society as the number of
immigrant students enrolling in American public schools increases. In 2015, 23% percent of
public school students were of an immigrant household. This increase rose from 7% percent of
immigrant students in 1980 (Camarota, Griffith & Zeigler, 2017). Such changes impact
American education systems as public schools must consider the impacts of the immigration
experience including the consideration and inclusion of native languages other than English,
impacts of economic status on the individual as well as the system, and parents who are
unfamiliar with the U.S. educational system (Camarota, Griffity & Zeigler, 2017; SuarezOrozco, Pimentel, & Martin, 2009). School must also consider the “cross-border transactions”
such as the physical and cognitive travel between locations including the constant transfer of
knowledge and information between locations (Basch et al.,1994; Faist, Fauser & Reisenaur,
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2013) that are a part of the teen’s lived experiences. Moreover, these experiences must be
considered within current practices.
Immigration was once seen with a sense of finality. As described by Basch, et. al,
191994), “The popular image of immigrant is one of people who have come to stay, having
uprooted themselves from their old society in order to make for themselves a new home and
adopt a new country to which they will pledge allegiance” (p.5). The immigration experience
meant a severing of social ties through the relocation to a new place. However, technological
advances, ease and reduction in cost of travel, and many other changing societal factors have
allowed for sustained relationships beyond the initial migration. Specifically, such affordances of
technology has allowed for a flow of connections, communities, and knowledge. Connections
remain between the country of origin and the new host country as a result of the advances in
technology including the social media and messaging applications used by teens. Ties
maintained between the host and home country as a result of these technologies can build bridges
to support the educational experiences of immigrant teens.
The Problem
Mexican-American teens are often members of rich familial and social networks. Even as
their lives cross borders, teens participate in communities among the two countries. Often, life
experiences such as labor histories of families encourage migration through a back-and-forth tugof-war between Mexico and the United States (Basch, et al., 1994). The social networks that
emerge and develop from life connections often provide agency or power within social
situations. These networks may offer resources or supports to the family including aid in
understanding cultural systems or accessing provisions from different networks. Often, American
public schools do not consider the valuable resources of such networks within the classroom
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experience. In most American classrooms, the relationships between the home and the classroom
are ignored (Gonzalez, Andrade, Civil, & Moll, 2001). Yet, such inclusions of strategic and
cultural resources, or funds of knowledge (Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992), that develop from
households of Mexican-Americans can provide agency for students in the classroom. The
connections between home and school, including the cross-border connections, should become
part of the considered conversations of policy and practice for public schools. Gonzalez, Moll,
and Amanti (2005) offer a theoretical framework for theorizing household practices as sources of
knowledge through the valuation of the social, historical, political and economic context of
households and the vast resources found within such life experiences. Policy and practice must
understand and leverage the knowledge and resources available through household practice and
cross border connections. Systemic change to improve instructional classroom practice and
impact educational policy should realize and value current conditions, knowledge and resources
available to immigrant teens within these four contexts.
What must be considered in the labor and familial histories of immigrant teens are the
impacts and changing roles of technologies including social media and messaging applications
that are becoming more prevalent in households. Physical proximity is no longer required to
develop and maintain meaningful connections to others. New research explores the social
connections and information exchanges provided through technology. boyd’s (2014) affordances
of social media within networked publics considers the ways in which social media technologies
are changing the teen experience and will be a useful framework for considering the context of
immigrant teens’ immigration experiences. Current research is exploring how communication
technologies are strengthening ties within transnational social spaces and offering agency
through cultural, emotional, economic, and social resources for transnational families (Baldassar,
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Nedelcu, Merla, & Wilding, 2016; Madianou & Miller, 2012a). Other research is analyzing the
affordances that technologies offer to users (boyd, 2014; Schrock, 2015; Treem, Dailey, Pierce,
& Leonardi, 2015). The current study narrates the way in which three Mexican-American
students are using social media and messaging applications within transnational social spaces.
The Need for Research
In light of the current research that has added to the knowledge base around technology
affordances, transnational social spaces of cross-border associations for immigrant teens, and the
impacts of this research on the K-12 educational experience of students has provided, a
foundation for the need for more research.
Kasun (2014, 2016) labels those who physically or mentally cross-national borders as
“transnationals” or “transmigrants.” Physically, transnationals may spend seasons traveling
between and to locations. Often, the financial earnings of one location may support life on the
other side of the border. Mentally, transnationals are caught in between both places. History,
politics, social news and economic impacts of both countries are within transnationals’ hearts
and minds. Often, transnationals are staying informed on what is happening in both locations.
As such, the individuals experience unique stressors and barriers due to this duality. They must
navigate time and space in searching for one’s place and ability to “survive and thrive” (p. 137).
In Kasun’s study of United States based Mexican-American families, she explored the
nepantlera, or experiences of the “in-between-ness,” to understand the impacts of these crossborder exchanges and positioning. Through this study, Kasun explored the concept of bridgebuilding. This term originated from Anzaldua’s (1987) description of efforts to connect and
move between two communities. In Kasun’s work, a description of the impacts of bridgebuilding on life experiences and life decisions of immigrants included the navigation to position
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oneself within and between groups. Positive experiences and fostering connections to a particular
group may yield a sense of belonging and identity development, and results in attitudes and
behaviors that reflect the norms of the communities to which the individual self-identifies. These
associations bring along access to assets that a community offers. If immigrant teens encounter
barriers to developing an associated belongingness to a particular group, a lowered sense of
pride, self-esteem and ability to utilize the potential assets of the community will result. This is
true also in cases in which an immigrant teen encounters barriers to developing a sense of
belongingness to a community or system because of the way others value or devalue the teen
within this community. An example of such a barrier would be the way participants in a school
system include or exclude an individual as being an insider or outsider in a school system. For
example, often the extracurricular activities that are publicly highlighted and praised do not
represent the demographic populations. Extracurricular activities are established and selected
based on tradition or a select group within the school as opposed to a more representative
participation of the population of the school. A different barrier can come through the devaluing
of particular groups as being less than others within a particular system. Accountability systems
that call out disaggregated groups (e.g. minorities, English learners, special education, etc.) and
highlight achievement gaps among these groups cause the development of stereotypes of that
define individuals that are associated with these deficit groups. The devaluation of groups or
communities by a collective whole to which an individual associates have been attributed to long
term negative effects including mental and physical health impacts, school failure, economic
hardships and behavioral and emotional problems later in life (Appleyard, Egeland, Dulmen &
Sroufe, 2005). This is especially true when race, ethnicity, or language, may appear devalued.
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The appearance of the decreased value often begins as a lack of tolerance or respect, and
ultimately leads to devaluing the individual (Kutz, 1997; Nieto, 1992; Suarez, 2002).
What current advancements have made accessible are unique technological
improvements that allow for connections and communications to exist despite barriers resulting
due to the geographic distance (Madianou & Miller, 2012a, 2012b; Nedelcu, 2012). The role of
social media and messaging applications in this boundary crossing experience may result in new
and varied ways of being together and ways of belonging at a distance (Nedelcu, 2012).
Networks of social exchange formed around commonalities and reciprocal expertise through
participants’ personal histories may empower individuals. The valuation of contributions,
relationships of respect, and developed senses of equality among participants within the
communities support such personal empowerment. Building a sense of relation to communities
of both the country of origin and country of residence may be fostered through social media and
messaging technologies. Such connections offer the potential for bridge-building. Such bridgebuilding offers access to extended resources as transnational adolescents navigate life on both
sides of the border through these unique social spaces of networks and organizations crossing the
two locations (Faist et al., 2013).
According to Vygotsky’s (1925) social learning theory, social interactions can support
and promote the learning process. Transnational social networks may offer access to additional
social interactions, knowledge, resources and social capital for families (Gonzalez et al., 2005;
Kasun, 2016). Stanton-Salazar (2004) explain how social capital gained through peer relations
offer a mediating role for students to provide value to the individual’s identity and behavior
within the school community. Besides the value of building relationships, new technologies
allow for the maintaining of relationships that may otherwise have been lost. The ability to
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transcend time and place to communicate as often as desired allows for continued connections to
community groups that promote meaning-making of life and experiences for transnational
adolescents (Lam, 2009).
In her book, Affirming Diversity, Nieto (1992) describes the personal experience of
transitioning from a Puerto Rican heritage and speaking Spanish, to navigating through
American acculturation and adopting the English language. The experience is described through
the struggles of self-identification within the heritage of parents and the traditions of the new
country. Similar struggles have been documented with other students immigrating to the United
States (Kasun, 2016; Stanton-Salazar, 2004). Like Nieto’s (1992) proposal to other immigrants
to consider their personal immigration experiences, within the field of education we should seek
an understanding of immigrants’ cross-border experiences and the potential for building bridges
between life experiences and the K-12 educational experiences.
For the individual participant, participating in networks that cross borders and make
connections to the K-12 experience may serve as an empowering tool. The awakening of the
potential value placed on past experiences, current connections, and potential for self-advocacy
offer agency within the current school experience as well as throughout life.
For the educator, this study explores ways in which the affordances of social media and
messaging applications may transcend borders to access and incorporate students’ funds of
knowledge within the instructional and systemic experience of school. Kasun (2016) expresses a
need for research to “provide a platform for educators... to be more inclusive of student
experiences” (p.140). The valuing of such spaces is what Gonzalez et al. (2005) describes as
“representing a positive view of households as containing ample cultural and cognitive resources
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with great potential utility for classroom instruction” (p.75) and is what Velez-Ibanez and
Greenberg (1992) have previously demonstrated as useful assets in the classroom.
For the researcher, understanding the possibilities that the technologies offer immigrant
teens in making connections, interacting in transnational social spaces and leveraging additional
resources are important. Such understandings should aid in defining educational policy and
practice. Gonzalez et al. (2005) extend the challenge of continuing research to understand
empowerment possibilities through social networks and the funds of knowledge such
relationships afford to navigating culture, language and systems. Norton and Toohey (2011)
explain that research supporting transnational voice and identity development within
communities is worthy research especially in supporting immigrants through their “struggle for
legitimacy” and “claiming the right to speak and be heard” (p.237). Baldassar et al. (2016)
validate the need for future study in understanding the difference between face-to-face and
technology-based communications and how the migration experience impacts relationship
development among other things.
Bacigalupe and Parker (2015) consider the potential of emerging technologies for
immigrant youth agency and promote the need for additional research within this realm.
Identifying a need for future studies of the ways in which technologies offer teens the ability to
choose to manage relationships with others and choice in how they will interact with other
people or cultures is specifically identified.
Children now assume greater agency in “negotiations of identity and belonging” and find
that with ICT they are able to preserve those parts of their homeland that they miss most
while being in full control of the frequency and intensity of their relationships with its
virtual forms…. While immigrant youth do not choose to be “transnational,” these
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millennials may choose how to negotiate their transnational identities, so technology
makes acting on their choices much easier….The Internet, then, serves as an alternate
arena in which youth might explore and negotiate the world around them, especially the
family’s culture of origin, which becomes less distant and more tangible. (Bacigalupe &
Parker, 2015, p.65).
This study uses the transnational stories of adolescent Mexican-American immigrant
teens to present an understanding of the impact that the affordances of social media and
messaging applications offer the migration experience through bridge-building for MexicanAmerican youth. The current study narrates the way in which three Mexican-American students
are using social media and messaging applications within transnational social spaces. Through
this case study approach, interviews will be conducted with participating Mexican-American
immigrant teens. Interviews provide teens the opportunity to reflect and retell personal
transnational stories including the value and resources they have found within such lived
experiences. In return, an exploration of the role of the affordances of social media and
communication applications that offer access to resources and additional funds of knowledge that
build bridges through connections to the K-12 educational experience and their stories is shared.
Research Questions
The current study was guided by the following overarching question:
How did three Mexican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps within
transnational social spaces?
Sub-questions include:
1. What affordances of messaging and social media apps did the teens use to participate in
transnational social spaces?
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2. What funds of knowledge did the teens choose to engage in when using social media or
messaging apps?
Historical Context
Despite an American history that predates Columbus, very little of the experiences and
impacts of the Mexican people have been documented or valued in the historical context of
Mexican contributions to the development of the American nation. What is told through recorded
accounts of Mexican-American people frequently include a history of marginalization, political
and economic oppression, and displacement between the United States and Mexico. Themes of
the people include a search for occupational prospects and the anticipation of a better life.
In and preceding the nineteenth century, immigration of Spaniards into modern day
America was focused on small settlements in the Southwest, predominately in the region from
Texas to California. In the 1830s, many Spanish missions became privately owned rancheros.
The land offered a means for production of goods for trade including both agriculture and
livestock. However, to accomplish this, both sharecropping and servitude played a significant
role (Gilbert, Gonzales, & Fernandez, 1999) which fostered a sense of hierarchy among the
people. This sense of hierarchy was only intensified by the Mexican-American war resulting in
the annexation of Northern Mexico to America. Mexicans living in current day Utah, Nevada,
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming and California were practically reassigned
citizenship overnight. Additionally, many Spanish or Mexican authorized land grants became
target for settlement. The1862 Homestead Act converted what may have been private land into
public domain and eventually utilized much of this land for railroads or deemed the land national
forest. As Hispanics pursued the court system to obtain justice and reclaim property, often court
cases were left unresolved or denied, even with legal documentation.
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During the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century other means for work
emerged in the Southwest (Vargas, 1999). The need for cheap labor within new American
industries encouraged a wave of Mexican immigration as opportunities in Mexico were not as
prolific or profitable at the time. In the 1920s Mexican laborers, both documented and
undocumented were fundamental to the economic development of America (Velez-Ibanez &
Greenberg, 1992). The Mexican family unit and extended kin maintained a familial network on
both the American and Mexican sides of the border and cross-border associations were
commonplace.
The onset of the Immigration Act of 1924 which restricted many laborers, and the Great
Depression which caused competition for jobs, created an anti-Mexican sentiment. The
American government responded by deporting more than 500,000 Mexicans. Such repatriation
and deportation of Mexicans in turn created what Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg (1992) called a
“they-us differentiation” in which citizenship was again a defining element of identity resulting
in racial prejudice and marginalization.
Mexicans sought political activist roles to improve living conditions and address the
marginalization of their ethnic group. One such example was Ernesto Galarza’s speech of the
current state of United States-Mexicans. As an immigrant, the autobiographical nature of the
speech identified specific struggles of Mexican immigrants including: unemployment, wage
scale, seasonal migration, and racial prejudice. “Something more should be known also about
how the Mexican lives and why before the stigma of a low standard of living is fastened on him”
(Galarza,1929).
Even in schools the marginalization could be seen through actions such as the use of the
Spanish language being devalued and considered socially inferior, and the sentiment that
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Mexicans needed to be Americanized (Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg, 1992). Mexican children
endured elements of racism as many educational school boards prevented Mexican children from
enrolling in the educational system. In 1945, only half of Mexican children were enrolled in
school (Vargas, 1999) and were often in segregated schools that emphasized Americanization
programs attempting to change the Mexican. Programs included the punishment of the child for
speaking Spanish and even included the assignment of new American names to children.
Even with the threat of potential deportation and the end of the Bracero program in 1964,
immigration continued. It was during this decade that the Mexican population began taking a
political stance for reform, political awareness and voting rights. Some reform was gained such
as the integration of the English-speaking Anglo schools with separate immigrant schools,
complimented by an element of a bilingual education offering. Political educational campaigns
proposed the adoption of multicultural programs, equal distribution of state funds to all school
districts, school boards be representative of the community, early-childhood education included
free options, and standardized testing be eliminated to measure achievement unless offered in the
language and culture of the child. Some measures passed while others are still being sought.
The current state of the educational system has caused another divide in the use of hyper
accountability. The current United States policies and practices related to standardized testing
which provide labels of failure for particular people groups are negatively impacting schools by
creating biased stereotypes of certain students’ abilities (Ahlquist, 2011; Cummins, 2015).
Through legislative acts such as the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) policy, standardized
assessment tests are being used to judge the value of students, teachers, schools and the United
States educational system. Such policies create deficit models labeling groups as inferior when
holding students to unrealistic expectations and assessing on culturally, linguistically and
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economically biased content (Ahlquist, 2011). Such programs penalize students, teachers,
schools and districts for not meeting the unrealistic expectations. Expectations of schools and
teachers include the requirement to have students participating in and being held to grade-level
expectations set by cut scores of standardized testing, even of students with a primary language
other than English who have recently immigrated to the country. The accountability system
remains despite current research that determines academic language takes between five and ten
years to attain (Cummins, 1979; Krashen, 1982; Kutz, 1997). Students are not offered a
sufficient amount of time to be able to access the content of the test or provided the test in native
languages before being held accountable for scoring at a proficient level on the assessment
content. The results of such tests are used to make claim to the aptitudes of disaggregated groups
of students, stereotyping such findings as inadequacies and often using the data to track students
into lower-level or remedial classes. Such associations devalue the characteristics being
compared and result in public stereotypes of failing groups (Ahlquist, 2011; Kutz, 1997; Nieto,
1992; Suarez, 2002). As Suarez’s (2002) case study accounts, attributes such as speaking
Spanish are cast as lesser within society. Thus, stereotypes result in devaluing of individuals.
Findings such as the study of undocumented families in North Carolina by Bacallao and
Smokowski (2013) identify monolingualism and discrimination, especially for undocumented
Mexicans, as creating deficit mindsets which continue to increase stressors of the individuals
who associate to the group and marginalize the people group within the society. As Ahlquist
(2011) explains, if marginalized people are made to believe they are less than the dominant
culture they will “more readily accept their place in the existing society”(p.11).
Such a place in society comes with a unique history and conflict in and of itself. For
Mexican-Americans, the back and forth pull between two countries continues to impact the
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ethnic identity of the individual. In a study of immigrants, Portes & Rumbaut’s (2001) explored
the self-identification of individuals to with their host or home country. A case could be made for
the sense of between-ness revealed through the findings. An example includes the narrative of a
15year old, second generation immigrant student trying to define identity.
“If I said I’m Cuban that’d make my mom mad; and if I said I’m Salvadoran, my
dad would get all upset, so I think I’m … Hispanic!” The Panethnic identity label made
sense for her as a simplified category that focused on shared traits (and was popular with
her Spanish-speaking school friends as well) while avoiding the dilemma of privileging
one or the other parental birth connection. (Portes & Rumbaut, 2001, p.166).
In addition to identity conflict, the cross-border connections create daily conflict as
“immigrants construct and reconstitute their simultaneous embeddedness in more than one
society” (Glick Schiller, Basch & Szanton, Blanc, 1995, p. 48) and are impacted by the social,
cultural, and familial rules and institutions of both countries (Levitt, 2009). As Levitt (2009)
explains, it is the ability to manage the cross-border social networks within and among several
contexts that benefit the individual.
What educational systems need to provide are ways for mutual respect and valuation to
be fostered within and between students. School-based supportive relationships have proven to
“bridge the gap between home and school cultures and provide important feelings of safety and
opportunities for success in school setting” (Suarez-Orozco, et al., 2009, p.741). We must ensure
Mexican immigrants should be provided opportunity to find self-value in schools. Opportunities
should be realized that allow for identifying as a contributing member in the classroom and as an
equally important member in the local communities and beyond. Differences of all students must
be valued and not viewed as a deficit. All students should view the intelligence of others and see
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others as contributors who are respected and are equally important. Fostering supportive
relationships requires the encouragement of strong identities for teens in which the heritage of
the individual is valued.
Conceptual Framework
The current study narrates the way in which three Mexican-American students are using
social media and messaging applications within transnational social spaces. To frame the study, a
consideration of funds of knowledge, transnational social spaces, and the affordances of
technology offer the context and proposed relationships as they apply to bridge-building across
the academic and transnational worlds of immigrant teens. These three theoretical strands have
been outlined within Figure 1 and will serve to ground the understanding of the proposed study.
Each lens has been further developed within this section.

K-12 Bridge Building

Transnational Social
Spaces

Affordances of Social
Media & Communication
Applications

Funds of Knowledge

Figure 1: Theoretical framework outline.
The figure establishes a tiered approach to framing the foundational theory of the case study. The
graphic organizer displays the relationship and concepts to be developed.
Funds of knowledge.
In 2005, Gonzalez; et al. published a ground-breaking study referred to as funds of
knowledge. Within this report, the researchers propose that students gain knowledge from
multiple communities and experiences that exist in their lives. The study encourages educators to
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engage in conversations with families to overcome stereotypes and to better understand what
funds of knowledge may exist that can be turned into instructional opportunities. The funds of
knowledge research demonstrates that “building on what students bring to school and their
strengths has been shown to be an incredibly effective teaching strategy” (Gonzalez; et al, 2005,
p. 8). The study encourages educators to dialogue with families around potential family
knowledge and to then consider connections between home and school that may be of value for
the student. These funds of knowledge “make sense of and give meaning to cultural objects and
social practices in a particular way and within the concrete circumstances of life in which we
find them” (p.275). Moreover, they can be incorporated into the school system in a manner in
which schooling is re-conceptualized to serve Mexican-American populations by valuing the
cultural resources that households contain. The funds of knowledge framework encourages an
understanding of living culture. Living culture considers more than traditional or stereotyped
experiences such as holiday celebrations or foods of a nation that immigrant students may or
may not relate to personally. Instead, the funds of knowledge work promotes the investigation of
everyday experiences of students which often include a mix of both traditional and modern
practice and are valued differently by different individuals.
Since 2005, the funds of knowledge concept has become a pivotal research framework to
provide agency to students, specifically within the educational system (Compton-Lily, 2007;
Dabach & Fones, 2016; Dworin, 2006). Work has been used across many domains of research.
Some research focuses on individuals improving instructional practice such as Dworin’s (2006)
work which used the funds of knowledge framework within a family story writing project. Other
uses for funds of knowledge integration include analyzing teacher’s inclusion of home and
school connections as was done by Compton-Lily’s (2007) analysis of relationships of two
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Puerto Rican families to students’ in-school experiences and their relation with the teacher. Yet
others such as Dabach and Fones (2016), look at the cross-border communities that exist and the
potential within K-12 instruction for inclusion. This operational goal of transnational research
aligns with this study’s recommendation to apply funds of knowledge work toward social studies
classrooms.
Other research has focused on the ignorance of integration of the funds of individual
students within the school system and has worked to analyze the educational impacts of such
oversight. Ruiz (2011) and Williams (2001) identified examples of marginalization that occur
when a lack of respect toward the home culture is overlooked. Allen (2014), Au (2006), and
Echeverria, Short and Powers (2006) make a case for the need to value heritage language to
avoid negative student impacts. Other educational barriers and stressors studied include a lack of
relational associations with the teacher (Noddings, 2005; Ruiz, 2011; Valenzuela, 1999), barriers
to forming peer relationships (Gunderson, 2000; Harklau, 1994, 2000; Ruiz, 2011), barriers that
exist for newcomers within the United States school system (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Echeverria
et al., 2006; Valenzuela, 1999) and impacts upon identity (Gee, 2000; Hawkins, 2004; Mead,
1934; Norton, 2000; Stryker & Burke, 2000; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). These studies utilize the
funds of knowledge framework through a deficit model in outlining the negative consequences
that may befall a student if the knowledge of households is not valued.
Within this case study, the inclusion of the funds of knowledge framework has been
incorporated in a manner much more aligned to the work of Dabach and Fones (2016), Gonzalez
et al. (2005) and the initial work of Velez-Ibanez and Greenberg (1992). The inclusion of the
funds of knowledge framework has considered an understanding of the social capital that exits
within families, especially as a result of the cross-border connections. These cross-border
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connections offer additional relations, social experiences, and opportunities for knowledge
formation. These cross-border connections are used to provide support and aid in times of crisis
including the provision of services, access to information or resources and event through the
provision of material aid. Examining the potential funds of knowledge established by teens
virtually provides insight as to how these funds of knowledge can be leveraged to help improve
the educational experience of teens. An understanding of the social, historical, political and
economic context of households offers insights into the ways in which households are
developing and depending on their social networks to navigate the operational and cultural
systems of life. As an educational system, understanding the supports that families need, offers a
way to proactively provide these resources to families. Educational systems can support students
and their families through the provision of knowledge that households need to support their
current and future economic well-being. An understanding of the learning generated within the
home through social relations and understanding the way the teens are learning within social
contexts can transform the educational environments to construct active learning communities
that utilize real world knowledge and real-world application of this knowledge. Additionally, the
understanding of the funds of knowledge of households can be used as building blocks for
developing and establishing positive, constructive relationships between teachers, students and
parents.
Transnational social spaces.
An understanding of the hybridity of the immigration experience of participants is critical
to this study as it helps clarify the necessity of the research. In a study of Peruvians in Chile,
Mora (2008) described the experience of social exclusion that immigrants experienced in both
the country of origin and country of migration. A state of being in-between was described as a
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marginalized experience where the individual struggled with fully adopting the new or former
society’s ways of life which in return resulted in conflict and exclusion. Such between-ness
additionally resulted in migrants who did not fully participate or gain access to the resources,
rights and responsibilities associated with citizenship to either country of origin or migration.
Mora explored the benefits of immigrant’s association to a third community, a transnational
community. Findings revealed the transnational community was “a site for economic exchange
and cultural reproduction, but it is also a social space where migrants identify with others over
common experiences of exclusion” (p. 344).
Mora’s description of the transnational community is derived from the work of Basch et
al., (1994) in which a definition of transnational migration and transnational migrants emerged.
Basch, et al. (1994) propose that the immigration experience “depends on multiple and constant
interconnections across international borders” (p.48), and the transnational migration experience
is one in which “immigrants forge and sustain simultaneous multi-stranded social relations that
link together their societies of origin and settlement” (p.48). Transnational migrants or
transmigrants then, are the people who live in this state of between-ness in which the immigrant
is negotiating simultaneous relationships of more than one nation-state.
Studies have emerged across the globe in which the struggles and stressors of
transnational migrants and the transnational migration experiences create adversity. Morales,
Herrera and Murray (2011) and Yoshikawa (2011) document the unique challenges related to
transnational migrants who are undocumented and living in the United States. Marginalization is
expressed through critical analyses such as Bomer, Dworin, May and Semingson (2008) review
of Payne’s work. Their critique challenges the professional development model as one that
creates deficit mindsets through stereotyping. The educational outcomes of immigrant children
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are quantitatively analyzed through outcomes such as graduation rate (Filindra, Blanding & Coll,
2011) and school readiness (Crosnoe, 2006) to analyze policy and politics within the educational
systems of children. The struggle with identity maintenance is also highlighted within research
(Downe, 2001; Jo, 2001; Mills, 2010). Researchers have also analyzed language acquisition
challenges such as marginalization and stereotyping that accompany high stakes assessment
testing and accountability acts such as No Child Left Behind legislation for students with limited
English proficiency (Abedi, 2004, 2008; Abedi & Gandara, 2006). Additionally, many studies
have specifically focused on accounts emphasizing the struggles of the Mexico to United States
migration transition through experiences of the immigrants (Allen, 2014; Anzaldua, 1987;
Bruner, 2014; Massey, Goldring & Durand, 1994; Vasquez, 2010). Many other struggles of the
transnational migrant have and continue to be documented through both qualitative and
quantitative studies.
In addition to the large-scale studies, narratives such as Anzaldua’s (1987) work provide
first-hand descriptions of the experiences and challenges of migration. In the book Borderlands
La Frontera, Anzaldua describes not feeling fully associated to any of the three countries to
which she associated (Mexican, Indian, or white). Her rich descriptions of life-experiences paint
a picture of the struggles endured in a state of between-ness. At one point, a self-reflection
depicts the author as a turtle, carrying one’s home on its back wherever it goes and begging for
an “accounting with all three cultures.” (p.22). Anzaldua narratively expresses what many others
have explored.
As Faist (2000) explains, utilizing a research lens from a transnational perspective offers
a process for looking at cross-border ties, events and activities that are social and that may exist
only for immigrants. Faist et al., (2013) propose that “cross-border agency and structures can be
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understood only by examining the actual links between the parts of the world” (p. 11). They
encourage research agendas for transnational social spaces that look at the agency and structures
through the practices and ties across borders, which may reach beyond face-to-face relations. As
immigrants settle, they are engaged, concerned, and affected by events in both the host and home
countries (Faist et al., 2013). These sorts of dual lives are led through simultaneous connections
between multiple locations in what is often referred to as simultaneity (Basch et al., 1994; Faist
et al., 2013). A deeper delve into understanding these connections is called for, especially the
cross-border social phenomena (Gonzalez et al., 2005). Such instances of simultaneity may
include financial and economic connections, social relationships, political experiences, and
cultural connections. Levitt (2009) advises continued research toward simultaneity stating that
“migrants cross-border ties are a variable and to understand contemporary migration, the
strength, influence, and impact of these must be empirically assessed” (p. 1003).
Value within transnational social spaces is found in the increased possibilities for the
immigrant including potential access to assets, possible contributions of the immigrant to
societies, and the provision of voice (Faist, 2000). Faist adds that “transnational spaces require
bonds to both the emigration and immigration countries” (p. 310).
When researching the migration experience without a consideration of the transnational
perspective, studies often depict deficits, marginalization and barriers (Bomer et al., 2008;
Crosnoe, 2006; Filindra et al., 2011; Morales et al., 2011; Radoff, 2011; Stepick & Stepick,
2010; Vasquez, 2010; Yoshikawa, 2011). Thus, for the intent of this study, a lens toward
transitional social space will be utilized as a framework through which understanding toward
simultaneity of available resources can be explored. With the intent that the transnational lens
may provide an understanding of the multiple funds of knowledge that exist within the country
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of immigration and emigration a deeper pool of resources for K-12 meaning making and
supports to the educational experience may be understood. As Gonzalez, et al. (2005) encourage,
the study will focus on “what households actually do and how they think about what they do” (p.
10) to understand “innovations in teaching that draw on the knowledge and skills found in local
households” (p. 71). And, for the purpose of the study, the local households are selected to
include the transnational perspective.
Affordances of technology.
Advances in technology have changed the way in which society interacts and has brought
about a unique period of time in which relationships that may have been weak due to barriers
such as time, space and place (place barriers referring to the conditions that arise as a result of
the environment) may be maintained or developed through technological connections (Castells,
Fernandez-Ardevol, Linchuan Qui, & Sey, 2007; Madianou & Miller, 2012a; Parks & Floyd,
1996; Parks & Roberts, 1998). When thinking of the funds of knowledge that exist for migrants,
a view that encompasses virtual ties within and across borders must be considered. McGinnis,
Goodstein-Stolzenberg and Costa Saliani, (2007) explain, “Schools should consider a range of
ways to bridge youth’s digital worlds with their academic worlds” (p.302). The impact of
communication technologies within the transnational migrant’s social space offers a new
perspective to the migration story.
Technology advancements in today’s society are commonplace. What is here today will
most likely be different tomorrow. With the diffusion of the world wide web, connectivity is
becoming more accessible and prevalent. Besides the technologies themselves changing, these
advancements are causing changes in modern society. For immigrants, the ability of new media
to maintain and develop new social connections is changing the immigration experience
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(Brinkerhoff, 2009; Holston & Appadurai, 1996; Panagakos & Horst, 2006) as immigrants can
maintain close ties with others (Alonso & Oiarzabal, 2010; Brinkerhoff, 2009; Estevez, 2009),
share information and resources that would have previously been prevented due to time and
space (Aguila, 2009; Brinkerhoff, 2009), negotiate roles within relationships across time or
place (Aguila, 2009; Horst, 2006), play a caregiving role from a distance (Baldassar, Baldock &
Wilding, 2007; Bohr & Tse, 2009; Carling, 2008; Horton, 2009; Parrenas 2005; Schillmeir &
Domenech, 2010; Wilding, 2006), and develop hybrid identities (Brinkerhoff, 2009; Panagakos
& Horst, 2006). New technologies may also be increasing the interest in migration (Hamel,
2009).
Bacigalupe and Parker (2015) speak to the agency that information and communication
technologies (ICT) offer children, explaining that the control of relationships through
technologies move the young immigrant from a passive observer to a level of agency and
empowerment through the ability to selectively engage in internet-based communities.
Explaining that children may use technologies to dictate the way they interact with the country of
emigration as well as the new host country allows the newcomer the selective ability to invest
and interact in ways the individual chooses. This empowerment through choice may create
different associations to host and home countries that may have previously been inaccessible. As
McGinnis et al. (2007) demonstrate in their study of youth engagement with digital literacy,
transnational identities can be developed with both host and home country.
Current technology standards within the field of education have been adapted and revised
to move away from guidelines that target learning about specific tools or software. Instead,
standards now focus on “skills and qualities we want for students, enabling them to engage and
thrive in a connected, digital world” (ISTE, 2017) . So too, the intent of much research regarding
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social media seeks to be platform neutral (Bucher & Helmond, 2017; McVeigh, 2015; Nagy &
Neff, 2015). To accomplish this, a current trend in research studies focus on the affordances of
technology, a term coined by Gibson (1979). The concept of affordance was introduced into the
sciences in an attempt to explain properties of the environment beyond space and time. The
given definition of affordance offered a term to categorize the perceived possibilities a user may
find within a given environment. Gibson expanded upon this notion by extending the term
affordances to perceived properties of objects, substances, places, events, other animals and
artifacts (Gibson, 1979, p. 404) and explains that, beyond environments, “things have
affordances” (p. 407) and the affordances of things can be defined through “what they furnish,
for good or ill, that is, what they afford the observer” (p. 407). Gibson proposes that affordances
are specific to the observer’s perceived utility of the object and conditional to the environment
and “the affordance of something is assumed not to change as the need of the observer changes”
(p. 409). It is this approach at describing the conditional utility of an object or environment that
allows the description of technology as a platform neutral. The goal is not to describe the
features and functions of technology but instead to describe the relationship between the user, the
technology, and the environment. It is the relationship that allows for a platform neutral analysis
to occur.
Such an approach is useful when developing a case study analysis regarding immigrant
teens’ use of social media and communication applications. The importance of the study is not
the features found within the tool but instead the importance comes in how tools are providing
access to transnational social spaces in unique ways.
This is evident in the ground-breaking work of boyd (2010) in an analysis of the social
lives of teens within networked publics. The analysis demonstrates that networked publics are
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“publics that are restructured by networked technologies…[and] the imagined community that
emerges as a result of the intersection of people, technology and practice” (2014, p.8). Within the
work, boyd seeks to portray current teen life in a social-media infused era by understanding what
social media may be changing in the lives of modern teens. Four affordances that have shaped
teens’ networked publics are identified in the work of boyd (2010) including
•

Persistence, the online expressions are automatically recorded and archived.

•

Replicability, the content made out of bits can be duplicated.

•

Scalability, the potential visibility of content in networked publics is great.

•

Searchability, the content in networked publics can be accessed through search
(boyd, 2010, p.7).

Although very little conceptual changes in the affordances have occurred, by the 2014
revised book publication, boyd’s four affordances have changed in language to include
•

Persistence, the durability of online expressions and content.

•

Visibility, the potential audience who can bear witness.

•

Spreadability, the ease with which content can be shared.

•

Searchability, the ability to find content (boyd, 2014, p. 11).

boyd’s work offers one of the most extensive research studies of teens and technology
use as it stretches across ten years. However, the lack of rationale in the development of the four
affordances creates question as to the appropriateness of these selected four terms for the
affordances of social media, especially as boyd’s work offers different words and definitions
within different publications.
What is encouraging is the overlap of the conceptual affordances offered by boyd and
other affordances around social media. Treem and Leonardi (2012) again offer four affordances
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of social media which have some overlap with the work of boyd. As presented, the four
affordances offered by Treem and Leonardi (2012) were reached through a literature review
exploring organizational communication and social media through studies including the words:
social media, Web 2.0, enterprise 2.0 or social software in organizations. Based on their findings
(2012) the following four affordances were proposed.
•

Visibility, the effort required to locate information of behaviors, knowledge,
preferences, and communication network connections visible to others (2012,
p.10).

•

Editability, the time and effort allowed to craft communications before being
viewed by others (2012, p.25).

•

Persistence, the communication that is accessible in the same form after the actor
has finished his or her presentation (2012, p.18).

•

Association, the connections between individuals and content or between actor
and a presentation (2012, p.30).

One difference in the work of Treem and Leonardi from boyd is the fact that the former
was exploring the relationship between the impacts of social media within organizations whereas
the latter was reviewing the networked spaces of teens. The social media utilized and rationales
for utilizing these tools differ greatly across these two contexts.
A third study that offers a list of affordances in a related concept is the work of Schrock
(2015) which reviews literature (including the work of boyd and Treem and Leonardi) regarding
mobile media to present communicative affordances. A summary of literature resulted in the
development of the following affordances (p.1235):
•

Portability, the perception of physical characteristics.
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•

Availability, being constantly connected.

•

Locatability, how location delivers new ways for individuals to form relationships
and participate in place-making activities.

•

Multimediality, visual communication practices (2015, p. 1236).

Through the summary of literature, Schrock (2015) offers a list of communicative
affordances to “describe the relationship between subjective perception of utility and objective
qualities of a technology that results in altered communication and subsequent patterns of
behavior” (p.1239). However, what must be considered when looking at Schrock’s work is that
the focus of the findings revolves around communicative affordances specifically within the
realm of mobile media, a much more limited scope than the proposed study.
Yet another perspective still is the work of Bucher and Helmond’s (2017) classification
of five affordances or the proposal of five different ways current research has used the term
affordance within research studies including
•

Relational properties, something that refers to both the environment and the
person (p.4).

•

Perceived affordance, the relationship between human cognition and the design of
devices (p.5).

•

Technology affordance, the properties of the world defined with respect to
people’s interaction with it, both perceived and hidden (p.6-7).

•

Social affordance, the possibility that technology changes afford for social
relations and social structures (p.9).

•

Communicative affordance, the ways in which technologies are socially
constructed and situated and materially constraining and enabling (p.10).
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What this analysis of literature demonstrates is the vast array of definitions given to the
word affordance as it ranges from describing concrete features and functions or “buttons” that
have been designed within software to a concept where the more abstract concepts are analyzed
such as relationships and social systems. Within the work of Bucher and Helmond (2017)
extremes of affordances were labeled as low-level or high-level affordances. Low-level
affordances are the more concrete affordance studies like the work of Graves (2007) and Norman
(1990). Low level affordance research studies have explored the affordances of technology
systems as features or functions of the virtual application such as Renninger’s (2015) study of
Tumblr, or Naghdipour and Hancioglu Eldrdge’s (2016) analysis of Facebook. The more
abstract affordance studies referred to as “high-level affordances” include analysis such as boyd
(2010), Treem, et al. (2015) and Schrock (2015) which focus on the more abstract dimensions
such as relationships, social interactions and communication opportunities.
When establishing a framework for the case study, what will be of importance will be the
dynamics around high-level affordances. Such high-level analysis will need to consider the
affordance perspectives that are platform neutral and review the dynamics of the relationships
between the people, technology and space. The analysis will need to consider the dynamics and
practices that unfold within transnational social spaces that are accessed through social media
and messaging applications including the challenges and opportunities that exist when engaging
in these environments.
K-12 bridge building.
To work toward an understanding of the funds of knowledge that may exist for the
unique experiences of transnational students, an understanding of the networks that are accessed
through affordances within social media and communication applications is required. To only
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review the local, face-to-face communities that students are accessing will provide a limited
scope to the potential funds of knowledge that exist for immigrant students. This case study
research offers a new lens on funds of knowledge, transnational social spaces and affordance of
technology research by exploring how students are using the applications and how the
experiences can be used within schools to bridge academic and transnational worlds.
Definition of Terms
The definitions of terms that are frequently used and key to understanding the content of
this document have been provided below. The definitions offer an operational description of the
intended meaning of terms.
1. Agency – Agency refers to the resistance of power structures that may exist. As defined
by boyd (2010) agency is “power within a social situation, which means that [people]
must either have social status or take measures to effectively resist those who are more
powerful within that situation. Second, people must have a reasonable understanding of
the social situation and context in which they are operating. And third, people must have
the skills to manage the social situation in order to both understand and affect how
information flows and is interpreted” (p. 60).
2. Messaging applications- Digital tools that support interaction or communication
exchanges with another individual or specifically identified individuals through direct
exchanges with the user(s).
3. Funds of Knowledge – The “historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies of
knowledge and skills essential for household or individual functioning and well-being”
(Velez-Ibanez, 1988 as cited in Gonzalez et al., 2005, p. 72).
4. Resources – Support or aid found within cultural systems and networks that can be
drawn upon and strategically used when needed (Gonzalez et al., 2005).
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5. Social Media – Digital tools that support significant social interaction or enable
communication in online communities that allow participants to create and share their
own content (boyd, 2014).
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CHAPTER TWO
Review of the Literature
The current study narrates the way in which three Mexican-American students are using
social media and messaging applications within transnational social spaces. Social media and
communication applications can offer connections and interactions beyond the time, place,
culture and language barriers and assist individuals in overcoming obstacles to provide access to
additional funds of knowledge. These funds should be viewed as additional learning resources
that are considered within the K-12 educational and instructional experience of students.
For a review of the literature, first, an understanding of the immigrant experience in
transitioning into a new country is explored through the experiences of the hybrid, cross-border
life. Next, the transnational social spaces of immigrant teens are explored as potential funds of
knowledge. Finally, an exploration of the affordances of social media and communication
application technologies as proxies of transnational social space and relationship development
due to continued relationships with past and present social groups is explored. Ultimately a case
through the literature review of the importance of such spaces in offering bridge-building
resources within the K-12 context for the immigrant teen is presented.
The Immigration Experience
The ability to thrive within the migration experience of immigrant youth is impacted by
the experiences past and present that are encountered. Each experience is unique and laden with
supports and barriers, trials and successes. The response of each individual will uniquely shape
identity. Some of the struggles are common for many of those who immigrate such as the loss of
relationships and learning a new culture. Yet, other experiences may be specific to the person
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such as familial struggles through the separation and reunification process or learning a new
language.
The immigrant experience begins with the reasons for relocation. Often the youth does
not have a choice in the decision to relocate but will ultimately be impacted by this life change.
In a study conducted by Suarez-Orozco, Suarez-Orozco, and Todorova (2008) in which the
immigration experiences of 400 youth were studied. Findings of the study include the separation
of children from kinship relations played a significant part in the immigration experience and
may result in increased anxiety, depression and stress for the child. For more than 250 youth
within the study, extensive separations between a parent and child lasting from half a year up to
ten years were reported. This separation and reunification significantly impacted the familial
community as a support and created a unique dynamic that impacted the identity development of
many of the teens. Of the Mexican immigrant youth within the study, separations with the
maternal parent were brief if at all, while paternal separations were often permanent. Parents
reported separations that lasted longer than anticipated due to the barriers of settlement within
the new country. Additionally, long distance communication was reflected as one of the
struggles of the separation between parents and children. In cases of separation followed by
reunification within a new country to parents that may often be unfamiliar to the child, each
reunification was unique and emotional.
“For the parents, the reunification signified the joyful conclusion for a painful period of
sacrifice and struggle to bring the family together. For the children, however, the
reunification was the beginning of a new and emotionally laden phase. For them, it means
entering a new life in a new land to be raised by a new set of adults.” (Suarez-Orozco,
Abo-Zena, & Marks, 2015, p. 39)
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The reunifications can be filled with anger, resentment or jealousy. The addition of new family
members may leave children feeling neglected, abandoned or underappreciated within the
familial unit as relationships lack traditional familial roles.
For the immigrant youth who do not experience the separation and reunification with the
familial unit, an experience laden with its own stressors and challenges may still exist as
immigrant teens experience struggles with navigating cultural change associated to schooling,
language barriers, loss of former relationships, making friends, and feelings of isolation. In a
Canadian study of newcomer youth ages 14-18, teens identified isolation as one of the initial
struggles encountered in a new country (Shakya, Khanlou, & Gonsalves, 2010). The
communities that individuals once associated to may no longer be accessible. The original
cultural identification of the immigrant may have changed. Feelings of isolation may be
compounded by linguistic barriers if the teen has very little or no fluency in the language of the
new country and this may complicate the challenge in making new friends. These linguistic
barriers can pose challenges beyond making friendships.
As the Shakya, et al. (2010) study revealed, newcomers identify these linguistic barriers
as one of the biggest challenges faced in the settlement process. The language barrier may pose
difficulties for families entering the labor market or successfully navigating the educational
system. Language barriers can prevent students from comprehending the teacher, curricular
content or expectations. Systemic differences within the educational system must also be
navigated. The organizational structure and expectations within schools may not align with prior
educational experiences. School policies within the new country may differ. Students within the
study reported expectations that are often more rigorous stating that there is a heavy load of
school assignments both within and beyond the school day (Shakya, et al., 2010).
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Often a stigma of low academic perceptions or academic degradation is applied to the
immigrant student within the educational system. Additionally, discriminatory attitudes of
teachers and peers have been reported (Anisef & Bunch, 1994). Foreign academic credentials
often go unrecognized as the student may lose credit for prior educational experience. Parents
may experience a similar encounter as educational qualifications or prior work experiences are
not considered within the labor market. Families may settle for non-professional occupations to
be able to provide an income. The labor market challenges often result in socioeconomic
hardships. As families make choices to provide for their needs, families may select to multiinhabit households or make other sacrifices. Sometimes this results in pressure from the family
for children to enter the labor force prior to finishing their educational endeavors (McDonnell &
Hill, 1993). Additionally, economic hardships may result in instability of housing (Brabeck,
Lykes & Hunter, 2014) and detract from the American educational expectations of extending the
formal learning beyond the school day due to resources, space and time barriers. Additionally,
themes in research point to discrimination, marginalization and other structural barriers of the
school experience that may ultimately lead to a limited educational experience or limited
opportunities after schooling is finished (Marks & Pieloch, 2015).
Social Group Memberships
For students, group memberships will often inform how life is approached, how a student
views him or herself as a participant within the new country, and how successful the student
believes he or she will be. Often, a student will associate to groups that provide resources and
offer relationships related to the self-concepts the individuals align to themselves. These
relations may direct actions and behaviors. Thus, it is important that all students are provided the
opportunity to view themselves as an accepted member of the community. Within the school
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context, students should be given the opportunity to associate to groups with the potential to rise
to rigorous academic expectations and ultimately prepare for the post schooling potential to have
a thriving career as an adult.
Velez-Ibanez’s (1988) study of United States-Mexican households in Tucson, Arizona
described the development of “clustered-households” in which immigrants developed
relationships with non-kin networks with other immigrants and how such networks provided
“coping and mediating mechanisms” (p. 40) as well as access to resources, and socialization.
Additionally, Velez-Ibanez proposes that these non-kin relationships become such a part of the
culture of the immigrant that the relationships can be seen beyond the first-generation. Exposing
the acquisition of knowledge that immigrant children gain through relations and experiences that
cross both sides of the border, and labeling this as “funds of knowledge,” Velez-Ibanez and
Greenberg (1992) outlined a need for educational reform to consider and value the United StatesMexican experience as agency. This research is expanded upon within the work of Gonzalez, et
al. (2005) as the resources garnered from relationships that immigrants foster are viewed as
agency and valued as additional funds of knowledge that can be used to support the migration
experience.
According to the Social Identity Theory of Tajfel and Turner (1986), people will
associate to groups from which a sense of belonging in the social world is gained. As Faist et al.
(2013) explain, the migration experience of modern day does not constitute finality of social
connections due to geographic distance and the social ties and practices come together in
transnational social spaces as a result of the social resources these connections offer. Based on
the work of Tajfel and Turner (1986) it is proposed that people seek out membership within
groups through compliance to social expectations related to the group. Individuals negotiate their
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past and present experiences and future expectations against perceived social group norms, the
perceived members of these groups, and the social interactions with others to ultimately associate
a personal identity (Ashforth & Mael, 1989). The individual then classifies and associates
identity in relationship to the social interactions with others to associate with a place in the world
(Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Mead, 1934). To identify with the social bounds of a particular group,
the categorization of beliefs, characteristics, and behaviors of the individual must align with the
group norms of the in-group and must have direct boundaries with an “other”. In addition, this
identity must be confirmed by members within the group and members not of the group (Burke
& Reitzes, 1981; Stryker & Burke, 2000).
The significance of identities can be extrapolated from the associated fate of the group.
Once associated to the persona of a group, individuals often adhere to group values, norms,
attitudes and behaviors (Ashforth & Mael, 1989). The stereotypical behaviors attributed to the
group are often then applied to the individual. The stronger the self-attributed similarity the
individual associates to the group, the stronger the conformity of the individual to group norms
and outcomes. Additionally, the stronger the self-attributed distance to the other group, the
increased conformity to group norms (Ashforth & Mael, 1989). Hence, the relevance to
education is significant as students associate with identities that may or may not lead to positive
and thriving futures, especially based on stereotypes with deficit perceptions.
As Vygotsky’s (1925) sociocultural theory demonstrates, learning and development is a
social process. Current literature suggests that in-school relationships may shape a student’s
academic engagement, school performance and social behavior, especially for immigrant
students in the United States. Positive and supportive school-based relationships often lead to
immigrant students making greater efforts in their schoolwork as they are provided emotional
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support, feelings of importance, feelings of safety and seeing opportunities for success (SuarezOrozco, Pimentel & Martin, 2009). Newcomer programs should consider the importance of
fostering positive relationships between the immigrant and non-immigrant American students.
Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner and Cain (1998) outlined research on figured worlds which
may play an important role in an immigrant’s experience in adopting a role within socially
defined groups of the now shifting worlds in which the individual interacts. What comprises a
figured world is related to what participants in the socially defined figured world do within a set
time and place, and how participants interact and relate to the environment and each other.
According to the concept, figured worlds are dependent upon the participants of the group and
the histories of the peoples and significance associated to group members based upon past
histories. Power relations within these groups play into the dynamics, actions, attitudes and
associations of members.
Empowerment Through Social Technologies
A new era of migration exists because of changing technologies. What once was a
migration scenario full of finalities especially having to do with relationships is now a changing
dynamic with the ability to navigate time and space due to communication technologies. Recent
studies of the use of social technologies highlight the advantageous access to building and
maintaining relationships through different and timelier communications mediated through
technology. Depending upon the social context for communication and an overcoming of
barriers such as cost, time, and access, the technology can be leveraged as a social and political
act (Madianou & Miller, 2012a, b; Lam & Rosario-Ramos, 2009). Once existing barriers are
overcome with technologies that provide connections across borders and communities through
media that provide access to current news and in languages and literacy practices to which the
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individual may be more familiar and offer connections with former social networks
(Cruickshank, 2004; Lam & Rosario-Ramos, 2009).
Lam and Rosario-Ramos’s (2009) study of foreign-born high school students found that
the older the student who migrates, the more social connections to the country of origin are
maintained through social media. Often this is because the digital communities of social
interactions existed prior to the move. Within the study of high school students, the medium
utilized for digital social exchanges included: instant messaging, e-mail, chat rooms, internet
portals, websites, and personal web pages and blogs. Other studies relate to the use of
communication technologies reflect on the use of these technologies to make social connections
through text and images. The connections aid feelings of isolation and feelings of loss of familiar
cultural norms. Through a survey of 70 immigrant youth ages 12-18, Elias and Lemish (2009)
discussed ways social connections to the country of origin were made. The connections within
the study were sustained through current news, chat rooms with communities that shared the
ethnic origin, searching for images and information that made a cultural connection to the home
country, or used technology as a medium to understand the social context of the new land.
Even without home access to the technologies that allow for such exchanges, students
often find outlets to connect such as using technologies at school or within the homes of friends
(Elias & Lemish, 2009; Lam & Rosario-Ramos, 2009). Other research shows how the
manipulation of social media to stay in constant contact through the exchange of information on
an ongoing basis can create a sense of ‘ambient co-presence’ (Bacigalupe & Camaera, 2012).
The ability to use social media to exchange even short communications about current happenings
can create a sense of closeness and continued relationship development. In a study of Salvadoran
transnational families, 66% of participants reported using technologies to talk about every-day
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life activities, 15% reported using technology for emotional support from the relatives living
abroad (Benitez, 2012). Such exchanges can provide opportunities for building self-esteem and
developing communities that provide a sense of belonging and safe environments within which
the participant can develop connections with others to whom the individual relates.
In the same context that technologies can empower a youth, the same tools can create
conflict. As families separated by physical location may maintain an expectation of contact and
communication despite the youth’s desire or feeling of a depth of connection to the relationship.
The lack of face-to-face encounters with members of virtual relationships may only cause an
additional sense of isolation and loneliness for the individual and may create a sense of
disconnect between both the country of origin and the new country. One of the important agents
that technology affords is the ability of the teen to be an agent of self. In other words, the youth
author personal narratives through choice in communities, interactions, and the virtual creation
and portrayal of self.
As the literature suggests, technology tools allow for connections and relationship
building that can foster positive identity construction through positive associations with others
that overcome time and space. Social media also provides agency to youth through the choice in
relationship, development through forums of interest areas, a format for synchronous and
asynchronous communication, and the manipulation of the internet as a source of information
that keeps one connected to identities an individual perceives as important. Additionally, the
virtual creation of self through means such as writing, images, and video construction allow the
production and exchange of communication through multimedia to which members may
associate to groups or communities.
Teen Use of Social Media and Communication Applications
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As the proposed framework utilizes the affordances of technology, the scope of
technology must be defined. The following literature review offers perspective into the selection
of the specifics utilized within the proposed case study.
In 2015, the Pew Research Center (Lenhart, 2015) released a study of teens’ use of
technology. Within the study the extensive use of technology by adolescents aged 13-17 was
researched. The study revealed that “92% of teens report going online daily” (p. 2), through
access gained by smartphones as well as internet connected devices. The teens within the study
report their activity online as predominately social through the connections of social applications
and texting communication options. Findings within the study reported that 90% of teens with
phones are texting, and 46% of Hispanic teens used text-based messaging apps including Kik or
WhatsApp. “The number of text messages sent or received by cell phone owning teens ages 13
to 17 (directly through phone or on apps on the phone) on a typical day is 30” (p. 19). Besides
communication apps, teens are extensively utilizing social media applications to connect. Of the
teens within the study, 76% of teens reported utilizing social media apps. Higher numbers were
reported when social media apps were defined by a specific name within the survey tool. Such as
Facebook. Eighty-nine percent of participants reported yes to using one of seven sites included
within the question. Discrepancies of social media use could be seen among the youngest group,
age 13, with less usage on specific social media sites for this age group. Less than half of the 13year-olds reported use of Facebook while 77% of 14-17-year-olds reported use of Facebook.
The findings of the Pew research study (Lenhart, 2015) are in alignment with the work of
boyd (2014). Patterns of teens using phones for texting, recording and sharing images, but more
importantly engaging in social behaviors with peers was found within boyd’s study. Social media
and texting offer a space for teens who are wanting to engage in adult-like behaviors by forming
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social networks, yet they are bound by time and place through parental actions such as not being
able to leave home (boyd, 2014). Social media and texting offered a way to remain connected to
their peers.
“It enables youth to create a cool space without physically transporting themselves
anywhere. And because of a variety of social and cultural factors, social media has become an
important public space where teens can gather and socialize broadly with peers in an informal
way. Teens are looking for a place of their own to make sense of the world beyond their
bedrooms. Social media has enabled them to participate in and help created what I call
networked publics” (p. 5).
boyd explains that teens are seeking identity development and a place in society. Social
media and communication applications allow for teens to access, connect, and construct
communities in which teens can hang-out and develop social relationships and identities. boyd
additionally offers a definition of networked publics, or “publics both in the spatial sense and in
the sense of an imagined community…allow people to gather and connect, hang out, and joke
around” (p. 9). Such publics play a crucial role in teen identity and community development.
Conclusion
All teens are developing a sense of self and seeking a sense of belongingness within a
personal community of interaction. For Mexican immigrant teens, the communities of interaction
extend beyond the host country and must consider the transnational social spaces.
“Identity exploration in adolescence is particularly complex for immigrants. As
children become socialized to develop their educational career, gender, and other
identities, they negotiate cultural expectations from both the U.S. culture and their
heritage culture. When seen as an aspect of a bilinear process of acculturation occurring
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simultaneously with respect to both cultures, adolescents balance their developing
heritage identity with feeling a part of the new society” (Birman & Addae, 2015, p. 132)
With evolving technologies, teen communities can extend beyond time and place and
have changed the way teens network and develop community. As the literature of the
affordances of social media and communication applications within transnational social spaces
of immigrant teens has been reviewed, these ideas form a foundation for the proposed case study
of immigrant teens.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Gonzalez et al. (2005) proposed that students gain knowledge from the multiple communities
and experiences that exist in their lives and that building on this knowledge within the school
setting is an effective teaching strategy. Additionally, the funds of knowledge work of Gonzalez,
et al., (2005) offer a framework for theorizing household practices as sources of knowledge. By
valuing and including the social, historical, political and economic context of households and the
vast resources found within life experiences, the knowledge from the household clusters and
resources from diverse communities of which a teen associates can build upon and support the
school experience. As new research explores the extension of social connections and
information exchanges provided through technology, boyd’s (2014) affordances of social media
within networked publics considers the ways in which social media technologies are changing
the experience of connecting. This study considers the context of Mexican American teens’
immigration experience and use of technology for connections including transnational
connections to access additional relations, resources and knowledge.
The current study narrates the way in which three Mexican-American students are using social
media and messaging applications within transnational social spaces. This methodology
considered the interviews of three immigrant teens. Teens were interviewed individually and as a
collective group through a focus group interview process. Three rounds of interviews and focus
groups were used to collect data toward the study. The analysis of the data was conducted
through a multi-case analysis.
Research Plan
A case study approach to research is beneficial to “contribute to our knowledge of
individual, group, organizational, social, political, and related phenomena” (Yin, 2014, p. 4) and
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the intent should be to “expand and generalize theories” as opposed to “extrapolate probabilities”
toward populations (Yin, 2014, p. 21). For the purpose of this study, it was important to revisit
the proposed theories included within the framework: funds of knowledge, affordances of
technology, and transnational social spaces. Thus, the intent of the proposed case study was to
expand upon the funds of knowledge and affordances of technology theories within the context
of the transnational social spaces being accessed by immigrant teens within social media and
messaging applications.
The significance of the study proposes that schools should consider a range of ways
technology can support the ability to bridge youth’s transnational worlds with their academic
worlds. As Bacigalupe and Parker (2015) explain, “Emerging technologies change the meaning
of migration” (kindle location 1519) and “[the phenomenon of emerging technologies]
underscores the strengths that migrants demonstrate during geographic transition” (kindle
location 1509). As such, a better understanding of the meaning of the virtual experience is
needed. Considering the current research exploring affordances of technologies and the often
separate research exploring the transnational immigration experience of teens, the proposed area
of research seeks to understand the impacts of one upon the other and the meaning that can be
made through these lived experiences through the funds of knowledge utilized within the K-12
educational experience.
Research Design
In following Yin’s (2014) six step process to case study research, the research design
phase should outline a blueprint of considerations of the case study including guiding questions,
propositions, definitions of the case, bounds of the case, and a consideration toward the criteria
for interpreting the findings. Each of these considerations have been further developed below.
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In 1990, the pilot study for Funds of Knowledge was conducted in Arizona in which ten
teachers met for home-visits with selected students from their classes to learn what student bring
from household experiences as strengths to the educational and instructional inclusion within the
classroom. After the study, the principal researchers commented on the success of the research,
stating “we realized that we could visit a wide variety of households, with a range of living
arrangements, and collect information reliably that would inform us about how families
generated, obtained, and distributed knowledge, among other aspects of household life”
(Gonzalez, et al., 2005, p. 5). As expressed within the concluding thoughts of the funds of
knowledge work, Moll states the need to “recontextualize the project within new social
conditions” and with the “necessary modifications to local contexts” (p. 286). Thus, a design
element to be considered from this work includes the understanding of potential funds of
knowledge for immigrant teens within the context, not of the physical family home, but instead
within the transnational social spaces accessed through the affordances of technology.
The additional framework supporting the rationale of this case study is the continued
work of danah boyd (2014). Between 2005 and 2012, boyd interviewed and observed teens
across the United States to understand the networked publics within which teens were choosing
to interact and the ways in which teens were using the affordances of social media. Currently her
work includes generalized summaries of teens within the United States. What this particular case
study considers are the affordances utilized by three immigrant teens’ within their transnational
social networks toward boyd’s identified affordances technology.
As proposed by Yin (2014), qualitative studies that examine other studies on the same
topic, offer a lens toward generalizability of themes, narrow the interest to a key topic or two,
and help to validate the need for the research study. As Creswell (2009) describes, these case
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study methods are to explore a real-life, contemporary bounded systems. The contemporary
bounded system that offers a lens toward generalizability of themes toward prior research has
been proposed through the following questions for this case study:
Overarching question.
How did three Mexican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps within
transnational social spaces?
Sub-questions include:
1. What affordances of messaging and social media apps did the teens use to participate in
transnational social spaces?
2. What funds of knowledge did the teens choose to engage in when using social media or
messaging apps?
The proposed study was focused by considering the propositional questions within the
design phase of the case study development. As described by Yin, “each proposition directs
attention to something that should be examined within the scope of study” (2014, p. 30). Taking
each question and thinking about propositions will help with the consideration of what evidence
may support the study and where to find the evidence and will support the analytic strategy
within the data analysis process. The propositions identified and aligned to the questions include:
Proposition to the overarching question.
The three participants use social media and messaging apps to connect with Mexican and
American relationships. The different purposes for which the participants use social media
include providing unique access to different sets of resources. These resources can be applied
within the K-12 educational experience.
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Proposition to the sub-questions.
1. Teens engage in building virtual funds of knowledge within transnational social spaces via
social media and messaging apps. By connecting to knowledgeable others virtually, unique
knowledge, support, and resources are accessed because of the virtual cross-border relations.
2. The affordances of messaging and social media apps offer unique networked publics of
immigrant teens through the cross-border relationships.
Units of Analysis
Based on the research questions that will guide this case study, and the propositions to focus
the question development, the case, or unit of analysis of each of the three participants within the
study offered the multiple-case study approach. The bounds of the case included:
•

Teens who are first or second-generation immigrants from Mexico

•

Teens who use social media and/or messaging applications

•

Teens who have cross-border virtual connections

•

The local public school of the district in which the study is conducted

As each of the three participants represent a unique case and the units of analysis must align
with the multiple theories proposed, a multiple-case embedded unit of analysis design model is
used. Yin (2014, p. 61) proposes having two or three replications when a theory is
straightforward within a multiple-case study.
In considering the multiple-case study methodology both the evidence to be collected and
intent for data analysis were considered during the design stage. As each participant served as a
unique study, the analysis considered implications toward the theoretical framework for each
case. Each case was developed as an individual case report. In addition to each of these case
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reports, cross-case study conclusions were developed. These cross-case study conclusions were
compared to the initial theories proposed and implications toward policy recommendations.
Research: prepare.
Following Miles and Huberman’s (1994, as cited in Creswell, 2009) recommendation to outline
the areas of settings, actors, events and processes, to form the data collection procedures, the
following section describes each of the four areas used within this case study in greater detail.
Setting.
Birthed from the historic gold-rush, the potential for mining prosperity encouraged
settlers to the small community that is nestled in the Southwestern United States. Unlike many
ghost towns, the communities were able to sustain prosperity until the adventure seeking tourists
brought about new opportunities for economic sustainability through the tourism industry.
According to the 2013 census, the population of the rural county of which the participants of the
study reside now reports approximately 30,000 full-time residents. This number represents a
growing community as the county has seen an almost 30% increase in population in
unincorporated areas since the year 2000 and a 109% increase in permanent residents since this
time according to the State Demography Office.
Demographics within the community have also seen changes since 2000. The median age
of residents, although lower than the state average, is continuing to rise. In 2010 the U.S. Census
reported a median age of 36. Racial diversity has also increased. The number of non-white
persons has increased 55% between 2000 and 2010 with the Hispanic population growing more
rapidly, by 73% since 2000.
Recreation-based tourism, residential construction and mining serve as the top three
industries providing economic opportunities for residents according to the 2013 county assessors
analysis. When measured by total wages paid, the top-five employment categories (public and
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private sectors) include: accommodation and food services (24.6%), government (15%), retail
trade (11.1%), health care and social assistance (8.5%), and construction (6.3%).
The participants of the study were recruited from the rural mountain community. The
school district in which the local public secondary schools are a part is a state accredited school
district. By state terms, the district is noted as “rural”. This categorization is determined through
consideration of the size of the district, the distance from the nearest large urban/urbanized area
and having a student enrollment of 6,500 students or less. With current enrollment around 3,500
students in PK-12th grade levels, the district has school populations that are well under the 6,500
student requirement. The students of the study maintain a current enrollment status at the public
secondary school. Although enrollment within the school is a requirement of the study,
recruitment efforts and research were conducted outside the school system and apart from district
or school data. Approval of the local education agency was not required prior to the study and
was affirmed through compliance with both the LEA’s board policy (GCS) and 20 U.S. Code §
1232h - Protection of pupil rights.
The rural school district to which participants are enrolled boasts 3,500 students in grades
PK-12. Of the student population, 25% of the students speak English as a second language with
28 languages being reported as the mother tongue. Spanish is reported as the mother tongue of
91% of English language learners. Low socioeconomic status is reported at a rate of 37.8% of the
overall population. In 2015-16, the school district was ranked in the top 10% of the state based
on the academic performance (achievement and growth) of students.
Three secondary schools exist within the county. The first middle and high school
represent the majority of students and offers a traditional pathway to graduation. Although the
buildings reside on separate campuses, the schools are the traditional continuum toward
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graduation and offer aligned curricular programming. The schools boast being International
Baccalaureate (www.ibo.org) authorized schools, promoting international mindedness through
rigorous breadth and depth of curricular knowledge, opportunities, and experiences for students.
The ninth through twelfth grade campus is situated on the southern end of the county while the
sixth through eighth grade campus is located in the center of the county. For the purpose of the
study we will call the traditional school Mountain High and Mountain Middle.
The second high school enrolls less than 75 students in grades ninth through twelfth
grade. It was birthed from a high school program that has grown in interest to the point of being
recognized as a separate school. None of the participating teens were enrolled in this school at
the time of the study.
In the 2016-17 school year, the Board of Education for the local district devoted $1.5M
toward a student device program to provide a Chromebook for every second through twelfth
grade child. The devices are checked out to the students like a library book but are viewed as the
student’s personal device, allowable to travel from home to school. The device allows for
personalization of the device including choice installations of applications. This means that all
students in grades second through twelfth have a technology tool that, once connected to the
internet, can be used to access virtual transnational social spaces of their choice.
The requirement of students to be a participant of the local public school is a result that
within this particular school district, each student has been provided a Chromebook that may
travel to and from school with the student. While at school, the students have access to internet
on the device. Internet access beyond the school day may be limited depending on the unique
situation of each student. The particular device used to access social media and messaging
applications is not a condition or bound of the study, however, students having a Chromebook
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ensures the potential that access to social media and messaging apps exist. The context of access
to social media applications for these particular students may differ from other Mexican
American immigrant teens who may not be provided technology devices that can be used
personally and beyond the school day.
Within the community, the library is considered a safe place. The facility is used
frequently by numerous non-profits that have pre-established relationships of trust and respect
within the community. Several of these organizations reach out to the Hispanic community
through the provision of services such as translation supports or access to other resources. On
Sunday’s, church groups use the meeting rooms to hold services. One particularly popular local
non-profit that supports Hispanic families with resources such as translation services often host
events at the libraries. Additionally, free community-wide social events are hosted at the libraries
including self-help classes and special events for young children. The school district often holds
informational meetings for families within these spaces due to the increased participation that
results.
In addition, the local, free, public transit system offers a stop at each library every hour,
seven days a week. Internet access is available, and events of a fun and inclusive nature are
encouraged. Numerous children and teens will opt to use public transit to access the library
especially after school ends each day. As a result of the high yield of community use, the
libraries have begun targeted programming for kids after school programming and programming
for school breaks. The library is seen as a safe place that is easily accessible and was the selected
choice by participants when identifying a location in which to engage in the interviews. The
library offers meeting rooms which were used for privacy during the interviews/focus groups.
Actors.
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Three Mexican-American immigrant teens were selected for participation within this
study. The age group selected for the study was fourteen to seventeen years of age. This age
group was selected to keep the focus on teenagers at the secondary school level to be able to
generalize toward the work of boyd (2014). The lower age limit of fourteen years has been
selected as a result of the Pew Research Center findings (Lenhart, 2015) citing that a significant
increase in social media use exists for teenagers aged fourteen as opposed to thirteen-year-old
teenagers. The upper limit of seventeen was selected to consider teen participants who are not
distracted by life after high school graduation. As a seventeen-year-old student, the participants
were mentally focused on the local and current school happenings with limited distractions
regarding their post-secondary ventures.
Validation of the qualifications of the participants within the bounds of the case was
verified at the onset of the data collection process. This occurred through the recruitment process
as well as through the collection of initial demographic data of the individuals. The collection of
demographic data was gathered through the pre-interview meeting. The information that was
collected during this step has been described in further detail below.
Additionally, the students were fluent in the English language as English was the
language used for communication exchanges throughout the interview process. English fluency
was self-identified by the participants during the recruitment process.
The enrollment of participants within the local public secondary school was required
within the bounds of the case. This was important for the generalizability of findings toward the
funds of knowledge theory in which the household knowledge is crossed with the educational
experience and instruction. Second, the adoption of Chromebooks for students within the local
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public school ensured that participants had a device through which social media and messaging
applications could be accessed.
Participating students were required to be either a first or second-generation immigrant
from Mexico who was living in the United States during the time of the data collection process
of this study. A first-generation immigrant from Mexico was born in Mexico and has come to
live in the United States. A second-generation immigrant from Mexico is the child of at least one
parent who was born and lived in Mexico. These definitions align with the US Census Bureau
and Pew Research Center. All three participants were second-generation immigrants from
Mexico.
In addition to meeting all participation criteria identified above, participants had to self-select
to participate to ensure they had an interest and willingness to participate in three interviews of a
maximum of sixty minutes each and three focus group conversations at sixty minutes. This was
in addition to an initial conversation to explain the study, the participation expectations, and to
answer questions the individual might have about the study. Each participant signed an assent
document which explained what will happen, why the study was being conducted, benefits for
participation, assurance of confidentiality of data, and the assurance that the student may
discontinue participation at any time. Parental or legal guardian consent through a permission
form was also required for students who are under 18 years of age, thus was required of all
participants within this study. This consent served as acknowledgement of permission by the
parent for participation of the child. A Spanish version of the permission form was provided as a
means of communication for the parents who might have a primary language of Spanish.
The unique condition of study required knowledge of the ethnicity of a child to ensure
that participants are in fact Mexican-American immigrants. Such knowledge may or may not call
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attention to the citizenship status of an individual, members of the family, or family friends. As
citizenship is not a variable of study, the researcher did not seek to obtain this information.
However, through relationships that formed and openness in response to interview questions, the
legal status of the individual or others that the participant chose to describe may or may not have
presented itself. Participants were ensured of the high measure taken toward confidentiality of
sensitive data and reassured of the trustworthiness of the researcher.
Such measures are discussed further in detail within the ethical considerations section of
this chapter; however, it is worthy to note at this point that the study used pseudonyms for all
individuals, locations, places and the masking of other defining data.
Convenience sampling was used to select the participating teens. Initially, the referral of
participants was used to select additional participants. One participant was recruited by a coworker of the researcher. The co-worker provided the contact information of the researcher to
potential subject. The participant initiated contact by text message stating interest in the study. In
response, the researcher set up the initial contact meeting with the participant and his mother per
the research guidelines previously explained. The second participant was recruited through a
relationship that the researcher had with a parent. In a casual conversation chatting about life, the
researcher explained the research project. The individual peaked interest and said that her two
children might be interested in participating. The researcher gave contact information to the
individual and one of the two children sent a text message to the researcher expressing interest in
participating. In conversations with this participant, the participant commented that a friend
might also be interested in participating. The participant sent the researcher’s information to the
friend and the friend did reach out to express interest in participating. For all three participants,
contact was made through a third-party who provided the researcher’s information to the
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participant and the participant had to seek out the opportunity to participate through a direct
communication with the researcher to express interest.
Once the participant contacted the researcher, a brief overview of the research was
explained to the parent and the participant. All three participants and parents opted for face to
face meetings which allowed the researcher to clarify questions regarding the study and process.
As a part of the first contact, coincidentally the researcher met with each participant’s mother. At
this meeting, the researcher delivered a copy of the assent and permission forms to the parents
and participants and collected signatures at the same time. Through the consent form collection
process, the researcher ensured the family understood the following:
•

Purpose of the study

•

Commitment of the study

•

Permission of the parent/guardian of participation, making sure to explain the
confidentiality measures that will be put in place as outlined on the permission form

•

Consent of the student to participate

•

Explanation that the student does not have to answer any questions they do not feel
comfortable answering

•

Explanation that the student is under no obligation to participate and may withdraw at
any time

•

Permission to audio record the interview

•

Offer to provide participants complete copies of all audio recordings and field notes upon
request

•

Explanation of researcher commitment to privacy and confidentiality
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Both the teen and mothers of the teens provided consent toward the teen’s involvement in
the study. This was collected through the signatures of the participant assent form and parent
permission form. Together, the parent and the participant were explained the purpose and plan of
the study. Any questions the family had were answered.
After collecting the consent forms, the researcher established the next steps to occur within
the research process.
After these were signed, the researcher was able to collect the demographic information to
ensure the participant qualified for the study. The researcher was able to schedule the meetings
for future interviews and focus groups including the meeting times and locations. In addition to
verifying the information found within Table 1: First contact pre-screening data collected of
participants, the following information was collected after the consent forms were signed:
•

Name of the teen

•

Date of birth of the teen (to ensure an age between 14-17)

•

Confirmation of first or second-generation immigrant status from Mexico

•

Best time to contact the participant

•

Best method to contact the participant

•

Contact information

•

Inquiry of any times to avoid contacting the participant

•

Best dates for each of the three interviews

•

Best location for each of the three interviews

•

Best date for each of the focus group conversations

•

Preferred location for each of the focus group conversations
The confidential information was recorded and stored on a secure, password protected

device. The students’ names were replaced by a pseudonym. The following table represents
the information related to participants in response to the bounds of the case.
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Table 1:

generation

Ivan 14

M

Mexico 2nd
generation

Isabella 16

F

Mexico 2nd
generation

Pubic School.
Has been
enrolled in
same district
since
Kindergarten.

WhatsApp,
Snapchat,
Xbox,
Facebook,
Messenger,
Facetime
WhatsApp,
Snapchat,
Fortnite,
Xbox,
Facebook,
Messenger,
Facetime
WhatsApp,
Snapchat,
Xbox,
Facebook,
Messenger,
Facetime

ENGLISH
PROFICIEN
CY

Pubic School.
Has been
enrolled in
same district
since
Kindergarten.
Pubic School.
Has been
enrolled in
same district
since
Kindergarten.

CROSS
BORDER
CONNECTI
ONS

Mexico 2nd

SOCIAL
MEDIA
USED

CURRENT
SCHOOL
ENROLLME
NT

Christopher 17* M

COUNTRY
OF
IMMIGRATI
ON
IMMIGRAN
T STATUS

GENDER

AGE

PSEUDONY
M

First Contact Pre-screening Data Collected of Participants

aunts, uncles,
cousins

Fluent

grandmother,
aunts, uncles,
cousins

Fluent

step-brother,
niece
grandmother,
aunts, uncles,
cousins

Fluent

*had a birthday during the interview process. Age represents the oldest age during the process.

After confirmation that the bounds of the study had been met by the participants, other
similarities became apparent. In one group interview, all three participants discussed an increase
of technology use for social purposes during the middle school years. Christopher explained that
he had access to a personal cellphone in elementary school but that he did not use it as much then
as he does now. He reflected that this increase in use was a correlation to his increased social
interests. Izzie and Ivan also discussed the change that occurred in middle school as personal
interests shifted from wanting to play outside to wanting to connect with peers. All three
participants discussed the use of social media or communication technologies to connect with
friends. One difference among the participants was the interest and interactions between
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connections in Mexico. Christopher and Izzie, the older participants, opted to associate with
family in Mexico while the Ivan, the younger participant, was more reserved in when and what
connections looked like across the border. All three participants discussed connections with
family through technology as being a more recent phenomenon. All three described connections
that have occurred within the past few years.
Additionally, there were similarities in the choice of tools the teens were utilizing.
Preference by participants included Snapchat for the majority of exchanges within the local
context especially between close friends. Connections across the border tend to be Facebook
messenger and voice-based technology supported calls including WhatsApp.
Other interesting dynamics related to the participants was the relationship among the
teens. The oldest teen, Christopher, was talkative and forthcoming during the interview process.
The other two, Ivan and Izzie, were less elaborate in their responses. Additionally, these two
were long-time friends and neighbors. Within the interviews, they would often describe
experiences that had occurred with the other participant. During the focus group interviews they
would occasionally clarify statements of the other person or embellish stories the other one told,
denoting an intimate relationship between the friends.
Events.
Participants completed three face-to-face interviews scheduled for a maximum of sixty
minutes each as well as three face-to-face focus group conversations of a maximum of sixty
minutes each. The individual interviews and focus group interviews were scheduled first and set
approximately one week apart. Unfortunately, the initial proposal had to be extended to
coordinate the schedules of all participants. The researcher scheduled the sixty-minute meetings
with each participant prior to each of the three focus group meetings.
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Interviews and focus groups were scheduled at the local public library. This setting
allowed for interviews to be conducted within a private study room. This location also allowed
for the use of the free public transportation system as a means of arrival to the site which two of
the three participants used each time we met.
Research: collect.
As case study evidence can be collected from multiple sources it is important to understand the
methods of collecting evidence utilized for this particular study. Data that informed this
particular case study included:
•

pre-screening inventory to ensure bounds of case are met

•

one-on-one interviews of each participant three times

•

focus group interview of all participants being together, three times

•

direct observation through informal interactions

Data that was collected was stored on a password and firewall protected computer. Audio
recordings were transcribed directly within the MaxQDA software. The MaxQDA software
allows for ease of transcribing in a way that syncs the written text to the imported audio track.
Software shortcuts allow for the manipulation of the audio track through commands (e.g. pause,
slow down, stop) to simplify the transcription process. As portrayed in the image below, specific
text can be selected, and the coordinating audio track will open and play.
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Figure 2. MAXQDA Software Output
The interviews were open-ended questions that encouraged deeper description, perspective,
opinion, and insights in response from the participant through a conversational approach. The
interview protocol that was used for guiding the interview and focus group questions has been
included within Appendix D. The guiding questions were used to focus and redirect the
interview to the specific objective for the conversation. The data was collected through the audio
recorded responses of the interviewee. The audio recordings were imported into the MaxQDA
software and were transcribed.
The focus group interview was to complement the individual interviews. These meetings
were kept to sixty minutes of dialogue. The researcher used the focus group interviews to clarify
any gaps from the interviews, validate interview responses, and develop potential themes related
to the overarching research study. The questions to guide the focus group interviews are outlined
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in Appendix D. The structure of the focus groups was set up to encourage conversational
dialogue between all participants. The data was collected through the audio recording of the
focus group conversation as well as through simultaneous field notes recorded by the researcher.
The audio recordings were transcribed. Further data analysis procedures have been developed in
the analysis section of this proposal.
At fifty minutes of conversation, the researcher began to wrap up the conversation. If any
critical questions have not been addressed the researcher redirected the conversation to gather
this information. The researcher concluded the interview no later than sixty minutes from the
scheduled start of the interview.
In addition to interview data, the researcher was able to consider direct observation
related to the behavior, comments, or activities that occurred within the interview as well as the
interactions leading up to or following the interviews. These notes were taken at the time of the
interview and recorded directly on the interview question page that the researcher used. Bogdan
and Biklen (1992) define these descriptive notes as descriptive language that is used to tell about
the physical setting, accounts of activities or events that occur, or other language that offer a
retelling through language resulting from the interview process.
Other notes taken included reflective notes. Creswell (2009) describes Bogdan and
Biklen’s (1992) reflective notes as comments that are personal thoughts by the researcher
including “speculation, feelings, problems, ideas, hunches, impressions, and prejudices” (p.194).
These notes were drafted primarily within the precoding process in the form of memoing and
were useful to assist with the data analysis process and findings. The notes were entered and
attached to content within the transcription data file. The MaxQDA software allow the entry of a
comment or memo to be directly correlated to the audio track within the software.
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After the initial transcription, a manual review and edit process to ensure accuracy of the
transcriptions occurred and revisions to the transcriptions were made. The researcher explained
to each participant the next steps that would occur with the data that had been collected. The
researcher explained that the data was to be analyzed for independent themes as well as to
summarize themes among all participants to focus on final findings that are generalizable to the
research study. In a member checking approach, the researcher provided each participant a copy
of the transcribed content and an opportunity to review the transcriptions for accuracy. This
member checking review offered the participant the opportunity to ensure the researcher had
accurately represented the interviews.
Research: analyze.
A step-by-step approach to the analysis process was followed utilizing a modified outline
of Creswell’s (2009) qualitative data analysis practice for information. This process considered
the organization and preparation of data, pre-coding toward extant themes, open coding for
emergent themes, development of themes and consideration and interpretation of findings. An
outline of the steps utilized within this process are explained within Figure 3 below.
Step 1: Organize and prepare
• Transcribe interviews using MAXQSA software
• Sort and organize sources of information
• Re-check and member-check transcripts for mistakes during transcription
Step 2: a Priori pre-coding (Layder, 1998) toward extant themes
• Read and reflect on data for general meaning and list ideas that come to mind
• Take notes by marking text with symbols and colors to identify content
o Consider propositions and general ideas
o Consider tone of the ideas
o Consider the impression of overall depth, credibility and applicability
Step 3: Open coding for emergent themes
• Organize the text into chunks or segments
• Organize segments into categories and label categories with a term
Step 4: Development of themes
• Develop outline for each interview considering coded labels
• Draft a codebook
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• Peer review thematic codebook
• Peer review of transcriptions data
• Revise codebook
• Reapply codes to transcriptions
• Peer review of transcriptions data
• Identify cross-case themes
Step 5: Findings
• Identify similarities and differences of themes within and across cases
• Member-checking of drafted concepts with participants
Step 6: Interpretation of Findings
• Ask “What were the lessons learned”
o Researcher’s personal interpretation
o Consideration of findings toward literature and theories
o Suggestion of new questions for research
• Develop rich description of the findings to add to the credibility
• Present negative or discrepant information that is counter to themes
Figure 3: Qualitative data analysis process outline
After the organization and preparation of the data through the transcription process, an
initial analysis using Layder’s (1998) provisional coding process of each individual case was
followed. The use of this priori coding process was applied. The researcher marked text that was
relevant or prompted a connection to a theoretical concept, category or idea. Within this process
the use of identifiers such as highlighted text, or insertion of emoticons (e.g. stars, etc.) to denote
connections considered important or relevant were used. Occasional notes or memos were
associated to passages throughout the pre-coding process. As Layder (1998) explains,
“It has been generally acknowledged that all observations and interpretations are
theory-laden to some degree or other. Thus it is impossible to start literally with a ‘clean
slate’ so to speak. Related to, yet distinct from, this (and as I shall go on to show), the
objective of theory-generation is enhanced if one starts with some (more or less
systematic) prior theoretical ideas since they help to both organize the data and stimulate
the process of theoretical thinking.” (p. 54).
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The rationale Layder (1998) offered to justify the precoding process is that the a priori
approach considering theoretical ideas ensures extant theory is not “cut off” but instead serves as
a “barometer” or possibilities or potentials as opposed to final ideas. As a new researcher, this
process was helpful to demonstrate how connections between the interviews that occurred and
the research that was previously considered exist within the qualitative data. The process also
helped to keep the focus on the research questions as opposed to being overwhelmed and
becoming lost within the amount of data collected.
After the initial pre-coding, a more detailed and open coding process occurred to consider
emergent theory. Within this process, selections of text were given a label related to the content
of the sentence. Initially a word or main concept was used to develop a label. For example, the
following sentence was labeled “reach out”:
“One of the resource officers that we have at the high school - her name is [name] - and
she um, she reached out to me.”
As other statements had a similar concept, these were coded with the same label. Some sentences
had the same word included within the sentence while others could be labeled as “reach out”
because of the meaning of the content. For example, the following selection was also coded
“reach out”:
“I have this one particular friend that she ever since last year, since I was in geometry and
now I'm in advanced Algebra II, she would always ask me for help with Algebra her
freshman year and now she ask me for help in geometry and she said that if she passed
geometry, she is going to ask me for help again next year for help with Algebra.”
A list of more than eighty codes were identified. Through a process of classifying,
organizing, and spiraling again through the data, the extensive code list was re-organized and
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restructured to combine concepts which reduced the list to fewer categories that were visually
represented in an outline form. For example, “reaching out” fell under a sub category of support
which was nested und a category of “funds of knowledge” but was expanded to consider the type
of support being sought or given (emotional support versus academic support, etc.).
Next, considering the open coding labels that developed, an outline of each interview was
crafted. Then, coded labels were applied to the outline. This allowed for the addition, subtraction
and reorganization of emerging themes and ease of comparison across cases. After the visual regrouping, a revisit and consideration of alignment of emerging themes toward the proposed
research question occurred and a codebook, see Appendix for labeling the identified themes
within and across each case was developed.
In the process of adding credibility, the use of a peer reviewer to cross-analyze the data
was used. The peer reviewer was selected based on her background in cultural anthropology,
sociology, and social justice studies. With a Bachelor of Arts degree in global studies, the peer
reviewer understood the anthropologic context of the interviews. Her prior research studies in
Ecuador focused on the effects of non-governmental organizations (NGO) within local
Ecuadorian context. Findings of her study revealed that local NGOs as opposed to remotely
directed NGOs had more direct impacts within the local population as correlated to the
organizations' purpose statements. The prior studies on the impacts of non-governmental systems
provided background knowledge toward the consideration of systems impacts. Seasonally, the
peer reviewer spends a few months a year working with a nonprofit that supports the educational
efforts in Honduras for Nicaraguan refugees. The organization supports the professional
development and training of the indigenous population of Miskito people to serve in teaching
and administrative roles within the Nicaraguan schools. Such background knowledge and
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experiences aided in the peer reviewer’s understanding and ability to apply codes and concepts to
the interviews of the teens within this study.
Initially the peer reviewer applied codes to a smaller excerpt of the transcription. Upon
considering the application of codes, the peer reviewer expressed concerns with two codes that
were difficult to discriminate and apply. Through conversations with the peer reviewer,
refinement of the codes included the merging of two labels into a single code, and the splitting of
two codes to create four unique codes. These final codes were defined and added into the code
book and then applied across interviews. To ensure credibility of the codes, the codebook was
provided to the peer reviewer who again applied the codes to a cross section of data that included
and reflected that this change supported the gaps that initially existed within the original
codebook. Upon finalization of the codebook, the peer reviewer applied the codes to one-ninth of
the transcriptions. This sample included a rich selection of transcripts that considered the
beginning, middle and end of the participant interviews. The application of these codes were then
compared to the codes given by the researcher. If the codes matched, a check mark was given. If
the codes did not match, and “X” was given. With the revised codebook, a percentage of the
number of check marks could be calculated. Codes matched at a rate of 74%. Many of the
discrepancies came from a misunderstanding of the defined code “asynchronous” which the peer
reviewer self-reflected was a gap in her understanding of this term. This resulted in a few items
being coded as asynchronous, yet communications were happening in real-time. Improvement in
credibility could be provided for if deeper initial examples and non-examples were further
debated to check for understanding and application across all transcriptions had been applied.
Yet with a 74% match rate, confidence in alignment and application of codes was established.
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The individual and cross-case similarities and differences were compared and considered
toward the description of stories of each case and a across the multiple cases in response of the
proposed research question.
Research: share.
In understanding the findings of the study toward the proposed research question, the
three individual cases were each reviewed and drafted as separate sections of the paper. The
multicase study considered similarities and differences of themes identified across all three
cases. This cross-case analysis offered a description of participants as a collective whole and
offers considerations of findings toward the theoretical framework. Additionally, alternative
perspectives toward rival propositions are included.
Additional Considerations.
Trustworthiness.
Within Yin’s (2014) explanation of case study tactics, considerations for ensuring a
quality study consider the construct validity, external validity and reliability (p. 45) within the
analysis. Tactics proposed by Yin (2014) toward construct validity of this study include the use
of multiple sources of evidence including interviews and focus groups as well as a member
checking process. Patton’s (2002) recommendation of triangulation of data was considered. For
the case study, data triangulation occurred by analyzing the similarities and differences of themes
within and across the multiple participants’ data. A peer review through a process that
considered the inter-rater reliability of the codes within the codebook tested the appropriateness
of codes. Reliability of findings was addressed through the development of the case study
protocol which can be replicated in future studies. Member checking with participants at the
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transcription level and again at the drafted case study level were used to consider input and
approval of participants.
External validity, or “defining the domain to which a study’s findings can be generalized”
(Yin, 2014, p. 46) was considered through the use of extant codes that considered the theoretical
framework within the design and analysis of the data for each case of the study and across the
case studies. As outlined within the theoretical framework, the proposed case study seeks to
generalize toward current theories. This is evident throughout the development of the proposed
study. For example, the developed questions for interviews (see Appendix C) have been prealigned to the theories of research and labeled within the research questions. Another such
example is the consideration of the theories within the development of codes and organization of
the final codebook. This direct alignment will support external validity by considering the
application of current research within a contemporary context.
Ethical considerations.
As some participants may be undocumented, additional care and concern toward ethical
considerations in studying, recruiting, reporting and conducting the study must ensure the
identities of participants are guarded with respect to both confidentiality and privacy. It is
important to note that the citizenship status of each of the three participants was not a condition
of the study and therefore was not asked of the participants by the researcher. Additionally, the
researcher did not require to know the year of arrival to the United States of the participant.
Participants may have discussed the impacts of citizenship requirements (often described by the
participants as being “legal” or “illegal”) within the United States as a stressor they considered
for their loved ones, especially in light of the political climate of the United States. Yet, the
citizenship status of the individuals or of their friends or family was not asked by the researcher.
Additionally, the inclusion of minors as the subject of study brings forward additional ethical
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considerations. To address compliance with the federal policy for the protection of human
subjects, or the common rule, additional protections for children were incorporated. Initially,
explanations of the study were offered to the participants mothers and consent was obtained prior
to the start of the study.
Limitations.
As with all qualitative studies, generalizations toward a population are a limitation of the
proposed study. Case studies support and encourage the need for future research, but findings
cannot be generalized to populations. Instead, the findings must be considered toward themes of
the theories that currently exist. Additionally, participant bias when utilizing interviews for data
collection methods may be limitations of the study. As participants may consciously or
subconsciously respond with answers that reflect what the participant thinks the researcher
would like to hear.
Specific to this study are additional limitations including: time, language, and rapport.
The intent to complete the data collection toward the case studies within the confines of a few
weeks of interviews does not benefit from the actual results that may or may not come to fruition
for each student had the study occurred over multiple years such as the work boyd (2014) offers.
Thus, a limitation of this study is time, as the intent of this study is only a starting place for
future research. Additionally, language and rapport might limit the research as “bicultural and
bilingual researchers are better able than monolingual researchers are to establish rapport and
trust within immigrant communities and to gain entry into populations that might otherwise be
difficult to access” (Suarez-Orozco, et al., 2015, p.299). I am a monolingual researcher. I am
white. Thus, the potential for participants to safeguard thoughts or information may exist within
the interviews that were held. Additionally, as interviews were conducted, cultural bias may exist
within the interpretation of the communication exchanges particularly in the language choice or
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cultural events described within the responses of participants. For example, a participant may
reference and discuss experiences or feelings related to a Quinceañera while the researcher has
only a surface level understanding of such a cultural event thus bias in interpretation of the data
within this experience may result.
Delimitations.
Similar to the limitation of language, the bounds of the case to require immigrant
participants who are fluent in English may impact the study. As language acquisition research
has demonstrated, learning a second language takes five to seven years (Krashen & Terrell,
1983). By requiring fluency, the study may be impacted by incorporating only those participants
who have lived in the United States for an extended amount of time or to be primarily secondgeneration immigrants as opposed to first generation immigrants. The selection of participants to
ages 14-17 may impact the study including the rationale, frequency and type of social media use
the participants engage in. Additionally, the narrowing of technology affordances to the more
specific criteria of social media or messaging applications may limit the results of the study as
certain affordances of technology will be excluded if they do not fall within this category. Time
of year in which the study is conducted may also limit findings as school-aged students may have
different life conditions during summer months than school attendance months which may
impact findings of the study. Some of these conditions include the quality and quantity of access
to: technology, social networks, and free time or many other conditions.
Researcher background and role.
It is important to disclose any potential bias I may impact within the study. In 2008, I was
hired as the project manager of a grant project aimed at closing the achievement gap. The gap
being achievement scores between minority and majority subgroup populations and was
typically defined by race or language. Through this experience I began to see the impacts of a
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deficit mindset and of labeling of students as a division of “us” and “them” instead of “we”
emerged within the community. I was proud of the shift in the approach our district took toward
uniting students, including families, and striving to honor the diversity among students, staff,
families and community which valued diversity. I am proud of the work toward unity that
continues to grow within our community. As there will always be areas for improvement, one
area that I would like to see be a continued focus of efforts remains the experience of newcomer
immigrants as well as the experience of second generation immigrants to ensure students are
given supports, valued as equals, encouraged with opportunities of futures that are no different
than nonimmigrant students, and in general are valued for their individuality and unique
experiences that make everyone’s experience even more rich. It is this bias that I must consider
through the phrasing of questions included within my study and as I approach the interview
process.
My educational background of a Bachelor of Science in Interdisciplinary studies, Master
of Educational Technology, experience as a classroom teacher, and employment as a district
administrator overseeing technology have provided extensive experiences that lead to my bias
that technology enhances and extends opportunities for students. I want to explore the potential
that an individual’s community of interaction which may have been left behind during transitions
such as immigration instead might be tapped into as an agent of change because of advances in
technology. I also want to explore the potential that communication technologies might offer in
accessing resources and supporting immigrant students within a new community. Again, this
must be considered as potential bias throughout the methods and analysis of this study.
Additional biases that must be considered include my identification as a non-Spanish
speaking, female and third generation immigrant of European descent who has served in a
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mentor role to the initial gatekeeper of the study. Being that I am not of the community in which
I study makes me an outsider. Additionally, certain elements of these potential biases can be
portrayed as positions of power by participants. It is critical that positions of power do not
influence participants responses in an attempt to try to state what the participant believes is
expected as opposed to considering what may be closest to the truth.
As all researchers have biases, the intent of the background is to express what must be set
aside within my study. I must approach the process with an etic mindset especially under the lens
of culture and technology. Through the inclusion of participant review, or member checking, the
intent to remove biased assumptions is intended. Additionally, data triangulation will provide
additional accountability intended to identify and to remove potential bias.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CASE STUDIES OF THREE TEENS
The purpose of this study was to understand the impact that the affordances of social media
and messaging applications offered the migration experience through bridge-building for
Mexican-American youth. The study was guided by the following overarching question: How
did three Mexican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps within transnational
social spaces? The following sub-questions were used to support the study.
1. What affordances of messaging and social media apps did the teens use to participate in
transnational social spaces?
2. What funds of knowledge did the teens choose to engage in when using social media or
messaging apps?
The sections in this chapter were organized through a description of each teen’s
participation within transnational social spaces utilizing the affordances of technology to build
bridges through connections to the K-12 experiences. In each participant’s section there are three
subsections. The first subsection describes the in-between-ness of the teen and is titled
simultaneity. The detailed background of the participant included the experiences of in-betweenness of the teen. It is important to understand some of the barriers and struggles the students have
identified to provide context to the affordances that technology has offered the K-12 educational
experience. The second subsection is titled positioning and references the ways in which the
affordances of technology allowed the teen to navigate and position oneself within and between
communities and the way this offered control in shaping one’s own identity. The third
subsection addresses the funds of knowledge that teens engage in while using social media or
messaging apps. As Baldassar, Nedelcu, Merla and Wilding (2016) and Madianou and Miller
(2012a) have explored the way communication technologies have strengthened ties within
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transnational social spaces offering agency through cultural, emotional, economic and social
resources, so too this subsection will utilize these four topics toward agency to describe the
accessed funds of knowledge for the teen. A summary section has been provided which
addressed how the personal use of social media and messaging apps connected with the school
experiences.
Christopher Lopez, the Athletic Son
As a sixteen-year-old boy, Christian enjoyed social time with his friends. He had one
friend whom he had been close to all of his school-aged years and considered this friend like a
brother. He lived with his Mom. His father lived in an urban area about one-hundred miles away.
Both of his parents were born in Mexico. Chris was a junior at the public high school. He often
used Facebook and Snapchat to connect with friends and family. He also connected to others
using WhatsApp, Instagram, Xbox gaming, and Facetime. As Chris has aunts, uncles and cousins
living in Mexico and Canada, his cross-border connections stretched across North America.
Characteristics of participant.
Throughout the study Chris described his mother as a highly involved parent. In his
elementary years, his mother was daily involved in his life as she worked in his elementary
school and often drove the carpool to and from extracurricular activities. Even as a high school
student she was still showing up to observe his classes or to bring goodies to lunch for Chris and
his friends. At the onset of the interview process, Chris’s mother was guarded in the intent of the
study. She asked very pointed and thoughtful questions about why the study was being
conducted. She attended the first few studies and would roam the library bookshelves outside of
our study room door while the interview took place. A level of concern in the interviews and
process was evident in her level of involvement of the process. Yet, Chris was the most verbose
participant and openly shared his thoughts, feelings and descriptive life stories. A simple
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question would result in a rich story with a plethora of detail. While sometimes the alignment to
the story might initially seem mis-aligned to the research question, he would often conclude his
response with a summary as to how the story aligned to the research question that had been
posed.
Chris was the oldest of the three participants and described numerous networked publics
to which he associated. Unique to Chris was his role as a mentor that he described in utilizing
social media. This mentor role was reflected in the numerous relationships including: foreign
exchange students to whom he connected that were currently enrolled or previously enrolled in
his school, the new neighbor of his dad, his cousins in Mexico, or his friends with which he
would frequently get together. He valued and seriously considered this mentor role and valued
the opportunity to provide aid for others. Additionally, he sought out mentors for himself.
Particularly, Chris related to his uncle in Mexico who was a police officer. As Chris had been
exploring this career path, Chris had bonded with his uncle over his uncle’s occupation as a
Mexican police officer. This life view of working toward the justice for himself and for others
influenced many of the stories that Chris described when answering the research questions.
Relationship to researcher.
One of my Hispanic co-workers knew I had been looking for participants for my research
study. She notified me that she had informed one of her Mom’s church friends about my research
project as this family friend had a son that would qualify for the study. She passed along my
contact information and Christopher sent me a text letting me know that he was interested in
participating.
Simultaneity.
Although Chris was born and raised in the United States, cross-border experiences and
positioning still existed and created conflict. Simultaneity through a state of in-between-ness
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resulted in worry, struggles, marginalization and strife. The nepantlera state existed within
personal networked publics as well as the school setting. Having a mother who grew up in
Mexico, Chris reflected upon his mother’s home town and citizenship as part of her identity that
he did not associate as his own. As much of his family was still living in Mexico, he reflected
that until recently he did not have relationships with them. His own mother had not seen her
family in Mexico for fifteen years. In 2016 his mother leveraged the affordances of technology
to connect with her brothers and cousins through WhatsApp video messaging. Chris spoke to the
memory of this life changing event vividly. “My Mom got to see them. And, at first, I remember
her crying and jumping for joy, you know, because it’s been fifteen years since she saw them.
Like from that day, it had been 15 years” (personal interview, 1).
He went on to describe how the experience was eye opening as he saw images of the
differences in the ways in which his family in Mexico lived compared to his own experience.
Through a rich description of the dirt floor home, brick and stone roads, and outdated technology
which included an early model television set with dial channels and flip phones, he described the
differences. The differences brought about emotions that were expressed through statements such
as: “I guess Mexico is always like a step behind, you know, the United States” and “My
Grandpa, he felt bad. He was like, well we will send you this one [TV]. We can get another one
quickly” (personal interview, 1). He also recognized that other family members lived in other
parts of Mexico that were considered rich in comparison to the family home and town that he
had viewed. Chris reflected that the experience of connecting with family in Mexico in general
was positive. “Personally, I feel like I got to meet people better, like, I got to meet my cousins
better even though we haven’t personally met” (personal interview,1). Yet, with this revival
came some unspoken expectations of future connectivity. Chris reflected that his Mom expected
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that he would connect and interact with his cousins in a way that did not align with Chris’s
sentiment of the relationship. Yet, out of respect to his mother, he obliged. “There are days that
my mom, she's like "Oh, why don't you reach out to your cousin. You know your cousin asked
me this, but I don't know how to answer it. And, I'm like, I'm not going to pop out of nowhere,
you know. I first like try to talk to him to see what, you know, what was going on, but yeah,
usually my Mom is like go talk to him or try to like see what's going on” (personal interview, 2).
The distance Chris felt for his cousins’ and the conflict of obligation to connect continued
into his virtual life. Despite the direct request of his cousins to connect via Snapchat, Chris
intentionally set a boundary preventing this connection. In a reflection as to why, Chris explained
that Snapchat friends have an element to the relationship that does not exist between he and his
cousins. “I actually don’t have any of them [cousins in Mexico] on Snapchat. They both ask me,
like, what is your Snapchat, and I’m like um, I don’t have one. ‘Oh, okay, well hopefully you
have one.’ But it’s not because I don’t like them or anything but I feel that we aren’t – that we
don’t have that type of bond yet like I do over here with my friends” (personal interview, 1).
Chris viewed his life choices as different and not necessarily accepted by his Mexican family. He
admitted that he intentionally did not share his Snapchat information with this family or his
mother as the story he wrote through his public posts were in conflict with the expectations of
others. He shared that he believed his family in Mexico viewed him as the black sheep of the
family.
“Maybe my family would consider me the black sheep of my family, yeah, just because
in Mexico, my cousins are more like, I guess you could say, hard core religious, and so
they see me posting that post, or seeing the things that I like to watch, they probably see
me as like the weird one in the family. In a way I have a good sense of humor but also,
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um, like my sense of humor is probably a little bit different from other ones in the family,
so, it probably seems like the black sheep in my family or just like a clumsy person”
(focus group interview, 2).
The lack of belongingness to particular groups was also reflected within the United
States, especially within the school environment. Chris described the out-casting that happened
within the school as a result of racist stereotyping that was elevated on social media. The
comments began by white peers who tagged an African immigrant teen in posts with stereotypes
related to things such as eating fried chicken. When one post intentionally slandered the teen
regarding his father not being in his life, Chris began to advocate on behalf of the boy. In
response, the cyberbullying, attention was turned to him and the group began tagging him in
posts that implied he was illegal and “jumped the border.” The virtual insults quickly escalated
online and bubbled over within school. The incident blew up at school. Chris described a
confrontation with the boys at school in which the words incited anger and became hostile.
“And, they started to like, they started to like tag me in a lot of things, like Oh, how long
did it take to jump the border and all. And that is the one time I got really mad. And, I
even got suspended from school because I, I guess you could say that I assaulted him in
school. I grabbed his head and I slammed it against the locker, but that is because I was
really mad. Because, when there are certain things, there are certain levels that I could
take, you know, of racism. But, when it comes to a certain level, that is when I get really
mad. And, I don't mean to take it to social media and I don’t want to take it physically.
And, I do regret it because I know that that goes on my record for colleges and all, but I
got really mad with him” (personal interview, 2).
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The racist comments and stereotyping seemed to escalate during the Donald Trump presidential
election and as a result, tensions, especially among Chris and his friends, were high. As national
conversations surfaced and heightened around the deportation of Mexican nationals, the tensions
regarding citizenship status of friends and family became stressful and the in-between-ness
sensation rose. Chris reflected that he and his friends discussed the anxiety and tension related to
the pending election. “The thing with Trump, they [friends] were really worried because their
parents, they are illegal, you know and um, and what Trump was saying, they were really
worried with their parents because they don't want to get them deported or anything” (personal
interview, 1).
During this time of national tension, tension in the school increased and racial slander
among students often ended with physical altercations. Chris described how a certain group of
kids would seek him and his buddies out to provoke them around such topics. And, on more than
one occasion the conflicts ended with a physical clash.
“Last year and all I mentioned that we got into fights a lot. And no, we weren't, I'm not
gonna say that we were being picked on or anything, but we were being provoked you
know to start something. And usually they found a way to provoke us which was just
targeting one of us instead of both of us cause both of us would feed off of each other's
energy which would be like calming each other off - or calming each other down” (focus
group interview, 3).
The political overflow impacted Chris’s sense of safety and wellbeing and did not end on
American soil. The political state of Mexico and the concern for the safety and wellbeing of his
family in Mexico was on the top of his mind. Chris learned that one of his cousins in Mexico was
kidnapped and held hostage for a ransom. Kidnappers threatened the life of his cousin. His
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cousin was eventually reunited with the family. Chris explained that although the kidnappers
treated him well, emotional trauma and fear of future incidents remained. Additionally, his uncle,
who served as a Mexican police officer, was constantly battling such injustice and this too
caused fear regarding his uncle’s safety and wellbeing. “You know your family member's gone
missing and you think like of all the things that might happen to him. And, yeah, also, I worry
for my - I'm always getting worried with - my uncle is like arresting people because, over there,
with all the drug lords and stuff, and how like they actually mean certain things, when they say
"Oh, I'm going to kill you". They actually do. You know. It's kind of sad, you know because, I
don't feel like that’s the right way to solve certain things, you know, but my uncle's just doing his
job and all” (personal interview, 1).
The stories that Chris shared during our time together offered insight to the simultaneity
of transnational space within his lived story as a Mexican American immigrant teen, and the
impact this had on his educational experience. Within these same interviews, however, Chris
reflected on his experiences as a typical teen engaging in networked publics for the purpose of
building relationships and positioning his personal identity. It was within this element of his
story that implications toward policy and practice which offer considerations toward themes of
research that reflect academic supports through funds of knowledge accessible for students
within transnational social spaces can be found.
For Chris, the roles he had casts himself into and the relationships he leveraged through
social media provided access to resources within and across borders that would not exist if not
for the affordances of technology.
Positioning.
Chris navigated fluidly within and between borders and developed unique identities that
differed according to the role he positioned himself among and within differing communities.
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Besides a Mexican-American immigrant teen, when asked specifically about the life roles that he
related to, he described identities as a son, good friend, counselor, and role model who lead by
example. Additionally, throughout the interviews, evidence toward additional identities were
described within the stories he shared. Each identity was unique as a Mexican-American
immigrant teen. Elements of transnational social spaces impacted these networked publics. The
specific ways in which Chris chose to position himself among and within these communities
through identity development that leveraged social media had been developed as part of his
identity story.
Son.
When asked about the identities or roles he saw himself playing in life, the first that Chris
mentioned was his identity as a son. With a respectful and close relationship between himself
and his mother, Chris reflected fondly of their special relationship. From early elementary school
he described his mother as lovingly involved in his life. From working hard as a teacher’s aide in
his school, to bringing pizza and cupcakes to celebrate his birthday with friends, to buying a van
to be able to transport Chis and his friends to and from soccer practice, his mom had been his
biggest advocate and provider. Although life priorities had changed as a high school student,
Chris’s mom would still show up to school when asked to support Chris’s academic ventures.
She still celebrated Chris’s birthday with his friends by delivering Pizza Hut to the school, and
she still supported Chris’s areas of interest such as the way she encouraged him to pursue a
police officer program through the local Sheriff’s office. What had changed with the unique
dynamic that social media had brought to their relationship was the shift of dependency in the
mother-son relationship. Chris reflected that at times he had served as his mother’s advocate to
her boss at the job they work together, or through the dynamic change of son as teacher when she
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relied on Chris to teach her about using social media. Additionally, the mutual respect between
this mother and son had impacted Chris’s willingness to further develop his Mexican-American
identity through relationships with his family in Mexico at the request of his mother, who added
him to a social media group messenger specific to the family.
Student.
As a student, Chris engaged in conversations through social media to seek information
from family in Mexico related to school projects as well as to give information to a cousin
related to her class project.
Using Snapchat, Chris had been able to view the school’s Snapchat story and chose to be
an active participant within this community. On occasion he chose to seek information from the
site to be knowledgeable about school happenings. This participation within the social elements
of school had included relationships with administration and teachers that may not have existed
had it not been for social media. In one specific instance he reflected that a social media post
surfaced that included a threat upon the school. Because of the relationship between students and
staff through social media, students were able to immediately reach out to the building
administrators to report the incident within hours of the note surfacing and before the school day
had begun which allowed administration to act with local law enforcement. Chris also described
Snapchat connections with teaching staff that had contributed to unique levels of respect between
students and teaching staff that benefited the day-to-day classroom experience.
Chris reflected that despite what others might have thought about his school grades, he
had been able to shape his identity as a successful student through technology-based requests for
tutoring. He explained that many of his peers did not think he had good grades and through
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tutoring and others sending him virtual messages to request help, he had re-shaped this piece of
his identity to be one that others seek out to get tutoring support.
“Yeah, also, its funny how a lot of people think that I don’t have good grades in school,
but I actually my grades are pretty good. Freshman year I passed math with a 3.5. Yeah,
and a lot of people struggled with that. In geometry, I don't really like geometry, but I
passed that one with a 3.5 as well. And, so this year I had a lot of friends that are taking
geometry this year and they would - they ask me like what was your grade last year, I'm
pretty sure it was bad. I was like, nah it was pretty good. I passed with a 3.5 and all. So,
once I tell them I passed with a 3.5 they always ask me, well what did you do in this
problem? or like, well how do you solve this?” (personal interview, 3).
Athlete.
As an athlete, Chris had used social media to identify and relay his knowledge related to
left and right-handed baseball strategies, knowledge of sports teams, interest in boxing, and
numerous other sports related communication exchanges. In an honest reflection of the school
year, Chris described an emotionally challenging time when he did not make the school baseball
team. Yet, within his networked publics he offered expertise and advice to cousins in Mexico
around skills-based strategies and approaches, positioning himself as an expert in baseball. With
his knowledge around sports, he connected with family internationally around professional
games. Additionally, he made future plans with friends and cousins in the U.S. and Mexico to
have future face-to-face events related to sports.
Christian.
When it comes to religion, Chris associated himself to Christianity as opposed to
Catholicism. He specifically described social media exchanges with peers in which he
challenged their religious practices. He described peer exchanges in which his friends reached
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out to him to ask what the bible said. He also discussed the disapproval of his family regarding
some of his social media posts of activities that might be in defiance of the Catholic heritage of
his Mexican family and attributed this as a reason that he does not include them within certain
social media platforms and relations.
Social Justice Advocate.
One identity that Chris frequently shared that overflowed between social media and faceto-face encounters was that of a social justice advocate. Virtually this identity was shaped by the
advocacy stance he would take in policing the racism, stereotyping, or cyberbullying acts that
might occur toward his friends or others that were less positioned. Chris would choose to
respond to Messenger exchanges that tagged others in posts that were intentionally unkind,
especially when the posts included the same victim and aggressor.
In a duality of roles, Chris’s identity as a student and social justice advocate had provided
the opportunity to associate with a student program tied to the Sheriff’s office that encouraged
prospective students to pursue careers as police officers. The participation within this community
had heightened his identity as a potential future officer and provided an area of interest in
conversations between himself and his uncle in Mexico. The social media communications
exchanged within the group encouraged and promoted participation in local events to train in
field scenarios. The position had also given Chris valuation in his role toward advocacy within
the school through connections with the school resource officer and administrative staff.
Transnational identity.
Generically defined, the position as a Mexican American Immigrant teen had given Chris
a unique transnational identity. As each of the aforementioned identities had virtual exchanges
that allowed Chris to position himself with these lens in exchanges that occurred both within and
among U.S. and Mexico communities, a unique identity was defined. Chris explained this as
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sharing a unique identity with other like-peers that had similar experiences. Chris’s closest friend
falls into this category. As they relate on the between-ness of life and share similar attributes and
experiences, Chris identified with this friend at a closer level as is reflected in his reference as
him being like family. “And we have that uh, I guess you could say that we have that brother
bond now. Um, so yeah, I mean, personally I think that, personally I feel that [friend’s name] and
I have um like a different type of friendship. You know. It’s not even like best friends, it’s like
brothers that would help each other, you know, in certain situations” (personal interview, 2).
The ability to control the positionality of his identity had allowed Chris to easily extend
and grow communities and relationships which allowed for additional resources to assist in
navigating life. Chris reflected upon the cross-border communities that existed because of the
transnational networks in which he was a part. He described this lens as unique from his “pure
Mexican” friends or his “pure white” friends who had communities that exist solely within one
nationality. “I guess you could say you get more information and more knowledge of what’s
going around in the world, and also, I guess like the way we use our social media, say like
Snapchat. I know a lot of people that are just Mexicans and just have pure Mexican friends in
their snapchats. And there are other friends that I have that just have pure white friends. And
there’s some of us that have both. Because we grew up with each other and all and we still want
to have that connection as friends” (personal interview, 3).
As he had been able to control and shape his own networked identity, he was able to
selectively associate with certain groups more distinctly. Social media had allowed accessibility
to associate and develop relationships that aligned with group membership of particular networks
as individuals can develop connections with other members through common interests. For Chris
this was often around one of the identities previously described such as sports or being a police
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officer. However, sometimes this was related to other characteristics such as a common first or
second language, or the hometown of his mother such as the following example in which Chris
developed a relationship with a female peer that has since moved away yet the relationship
continues virtually. “Once we started to talk a little bit, somehow, we had that one connection
and uh, like, we both came up to the same conclusion that we like the same sports teams and um,
she's from the same state that my Mom was born in. So, she was born in Mexico, actually, and
moved over here as a young girl. So, apparently, we connected with that. I'm like that's -- I
thought that was unique” (personal interview, 2).
New connections had been easily made through social media, especially Snapchat to
extend the contacts and associations Chris had within certain networks. A perfect example of this
was a story Chris shared about a group project in school. The teacher assigned the students to
work groups. Chris was assigned to a group that he was not particularly excited to be a part of,
however, after the initial class work, the group decided to make a messenger group to continue
their efforts related to the project. As a result of the social media exchanges that the groupmates
had, the classmates bonded over the common interest of snowboarding and extended their
relationship to face-to-face choice activities beyond the school day. Additionally, the group held
each other accountable for progress toward academic success. Such new connections and
redefinition of group memberships had become much easier as a result of the safe and timely
access that social media afforded.
Funds of knowledge.
When considering the timely supports and resources that were gained as a result of the
affordances of technology in connecting to transnational social spaces, the cultural, emotional,
economic and social resources and supports became evident.
Cultural resource.
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Cultural resources and supports were exchanged within and between transnational social
spaces. Identity valuation was one such resource that Chris had found helpful. Viewing his
transnational language (English and Spanish) as a resource as he was able to navigate social
spaces with multiple groups, he found knowing two languages to be a cultural support. He was
able to position himself as a knowledgeable expert in areas of interest related to topics of cultural
consideration which have also provided supports to Chris. For example, his interest as a police
officer had opened the door to mentorship connections with his uncle as well as access to people
resources within his local school and community.
Emotional resource.
For Chris, some of the most passionate conversations he described were the interactions
with peers at school related to racial comments and stereotypes. As a part of these descriptions,
Chris talked about his Mexican-American buddies that created a system of support that was both
emotional and physical. “...they [peers] found a way to provoke us which was just targeting one
of us instead of both of us cause both of us would feed off of each other's energy which would be
like calming each other off - or calming each other down. And, but, like when we try to get one
of us you know they knew that just leave them alone and they’ll be really mad and all and they
wouldn’t like - they would do something to get us really mad but like there would be times that
my friend would be down the hall so he would just come running down and say hey, just calm
down they are just trying to provoke us” (focus group interview, 3).
Economic resource.
Within the socially networked communities, resources related to economic wellbeing
included supports related to monetary supports, academic success, exchange of knowledge, and
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even language and communication supports. At times Chris was on the giving side of the
resource, while other times he would reap the benefits of such exchanges.
After connecting with his family in Mexico through WhatsApp and seeing via video the
differences in lifestyles, Chris’s family in the U.S. decided to provide financial support to his
family in Mexico by initially providing upgraded technology to the family.
Chris also reflected on the way he was able to support peers through teaching them
economics and math through tutoring as a result of the identity he established as being
academically successful in class and through the tutoring supports he provided to peers when
they would send messages asking for help. As a result of this association, Chris was able to
provide his mom with information related to a sales chart that he found at their work so that she
could understand why the boss was difficult and she could feel confident enough to confront the
boss on the way he was behaving. “Once I was in the conference room with him [the boss] and I
looked and they have the same graph that I looked in economics, and I saw the number of
products they were supposed to sell, and, the amount of products they were expecting to actually
sell. So, once I looked at that, I figured out why he was cranky and why he was trying to boss us
around. And, I explained it to my mom. I told my mom, he might be really cranky and all or he
might be - he might be - I guess he can piss you off here and there, but it’s because he has, he
wants to, he has to make X amount of money by the end of Sunday. And, my mom, once I
explained it to her, she was like, how did you get this? And I'm like, cause in school we learned
this and this, and once I looked at the graph, I understood why he is like that, and I understand he
is uh, he is trying to like push you to get more products in. And, my mom, once I explained it to
her, she reached out to the boss and said, so is this why you actually are like this? You are not
really a cranky person, but you just want to get this much amount? And the boss, he was like,
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How did you know?... And so, yeah, from there, I'm not going to say that the environment is
better, but he definitely, he is definitely more understanding and more cooperative with us. He
helps my mom a lot when there are certain orders coming in. Like he helps my mom box it and
all” (personal interview, 3).
Other economic resources that have resulted from the transnational social spaces had
included access to knowledge related to current events and news. Such experiences included
knowledge gained from the social media groups that advertised upcoming events, to the
exchange of knowledge related to the wellbeing of family members during crisis such as the
catastrophic earthquakes, that provided insider knowledge internationally. “I have this one
friend that is from Oaxaca and he, what happened in Mexico with the earthquakes, you know, his
state was really affected, so you know, when I saw my cousins like posting that, I posted that
back over here. And, my friends saw it and one friend that is from Oaxaca, he got informed more
quicker, you know, because his parents were trying to get communicated over there in Oaxaca,
but they couldn’t. So, once I shared the one post that I saw from my cousins that said that the
communications in Oaxaca are critical and you can’t get your line through, and if you do, it’s
going to be really, really, faint and all. And, my friend, he told his parents and his parents were
like, okay, I guess we can breathe a little bit, because communications are down so I guess that is
the one reason we can't reach them” (personal interview, 2).
Social resource.
One of the most common reasons why Chris explained he connected to different
community groups through social media was due to the ability to “hang out” with peers in a
social setting around common interests even when they were separated by time and place. The
ability to virtually hang out or make plans virtually to hang out at a future time or place had
increased the time and connections that improved the relationship and strengthened the
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associated identity of the individuals to the group. “We always text each other, like ‘Oh watcha
doing?’ or ‘Do you want to go to the gym, today?’ or ‘Do you want to play soccer today?’ So,
that is basically what we are doing now. We uh- we just want to see, like how one's doing and
the other ones doing -if like we are busy or not and um, and yeah. And, like [friend’s name], I
don't have a streak with him, I don't think. Um. But, the times that I've communicated with him, I
know that he really likes soccer and boxing and um when we go to the gym he is always talking
about soccer or talking about like boxing or like positions in boxing and all. So, I guess it all
depends on how you communicate with the other person or what their -or if you share certain
likes with them. For example, I don’t really like boxing that much, but every time there is like a
match, I'm really interested in it. And um, I’ve tried to take it on because my grandfather and my
father are really big boxing fans so... so, I say, well, you know, if my grandpa likes it and my dad
likes it and my friends like it, then I might as well give it a shot” (personal interview, 1).
Summary.
For Chris, engagement in building funds of knowledge within the networked publics
when using social media and messaging applications were an extension of the identity
development within communities that were accessed through networked publics. The more he
associated as an insider within these cross-border communities, the more access he was able to
find that supported him culturally, emotionally, economically and socially in school.
Specifically, it was the affordances of technology related to the efforts and abilities to navigate
and position oneself within and between communities, ease to extend and grow communities,
relationships within the communities, and the resources that became available as a result of these
communities/relationships, as well as the timely support for self and others that have impacted
Chris’s ability to participate in transnational social spaces. The benefit of the extension and
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involvement in transnational social spaces to the school experience existed within and across the
funds of knowledge that was accessible. For Chris this was reflected in experiences related to:
identify valuation, access to news/events, emotional support, academic accountability, advocacy
for self and others, financial support, access to specific knowledge, and the ability to be together
to deepen the associations as insiders within these positioned groups. All of this resulted in ways
that Mexican immigrant teens used social media and messaging apps to participate in
transnational social spaces that benefited the school experience. And, as such examples, policy
makers should look for ways to extend, respect, value and leverage such opportunities to help
Mexican-American immigrant teens to overcome the barriers of simultaneity that hinder
academic success.
Ivan Saldana, the Vine Editor
Ivan was a fourteen-year-old boy who valued personal relationships with others. He
valued face-to-face time and would prefer face-to-face interactions. As with most teens, Ivan was
not able to be in the presence of peers as often as he would like. He utilized Snapchat and Xbox
to engage in more virtual activities with peers to overcome distance barriers. Interviews with
Ivan frequently revolved around descriptions of ways he was working to develop or uphold
relationships with others and more importantly, to develop his identity as perceived by his peers.
Ivan expected his close friends to contribute and uphold his self-perceived identity among school
acquaintances. Conflict for Ivan tended to arise when this identity has been violated or not
advocated for by his friends. In one such example, Ivan approached his boy best friend as Ivan
believed his friend violated their friendship by lacking to stand up for Ivan’s identity in a
conversation with other peers. In a personal interview, Ivan explained “My boy best friend and
this other kid went to [name of city]. The kid was like calling me gay and all that, and my boy
best friend didn't say anything. So, I texted him in the night cause I found out like - I was like
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why are you calling me gay and all that - our friendship is over and all that” (personal interview,
3).
Ivan had two good friends that he described throughout his interviews. The first was a
friend that he referred to as his “boy best friend” that he shared his personal thoughts and
feelings with through conversations that were often held in private Xbox parties. His other close
friend was Izzie. She lived a few houses down from Ivan and they had grown up together
spending time together and developing a close relationship that was often fostered through social
media. Ivan lived with both his Mom and his dad. During the first week of the interviews his
mother had a baby which meant that Ivan now had two younger siblings. Both of his parents
were born in Mexico. Ivan was currently an eighth grader at the public middle school. He often
used Snapchat and Xbox (specifically Fortnite) to connect with friends. He would also connect
with others using Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, and Facetime. Ivan’s grandmother, aunts and
cousins live in Mexico. He also has an aunt and cousins living in California that he was able to
visit last summer and potentially will return in the upcoming summer, this time without his
parents.
Despite viewing himself as social, the communication exchanges with Ivan were more
laborious than with other participants. It was not uncommon for a response to reflect an
emotional state such as “I don’t care” as opposed to a reflection of experiences related to the
question. His responses were often a brief phrase as opposed to the use of complete sentences.
Such brief responses moved the interview along quickly and resulted in questions that should
have been posed in a more open-ended manner to push his responses. A sample of a
communication exchange between the two of us has been provided as an example below.
Interviewer (I): Okay, and how much time do you actually talk to your grandma?
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Respondent (R): zero.
I: Zero on the cell phone? only on messenger?
R: no
I: Not even on messenger?
R: I don't even text her or call her.
I: Does your mom make you ever talk to her?
R: Sometimes, but not that much.
I: What does that look like when she makes you?
R: She doesn’t make me, my grandma wants to talk to me.
I: So, she will ask to talk to you?
R: yeah.
I: And so, is that cellular or face-to-face.
R: Cell phone
I: And so you will talk to her - how long will you talk to her?
R: Not that much one minute maybe
I: And what do you usually tell her, or what does she want to know?
R: Just how is it over here and what we're doing
I: What kind of things do you like to share with her?
R: um, I don't know
As a novice qualitative researcher, pushing the participant to expand upon dialogue
through phrases such as “Explain what you mean by [zero]” would have been an example of a
way to encourage dialogue. As a result, the rich description of Ivan has been written in a manner
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that includes fewer direct quotes and more summarization of longer strands of communication
exchanges that are formatted to provide a narrative flow.
Researcher relationship to participant.
Ivan lived a few houses away from Izzie in the neighborhood near the high school. The
two met when Ivan approach Izzie and her brother to introduce himself outside of their homes.
The two had become good friends over the past five years while they had lived near one another.
The two connected daily through face-to-face interactions as well as through technology. Often,
the two would send Snapchat messages to one another. The two shared common interests
including animae TV series and Xbox gaming. Ivan agreed to participate in the study because of
Izzie’s invitation. During focus group interviews the two would often arrive and depart together.
Simultaneity.
For Ivan, simultaneity impacted the boundaries he strived to set among family contacts in
Mexico. Additionally, he experienced confrontations and conflicts with classmates, and was
forced to navigate a sense of in-between-ness at school. Ivan explained that his grandmother was
still living in Mexico. His parents still maintained a relationship with his aunt and grandmother
in Mexico using Facetime by phone or Messenger through Facebook. His parents called at least
weekly. As his mother just had a baby, Ivan explained that his mother would talk to his
grandmother for hours at a time. As for his relationship with his grandmother, he felt very distant
from her. He explained that the last time he saw her was when he was a toddler, so he described
his relationship between her as “shy.” Occasionally, Ivan would choose to say “Hi” to his
grandmother, but more often he did not choose to engage in the conversations and typically only
joined the conversations when his grandmother asked to speak with him.
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Much like the experiences of Christopher, Ivan had described stressors with peer conflict,
especially through social media. In one of our interviews, Ivan described a tragedy that had
played out just one week prior in which one of his Hispanic friends chose to take her own life.
Ivan explained that this friend was struggling from depression and emotional struggles with her
mother. As a result of this conflict and the cyberbullying she was experiencing by classmates,
she decided to take her own life. He reflected upon a similar sense of bullying that had been
happening to him and his best boy friend. He explained that through social media he believed
that others were intentionally provoking him. “Yeah, I don’t care what people think or say. It’s
their opinion. They just want a reaction from me and they are not going to get one if they think
they are (personal interview, 3).” He explained that he tried to ignore such conflicts but that if he
did confront someone, he preferred to confront this person face-to-face, not virtually.
Different from Christopher, Ivan did not specifically associate his Mexican American
culture as part of the bullying exchanges that had taken place, however he did not choose to
describe the details of the majority of events. The one conflict he chose to describe, the topic
used to agitate him was a conflict around his sexual orientation. “When people talk bad about me
I go face to face and confront them. Like the other kid that was playing a game. The next day I
joined his party on Xbox and said “Oh, I heard you were talking about me and you were calling
me gay. What’s that about? You can’t say it to my face? It’s all the way-you can’t cause you
know I will beat you up (personal interview, 3).”
Besides the intentional conflict between classmates, there is a subtler conflict that
resulted from his Mexican identity that occurred in school. Ivan reflected that he had been
scheduled into an academic intervention course to assist his grades. Within this class he
explained that newcomer students from Mexico were also in this class. Within this class, his
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teacher requested that he translate for the newcomer group of kids. Thus, his bilingualism was
forcing him to serve in a role of advocacy for newcomers from Mexico. Additionally, this
established connection was creating an association between himself and the newcomers among
his non-immigrant peers as a group association to the newcomer students was being forced upon
him by his teacher. When asked about his relationship with these newcomers, Ivan explained that
he and other students chose not to pursue a virtual relationship with these classmates. The
newcomer students made a connection with him using Snapchat, but he intentionally did not
choose to talk with any of them on social media.
Also different from both Christopher and Izzie, Ivan rarely utilized Facebook and
Instagram. In one explanation of his preferences related to social media, Ivan explained that he
preferred Snapchat. Within his rationale for this choice he offered that his parents do not want
him talking to white older people. He continued to explain that his use of Snapchat was a choice
more as a result of the exclusion of other social media platforms, mainly Instagram and
Facebook. He viewed Instagram and Facebook as the platforms that served a much older
population. He associated Instagram and Facebook as being dominated by a white population.
Thus, he concluded that out of respect for his parents’ request to refrain from talking to white
older people, he opted to utilize Snapchat as his social media platform of choice. Through the
process, Ivan did communicate that he had both Facebook and Instagram accounts that he would
use to connect to others. Mainly within Instagram Ivan would post pictures of himself. He would
also use this platform to take a stand such as the time he publicly reprimanded a group of
students for excessive cyberbullying a friend. On Facebook Ivan connected with family members
from Mexico as well as a cousin who lived in California. He was explicit in clarifying to me that
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he never posted on Facebook. Yet he mentioned that he would post pictures of himself and that
he did post the public reprimand of cyberbullying on Facebook as well as Instagram.
Ivan seemed to desire a bit more associated distance between himself and select groups,
specifically other Mexican communities including his family. His cross-border exchanges were
limited. He did not seek out conversations with his family in Mexico and described the
exchanges he had with his grandmother, who resides in Mexico, as compliance at her request to
talk with him. He described their exchanges as a bit one sided in that she was inquiring about
how things are going for him, she tells him about Mexico, and she asks him if he would have an
interest in living in Mexico. Where the other two participants reflected that they viewed their
social media use through technology as a Mexican American teen as different from their NonMexican American peers, Ivan states that he viewed his experiences to be more the same as he
chooses to distance himself and limit his cross-border associations. In fact, he goes so far as to
say that he does not want to talk to any of his family in Mexico. He described the experiences
and communications that he had through social media as the same as his non-immigrant friends
other than the fact that their families lived in the United States and they might be discussing
other things. But he stated that he does not know what the other things they might discuss would
be.
Despite his attempt to limit cross-border experiences, however, Ivan was still negotiating
his position and was placed into a state of in-between-ness of Mexico and America. He explained
that his friend group was primarily Hispanic peers who chose to communicate more often in
Spanish than in English. He described exchanges in which he and these friends would utilize
code-switching or speaking fully in Spanish through both written and oral communications. He
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related to his Spanish speaking friends as the ones that understood him. When questioned further,
he explained that he associated an identity more in line with other Mexican American teens.
He continued this conversation by explaining that other teens are different because they
“talk about other things and they have family here” (personal interview, 3). He described
conversations with friends regarding Fortnite, rumors and drama while conversations with family
were simply “how it is over here” and that he is “shy” with them. He explained that he had a
connection with a couple of cousins through social media, Facebook and Snapchat but these
connections were limited. These cousins were transmigrants living in California. The cousin that
is his age only used Facebook. This platform was not a preferred form of communication for
Ivan. Additionally, Ivan viewed this cousin as only wanting to watch Netflix thus resulting in
limited connections from which to develop their relationship. His other transmigrant cousin, a
sister of the Netflix cousin, is female and younger than him. This relationship seemed closer as
she would often send snapchat messages to check in on Ivan. Yet, conflict existed within this
relationship as this cousin followed his Snapchat story and sent him messages of reprimand as to
why he was posting certain content that she believed to be inappropriate. Despite this conflict,
the cousin sent endearing messages to Ivan to let him know that she missed him. Ivan explained
that his family worked to maintain a face to face relationship with this extended family. Recently
he and his family visited these cousins in California. His mother was also making arrangements
for him to spend the upcoming summer with the family, and Ivan’s entire family planned to
make a second family trip to visit them in two years.
For Ivan, much of the simultaneity he described was portrayed as working to establish
boundaries between himself and his crossborder connections or the worry and struggles he was
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facing that are centered around rumors and drama that often played out between face-to-face
school associations or within Xbox parties.
Positioning.
The identity story of Ivan centered around very targeted interests, boundaries, and
leverages of the affordances of technology to position himself within and between communities.
When asked about what roles Ivan saw of himself, he self-proclaimed an identity as a gamer and
editor. Both identities expressed interests that he had developed and shared with community
groups that he frequently engaged within and among his peers. His transnational identity is one
more thoughtfully positioned as he carefully selected which cross-border connections he would
foster and to what extent he would foster these connections. Additionally, he believed others
perceived him as a fighter and as violent which played into the persona that he selectively
accepted to advocate for himself and others.
Editor.
As an editor, Ivan positioned himself within and between communities by leveraging
vine edits to make connections to others based on what he had identified as accepted interests.
He enjoyed the creation process of making the vine edits including selecting music to evoke
emotion related to the images. He chose to post these vine edits publicly through his Snapchat
story and has become know by school peers for his sought-after vine edits.
With his close friends, such as Izzie, Ivan used his identity as an editor to push vine edit
videos to Izzie based on her shared interest of particular animae series. When he sent such
content virtually to Izzie, Ivan looked forward to using this as leverage to have face-to-face
follow ups with Izzie or at a minimum, a virtual response back. He looked forward to her initial
reaction as well as future conversations related to the vine edit. In particular he liked to evoke
tears through the emotional connection she made to the vine edit. When he completed a vine edit
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related to one of their shared interests such as a particular animae TV series, he would send this
to her via technology. Often, she would send back an emoticon response. He expressed particular
satisfaction when the emoji matched the emotion he was trying to evoke, such as the crying
emoji. He became eager to meet up with Izzie face-to-face after working hard to create a vine
edit that provoked an emotional reaction.
Through the vine edits and snapchat exchanges around particular TV series, Ivan worked
to position himself with individuals and within groups beyond Izzie. He used his identity as a
vine editor to develop clips that he shared to his public story to be able to make connections with
others in the school community. He selected content for these vine edits based on movies or TV
series that he believed were popular among his school peers. Such expressions of shared interests
that Ivan associated as connecting him to a particular group within the school community had
felt productive. As a result of posting the vine edits publicly, Ivan had several individuals reach
out to him directly to request that he make a vine edit of their personal story using pictures of
them displayed to selected music clips. Ivan reflected that often he would create a vine edit for
these people. Although he explained that he did not spend as much time being intentional with
the development of these vine edits, he chose to complete the vine edits and requested that when
the individuals shared out the final product that they give him credit for the production. Again,
such actions allowed for Ivan to position himself within and among groups through social media
that may not otherwise have been accessible.
Violent/Fighter.
Ivan identified himself as a “gamer,” an identity that referenced one who enjoyed
spending free time engaged in virtual games. For Ivan, this played out through virtual
connections with peers specifically within the game Fortnite. In this game, Ivan battled his
friends to be the last man (or team) standing while being engaged in social chats and virtual
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exchanges throughout the gaming experience. Because of his identity as a gamer and through
virtual interactions with school classmates, Ivan believed others viewed him as a “violent”
person. In keeping with this persona, Ivan expressed times when his state of anger led him to
extend this violent demeanor in face to face interactions. He had used this reputation to support
himself as well as his friends when conflict between others arose. Because of the reputation he
had developed, he would make threats of violence that were taken seriously by others.
In addition to enjoying playing the Xbox game, Ivan described times when he had made
threats to school peers based on the words they were saying. He offered to defend a buddy from
harm from others and to seek out others for a fight if they did not comply to his expectations for
them.
Despite positioning himself through social media exchanges as violent, Ivan reflected that
he was good at making friends and took pride in the number of streaks that he had running with
friends on Snapchat. When it came to new connections, Ivan was eager and willing to establish
these relationships. Ivan took pride in himself on his ability to have and make new connections
with friends easily. He boasts in the number of streaks he had running and said he was willing to
be involved in a streak with anyone who asked. With more than two-hundred running streaks,
Ivan maintained a plethora of connections with others. He sustained the streaks by sending out
mass communications each morning and evening to keep the streak going. During the middle of
the day Ivan would use his time within Snapchat to read other peoples’ stories and learn about
what was going on in the lives of others that he was connected to.
As for his transnational identity, Ivan worked hard to distance himself from this position.
He explained that he rarely chose to be involved in communications that crossed-borders. He
would comply to his grandmother’s request with a quick “Hi” or to tell her how things were
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going. Additionally, he would be a part of the group communications that his aunt initiated at
family gatherings. Beyond this, he chose to limit the connections to his family in Mexico as well
as his aunts and cousins in the United States. The one exception to this was the growing
relationship with the family in California. Ivan shared that last summer he and his family visited
California and that he made a connection through social media with his cousins, but he described
interactions through social media that were one sided, meaning his cousin reached out to him and
he did not return the sentiment. He did not describe any instances of him initiating conversations
with them.
Funds of knowledge.
When considering the timely supports and resources that were gained through the
transnational social spaces that were accessed because of the affordances of technology, the
cultural, emotional, economic and social resources and supports became evident.
Cultural resource.
For Ivan, the cultural resource he was leveraging through the affordances of social media
included the animae and pop culture television series and movies that he utilized to make and
share vine edits. Ivan found a way to leverage this knowledge to position himself within and
between school communities and friend groups. Ivan had developed an identity around his ability
to create vine edits and was sought after by school peers to create a personal vine edit for their
Snapchat stories. The public distribution of his vine edits had given Ivan a sense of fame among
peers and leverage in shaping his positionality and self-identified value.
Ivan also found resources within his Hispanic culture. Specifically, through the valuation
of the Spanish language among his peers he was able to connect with a community group of
Mexican American teens that chose to hang out together within and outside of school. As he did
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not identify to the newcomers from Mexico, he found a different cultural identity among this
group of Hispanic peers that went beyond speaking Spanish.
Additionally, Ivan found resources within his Fortnite community. This group was less
about who wins or loses within the game. Instead, Ivan valued the time he was able to “hang out”
with peers and talk about life. Specifically, within this group, conversations focused around
rumors and drama. Within the parties, Ivan and his friends checked in on one another and would
extend private party invitations to have one-on-one conversations to support the needs of a
friend.
Emotional resource.
Ivan leveraged the affordances of technology to provide timely support to others as well
as to reach out for support for himself. Whether it was through an Xbox interaction or a Snapchat
public post, Ivan would send and look to receive emotional support. For his boy best friend, he
would use Xbox private parties, text messages, or face to face communications to provide advice
or stand up for him against school bullying. He used social media to check in on the emotional
state of friends and to have private conversations to learn more about his friend’s needs. “Like, I
know them well, so I know when they are down or when something is wrong, so I go and text
them "What's wrong" and sometimes they - I like I don’t know but I make them tell me. And
then after that like I give them advice. Cause all of them say that I'm good at giving advice and
all that” (personal interview, 1). Ivan valued his friendship with his boy best friend and Izzie and
found emotional support from these close friendships. “I'm always there for him and all that and
I know that he is always there for me too” (personal interview, 1).
On occasion Ivan would publicly post content to encourage others. He described one such
post when he intended to send a positive message to others through a meme that included the
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statement “Don’t let people drag you down cause they’re doing that for a reason” (personal
interview, 2). Although Ivan did not reference a particular scenario or incident that resulted in
the posting of this meme, he further explained that the meme had an image of a hand holding up
the middle finger. Often Ivan expressed communication exchanges that had a similar edge both
virtually as well as face-to-face.
Social resource.
When it came to social resources, Ivan valued and tapped into social media exchanges
that provided access to knowledge around the social happenings of the school. Ivan valued being
knowledgeable about the rumors, drama, and gossip of the school. He took it upon himself to
correct any false accusations about himself that may have impacted his social standing with
others. In one particular instance, Ivan described his attendance at a fight between peers which
led to an accusation that he filmed and posted a video of the fight. He explained that he was
quick to correct such accusations regarding himself or his friends. He expected that the bonds of
friendship resulted in activism in support of one another to assist in maintaining a set identity
among classmates. Between these expectations, the use of vine edits to position himself within a
certain social group, and ways that he proactively supported his social connections seemed to be
in a constant state of conflict. Often Ivan was battling his social group associations, especially
within the school domain.
Economic resource.
For Ivan, his current math teacher had provided an economic resource in the form of
academic support as she worked to assist him in school. Through the developed relationships,
Ivan explained that he chose to eat lunch in the classroom of this teacher. She often provided
tutoring support to Ivan especially related to math. Because of the connection, Ivan had an
advocate to assist him in being successful within the public school system. His relationship with
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this teacher was one that Ivan valued. Ivan had asked the teacher if she would consider adding
him on Snapchat. The teacher refused to add him on Snapchat while he was one of her pupils.
Instead she offered to add him once he moved on from her class.
Summary.
Like Chris, engagement in building funds of knowledge within the networked publics
through social media and messaging applications were extensions of the identity development
within communities that were accessed through networked publics. The more Ivan associated as
an insider within these cross-border communities, the more access he was able to find that
supported him culturally, emotionally, economically and socially in school. For Ivan, value was
found through the affordances of technology related to the efforts to navigate and position
oneself within and between communities. As a result of his public Snapchat story in which he
utilized vine edits to gain access or define himself within and among networks as well as his
selective use of Xbox to access and connect to particular communities, he was able to extend
resources available for himself. The resources that had become available as a result of these
communities and relationships, had impacted Ivan’s ability to participate in transnational social
spaces. The benefit of the extension and involvement in transnational social spaces to the school
experience existed within and across the funds of knowledge that were accessible. For Ivan this
included experiences related to: identity valuation, access to rumors, gossip and girls, emotional
support, advocacy for self and others, and the ability to be together to deepen the associations as
insiders within these positioned groups. All of this resulted in ways that Ivan as a Mexican
immigrant teen used social media and messaging apps to participate within transnational social
spaces that benefitted his school experience. Policy makers should look for the ways in which
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they can extend, respect, value and leverage such opportunities to help Mexican-American
immigrant teens to overcome the barriers of simultaneity that hinder academic success.
Isabella Rodriguez, the Loving Daughter
Isabella (Izzie) Rodriguez was a soft-spoken teen. She had a strong and considerate
relationship with her mother and a loving relationship with her siblings. She lived with her
Mother who was born in Mexico. While Izzie’s mother worked to financially support her
children, she also put aside money and managed the construction of a home in Mexico. This
limited the amount of monetary excess of resources in the home. Whether it was by choice or out
of necessity, Izzie had taken a job. She balanced work and school. What was unique about this
was the benefit of her bilingualism she had attributed to job success.
Izzie was currently a junior at the public high school. She often used Facebook and
Snapchat to connect with friends and family. She would also connect using WhatsApp,
Instagram, Xbox gaming, Facetime, and Twitter. She positioned her identity with school peers in
a carefully constructed manner so as to avoid judgement. She negotiated technology so as to
separate her school acquaintances and friends from her identity with family as she viewed these
as two unique and conflicting personas. Izzie’s closest friends included Ivan, another
transmigrant participating in this study, another Hispanic female teen, and an English-speaking
white, female teen. Both female teens attended school with Izzie.
Unlike the other two participants, Izzie had a sibling who lived in Mexico and three
siblings who lived within the same household as her making her cross-border connections a bit
more direct. Besides her brother, Izzie’s grandmother, aunts and cousins also lived in Mexico.
Izzie’s intimate familial relations are unique to a transmigrant between-ness as she described a
stepbrother living in Mexico. While half of her siblings lived in the home with her, part of her
immediate family had grown up in an entirely different culture. She desired a relationship with
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them. Yet, she had to work at fostering a relationship with her brother and her niece while not
fully understanding their life experiences. She had to speak to her brother in brief snippets of text
that are more often than not, communications extended across days or even weeks. She had to
learn about her niece through images that were often experiences related to cultural events that
she may or may not have understood. She had to speak with her family in a second language.
Izzie used social media as an outlet to position herself within her Mexican family. She posted
images from her Quinceañera because she was proud of this event. She posted pictures of her
brother because she wanted her family in Mexico to know of his accomplishments.
While Izzie may have been fluent in English, her written English was not one that she
used to craft communications through social media. Instead she chose to search Instagram or
other social content to gather pre-created content to communicate with others. Frequently these
communications reflected her emotions or were communications that were specific to her
Hispanic heritage. These communications were publicly posted for the visibility of others. Such
replicability offers a benefit for those trying to communicate a message yet unable to create with
confidence the message to be portrayed.
Researcher relationship to participant.
I frequently visited a gas station near my office. As a result, I had formed a relationship
with Sophia, the attendant. However, this is not the only place our lives had crossed. While
pregnant with my first son, Sophia attended a school function that I was hosting, with her
newborn son in tow. This instant connection left the two of us talking babies. I would look
forward to seeing her smiling face at the gas station and exchanging updates on our families.
During the process of recruiting participants for this research study, I happened to run into
Sophia at the local market. She asked what I was up to and I explained my research project. She
offered that her children would qualify to participate and that she would ask if they would be
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interested. We exchanged numbers and that night I received a text from her daughter, Isabella
(Izzie) saying that she would be willing to be a participant in the study. I had not met Izzie before
and enjoyed getting to know her through this process.
Simultaneity.
Izzie was raised in the United states with her sister and two brothers. Yet, cross-border
ties existed within her family unit as she had a stepbrother and a newborn niece that lived in
Mexico. Izzie respected family relationships and worked to maintain these connections. She
used social media to connect with an aunt that lived in Arizona, an aunt that lived in a
neighboring town along with her children (Izzie’s cousins), her older stepbrother in Mexico, her
grandmother in Mexico, as well as other relatives who lived in Mexico. In addition to these
connections Izzie used social media to keep in touch with her older sister and her brother to
check in on them during the day.
As simultaneity is the sense of in-between-ness, Izzie reflected a unique balance in the
way she positioned the use of social media to negotiate different relationships and communities.
Through her descriptions of use, her top social media uses were Snapchat and Facebook. Izzie
reflected that Snapchat is the tool that she used with friends that she did not hang out with as
much or had only a few school classes with these people. The groups that she associated with on
Snapchat ran together at school as much as they could, and they liked to post frequently on
Snapchat. Izzie explained how this frequency and post types created to a sense of “showing off”.
In one exchange she called this group the “popular” group. Although Izzie had connections to
these people on Snapchat, she explained that there were only seven people that she had streaks
with and that these were her “close” friends. She described the way that she utilized snapchat as
a type of emotional support in which she posted memes with uplifting content on this page. With
Facebook, Izzie explained that her group associations were closer in that she would hang out
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with these people beyond the virtual experience. She explained that she had lots of the same
classes with these individuals. She explained how the members of her Facebook group kept to
themselves and did not post as much. With this group she typically would post humorous or
funny content.
Izzie described a social media presence that was varied between family connections that
extend into Mexico mostly through messenger, and a local family and friend groups. This
differed from the other two participants as they reflected local social lives that dominated their
social media presence and attention.
Positioning.
When inquiring about how Izzie perceived herself, she reflected that she was shy and
self-conscious especially when talking to people in person. She reflected that technology offered
a platform that was easier for her to have conversations with others. “I feel like doing it [talking]
through technology helps me out a lot more. Um, like when I'm talking to someone face to face I
feel like I stutter a lot or like I'm talking too fast or I'm not talking enough but like over the
phone or something, um, it feels easier to do it. I'm not as nervous” (personal interview, 2). Often
these conversations were as simple as posting memes that Izzie found funny or supported a
connection with another person. The exchanges often revolved around sharing pre-created
content that was considered humorous. The affordance of technology to re-distribute content was
advantageous to Izzie’s shy side as it offered the distribution of content that did not directly
relate to her identity, thus the judgement of others was suspended.
Izzie reflected that much of her identity centered around her family status. Thus, she selfidentified her roles as that of a daughter, sister, and niece. She worked to develop this identity by
thoughtfully shaping her virtual identity with careful consideration of the image she was
reflecting for her family so as not to bring them disgrace, be teased by her cousins, or judged by
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her peers. “I usually try to think about what I'm posting, and thinking is it appropriate or not, or
is it okay with my family... Like, if I'll post something that I like but the rest of my family doesn't
like it or doesn’t agree with it then I feel like that's not okay" (personal interview, 2).
She described her preference of Snapchat over Facebook as well considered. She
explained that the permanence of a Facebook post was a reason she would select for Snapchat
instead. The permanence of the post allowed others to impose upon the image comments or
judgements that threatened her self-identity that she was choosing to portray. “Like, on Facebook
I feel that a lot of people can like really comment on it and be like judgmental about it I guess.
Or like they can just comment something nice but really be judgmental about it. And then like on
Snapchat you can only see it for like a few seconds. You can like time how long people can see it
for and then it will go away” (personal interview, 1). Besides the ability to cast judgement or
sway the direction of her developed identity on Facebook posts, the lack of longevity of
Snapchat posts gave Izzie a sense of security in her posting. Additionally, she mentioned that she
preferred Snapchat as it was frequently used among young people in the high school. This meant
that what she posted on Snapchat would cast a wider community viewing to her school
environment.
Izzie explained that she liked to see photos that others had posted about themselves, yet
she did not typically post pictures of herself. She reflected that “I tried to [post pictures of
myself] a few times but then I decided not to” (personal interview, 2), explaining that she didn’t
like posting photos that were just of herself. Instead Izzie had posted about her important life
events through pictures of the events that did not single herself out.
Sister.
Izzie would post pictures of her siblings. She was especially proud of her siblings and
used social media to update her family and friends of their successes. Izzie viewed their
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accomplishments as a source of pride. “I praise all my siblings and I guess I like to show them
off on Facebook and let my other family members see them as they are now... only like a certain
amount of people know about my brother because he is a freshman and so like sometimes, I go
talk about him on Facebook” (personal interview, 3). She explained that by posting his
accomplishments on Facebook she connected to others at school as they did not know that he
was her brother. Izzie valued her familial relationships and kept in close contact with her siblings
throughout the day. She would send messages to her brother and sister who were in the United
States to see where they were or if everything was okay. She had also begun developing a
relationship through social media with her brother in Mexico through exchanges of family
updates or the exchanging of family pictures.
Hispanic.
Izzie referred within the interview to her Hispanic identity. She described visiting the
Twitter site in which she reviewed the hashtag #growinguphispanic and reposted memes or
messages that she related to or that she believed her friends or family would relate to. Izzie found
the content from the stream funny as she related to several of the cultural posts. Although she
considered the posts for an audience of family both in the U.S. and Mexico, she noted that it was
mostly her family in the United States that commented on these posts.
Female.
Another role that provided a sense of pride for Izzie was that of a female. She described a
classroom assignment that incorporated current events. During the activity Izzie selected to write
about a women’s march. She recalled that the event was meaningful for her. “I feel like some do
like when we were talking about the women’s march thing going on. Like, I feel like that
connected to me as a woman. I really liked talking about that that one” (personal interview, 3).
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Beyond the class assignment, Izzie and her friends talked about the women’s march and she
reflected on how this event had meaning for her.
Even though she self-reflected as being shy, Izzie felt comfortable using social media to
connect with content that was incorporated into class to be able to relay her personal opinions
and give and receive comments related to these posts. She sought out technology-based forums
that provided connections to the social activities related to school.
Within our interviews Izzie explained that previously she did not know that she had a
stepbrother in Mexico until her mother shared this with her. After learning she had a stepbrother,
she sought him out on Facebook and had formed a relationship with him through frequent
exchanges on Facebook. She explained that “I feel like using Facebook I can get more connected
to him” (personal interview, 2). In describing their Facebook exchanges Izzie explained that
through messenger the two of them would exchange updates on what was going on in their
families every few days to every few weeks through brief conversations. She expressed that the
exchanges did not happen as often as she would like as she enjoyed hearing that he and his
family were doing okay.
Izzie had also developed new connections and relations to Mexico through the social
media group that her mother created to connect with Izzie’s aunts, grandmother and cousins.
Izzie explained that her mom created the group so that Izzie and her siblings could get to know
the family in Mexico. She expressed appreciation for the group and reported that she did try to
check in on the family weekly and, as a result, she believed she knew her family a little bit better.
Izzie also spent much of her social media exchanges in contact with her family in the
United States. This included her siblings, aunt, and cousins. She described that she connected
with this family both in person and through social media. She and her older sister and older
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brother sent messages to one another throughout the day to check in on each other and find out
where they were. “Um, well like since me and my older sister and my brother all have Snapchat,
we usually text each other there to like let each other know where we are at and stuff, if we need
each other. My mom doesn’t really use technology all that much. All she uses is WhatsApp to
keep in touch with family over in Mexico” (focus group interview, 1).
Izzie maintained a relationship with her aunt through social media by reading her aunt’s
Facebook posts and occasionally contributing with selective emojis or comments. She reflected
that she looked forward to her Aunt’s posts because she found them inspiring. She described the
content of the posts that she enjoyed reading as having a religious connotation.
Izzie explained that she had a few close friends and with some of these she had a longstanding streak of Snapchat exchanges that were approaching a year of daily exchanges. With
this group of friends, she expressed a relationship of trust as she reflected that with these friends,
she believed she could share personal conversations.
Funds of knowledge.
When considering the timely supports and resources that were gained through the
transnational social spaces that were accessed because of the affordances of technology, the
cultural, emotional, economic and social resources and supports became evident.
Cultural resource.
Izzie had developed her Spanish and English language and valued this bilingualism as a
resource. She explained it was helpful at school and at work. She explained that she had a couple
of international teachers that speak Spanish and that on occasion they would ask what the
English word was for something they are trying to say. Izzie explained that she helped them out
when this would occur. She used Spanish to communicate with her family in Mexico through
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social media and continued to develop this as her mom intended for them to visit Mexico in the
future at which time speaking Spanish would be helpful.
Her associations as a Hispanic are something that Izzie was proud of. She expressed pride
in her Quinceañera event and how she was able to connect school friends and family at an event
for her in which everyone seemed to be having a good time. Despite saying that she rarely posts
pictures on social media, the Quinceañera event was an exception where she posted several
images of people in attendance and reflected excitement regarding the positive comments and
responses she received toward these posts.
Emotional resource.
Izzie turned to her friends for emotional support and she returned the favor in the same
manner. This occurred through the posting of memes or inspirational messages on her feeds.
Sometimes she would even reach out to individuals directly through text or even face to face.
“Like, they'd always text me if they are not having such a good day or something. Or like if we're
at school and I can see that they're not having such a good day and I'll just be there by their side.
Like always just telling them oh it’s okay. If you don’t want to talk about it right now I get it.
But please tell me sooner or later” (focus group interview, 3).
Ivan and a female classmate were two of Izzie’s friends that were discussed often
throughout the interviews. The female classmate was a school peer in the same grade as Izzie.
Ivan, one of the other participants of the study, was a few grades below Izzie in school. They
used Snapchat to check in with each other throughout the day and used this medium to make
plans or connect outside of the school day. The two would confide in each other and had
established a relationship of trust. To Cristen their relationship they had even adopted nicknames
for one another. They discussed their depression and shyness with one another and had found a
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common interest around Xbox gaming. In fact, Ivan would even bring his console over to Izzie’s
house and set it up to play together.
Economic resource.
Izzie’s family contributed and supported her extended family in Mexico economically.
She explained that, as part of the checking-in of her relatives, her mother would see if they
needed support and, if so, she would send them money. Although she did not offer why, she
explained that her mother was also currently building a house in Mexico.
For Izzie, economic resource and support was related to the academics of school. Unlike
the other two participants who discussed grades, Izzie talked about how she wished that schools
would use social media for academic support through features like calendars or notices of what
she may need to know. She described connecting to a teacher through social media and that this
was helpful for making a connection to the classroom.
Beyond the school system, Izzie described using her friends as economic supports toward
academics as she would connect with friends for assistance. If she missed class, she described
texting her friends to find out what she had missed. She would use this conversation to help her
find out what she might need to do to make up the time or materials missed.
Social resource.
Izzie also described social resource with friends in school as she liked to check in with
her friends to know if they were in school or not. She explained that through social media she
was able to have more frequent conversations with friends and family that have provided a sense
of closeness that had helped to develop relationships. Additionally, she shared that there were
several people’s social media streams that she would view but chose not to post or comment.
Whether it was Snapchat, Facebook or Instagram, Izzie enjoyed the lighthearted
opportunities that the virtual connections afforded. She explained that with friends many of her
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communications were about “ridiculous things and stuff.” She explains that she often would visit
Instagram to collect memes about things she found funny and would pass these along to her
friends to support and grow their relationship. “I'd say like me and my friends have the same
sense of humor and so like when I see a funny picture or something, I will tag them in it or send
it to them. That’s how we get closer I guess” (focus group interview, 2).
Summary.
For Izzie, engagement in social media was used to build funds of knowledge within the
networked publics which supported her ability to develop an identity within communities that
were accessed through networked publics. The more she associated as an insider within these
cross-border communities, the more access she had been able to find that supported her
culturally, emotionally, economically and socially in school. Specifically, it was the affordances
of technology related to the efforts to navigate and position oneself within and between
communities, ease to extend and grow communities, relationships within the communities, and
the resources that became available as a result of these communities/relationships, as well as the
timely support for self and others that had impacted Izzie’s ability to participate in transnational
social spaces. The benefit of the extension and involvement in transnational social spaces to the
school experience existed within and across the funds of knowledge that were accessible. For
Izzie, this was reflected in experiences related to: identity valuation, emotional support,
academic accountability, financial support, access to specific knowledge, and ability to be
together to deepen the associations as insiders within these positioned groups. All of this resulted
in ways that Izzie as a Mexican immigrant teen used social media and messaging apps to
participate in transnational social spaces that benefited the school experience. And, as such
examples, policy makers should look for the ways in which respect, value and leverage of such
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opportunities can be extended to help Mexican-American immigrant teens to overcome the
barriers of simultaneity that hinder academic success.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CROSSCASE ANALYSIS
Transnationals experience unique stressors and barriers as a result of the experiences of
their in-between-ness (Kasun, 2014, 2016). For the participants of this study, a between-ness
existed in the transnational social spaces within and between the United States and Mexico. As
Basch, Schiller, and Blanc (1994) explain, this state of between-ness requires the negotiation of
simultaneous relationships and experiences of two nations (1994) which extends into the virtual
ways of being together (Faist, 2000; Faist, Fauser & Reisenaur, 2013; Nedelcu, 2012). As virtual
ways of being together exist as a conditions of environment, the affordances allowed by
technology shape the ways in which these immigrant teens engage in transnational social space.
And, this engagement impacts the access to funds of knowledge of households (Moll &
Greenberg, 1990) that may be incorporated into classroom practice (Gonzalez et al., 2005; Moll
& Amanti, 2005). Research related to transnational social spaces, affordances of technology, and
funds of knowledge support the need to provide a platform for educators and policy makers to be
more inclusive of immigrant students’ experiences. A case study approach allows for the
generalizability of the findings toward research (Yin, 2014). For this case study, the findings of
the experiences of three teens considered the research regarding funds of knowledge and
affordances of technology theories within the context of the transnational social spaces. This
work extends current research.
The purpose of this study was to understand the impact that the affordances of social media
and messaging applications offered the migration experience through bridge-building for
Mexican-American youth. The main research objective was to understand:
How did three Mexican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps within
transnational social spaces?
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Sub-questions include:
1. What affordances of messaging and social media apps did the teens use to participate in
transnational social spaces?
2. What funds of knowledge did the teens choose to engage in when using social media or
messaging apps?
The previous chapter presented rich descriptions of three Mexican American teens who
were residing in the southwestern United States, and their lived experiences utilizing the
affordances of technology within transnational social spaces. The study described the
transnational structures and cross-border agency that existed and that could only be understood
by examining the actual links that existed between these social connections. The case study
analysis demonstrated that teens are engaged, concerned, and affected by events in both the host
and home country (Faist et al., 2013). The descriptions developed through the analysis of indepth individual interviews with each participant as well as comprehensive focus group
interviews conducted in the spring term of 2018. The cross-case analysis considered the
similarities and differences that existed within the developed themes aligned to the research
questions and theoretical framework of the study.
This chapter begins with an understanding of the impacts of the political climate on the
study. Following, a summary of the commonalities and differences of the participants which
considered their personal characteristics, transnational links, affordances, funds of knowledge
and connectivity of funds within the school experiences has been offered. The interpretation of
findings considered the themes across case studies toward research.
Climate
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Recruitment for interviews proved to be a challenge. Finding teenage students who would
participate in the study, and then, to collect the consent form from the parents took an extensive
amount of time and effort. This was not surprising knowing the political conversations focused
on Mexicans who live in the United States that were top stories in the U.S. news since the
presidential campaign and election of Donald Trump.
September of 2017 marked political conversations about a phase out plan for the
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program which offered a pathway to
citizenship for undocumented children that were living in the United States. As part of this
program termination, those DACA recipients whose protection status was set to expire were
given a deferment while debates continued as to the future of the program. Despite the six
months of conversations, agreements could not be made so political action was not taken and a
deferment of the DACA program was postponed until March of 2018. Even as this research
report is finalized, the fate of the program has yet to be established.
Separate, yet negotiated as part of the DACA redesign was a push for the construction of
a wall between the United States and Mexico. As posted to the U.S. Customs and Border
Protection website on March 30, 2018, in a released publication, Border Wall Construction
Underway (“Border Wall,” 2018), an announcement that the construction of a wall along the
southwest border of the United States between San Diego, California to the Rio Grande Valley in
Texas had begun. The wall was becoming a reality.
Additionally, the topics of immigration, a border wall, and the DACA program consumed
social media. As President Trump took to Twitter on a daily basis, tweets in the months that lead
up to March of 2018 often focused on DACA. After March, daily tweets often focused on the
building of the wall between Mexico and the United States. While tweets ranged in emotional
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delivery, it was evident that the leader of our country was passionate about these two topics. As a
result, it was easy to associate the political climate to a local context of concern and caution
regarding participation in a study of Mexican American immigrant teens. Even with those who
did participate, the process was approached cautiously. During the recruitment, Chris’s mother
wanted to know why I would want to conduct such a study. She asked direct and thoughtful
questions about the intent and purpose of the study. During the first interviews, Chris’s mother
would drive Chris to the library. She would wait outside of the study room door or roam the
bookshelves near the study room during the course of the interview. Eventually she must have
developed a level of comfort with the study as by the end of the interview process she would no
longer escort Chris to and from the interviews. While Chris’s mother took a very open level of
concern, it is possible that the other two families held similar feelings of concern. It is not clear
as to what level the guardedness based on the political climate of the country may have impacted
the participatory responses of students within the study.
Participants
For the three Mexican American immigrant teens selected and interviewed as part of this
case study, the participants all lived within the same community. The community was defined by
the scope of the county line. All three teens attended school within the same school district. Two
of the teens attended the high school while one teen attended the middle school. All three teens
were currently enrolled and active students within the local public school system. This
enrollment ensured the potential consideration toward bridge-building within the K-12 education
experience. The enrollment also ensured access to communication technology as the local school
district was a one-to-one (one device to one student ratio) district which provided a personal
device to each student that could be freely utilized within and beyond the school day. Within the
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school day the devices could connect through a restricted and highly filtered network
infrastructure. Beyond the school day the device internet access was restricted only by the
permissions established on the local network through which the student was accessing the
internet. All three participants discussed having personal devices and internet access through the
home that they all utilized to connect to networked publics.
Bounds of the case required students to be of teen age. For the purpose of this study, teen
age was defined as being fourteen to seventeen years of age. As Pew research (Lenhart, 2015)
findings described, a significant increase in social media use of fourteen-year-old teenagers as
opposed to thirteen-year-old teenagers existed. Teens of this study varied in ages between
fourteen and seventeen. The high school students, both aged 16 at the start of the study,
represented both genders, male and female. The middle school student was a male. However,
linked friendships existed between the middle school student and high school student. This was
confirmed by the relationship that Ivan and Izzie had with one another. All three teens noted that
their technology use to connect socially progressed throughout the middle school years. During
their elementary years the teens noted either not having access or not utilizing this access to
connect socially, at least not in the same capacity as they utilized this technology during their
teen years.
Social media use may be impacted by personality differences that were evident amongst
the teens. Christopher described involvement in numerous formal and informal social
connections. Informal connections were described through close friends. His two closest friends
were Hispanic males of the same age that attended school with him. He described his
relationship with one of these friends as close like a brother and having been a close friend since
his elementary years. Formal social connections were described through his interest and
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participation in social groups which included school-based extracurricular teams as well as
community-based extracurricular groups such as the “Explorers” group. The Explorers group
was a teen organization hosted by the local Sheriff’s office. With a more boisterous personality,
Chris described interactions with others that required taking a public stand for himself or others.
He seemed confident in his actions and did not consider the judgement or concern of others’
opinions about him prior to engaging in virtual communications. He considered himself very
connected to others. He expressed the willingness to connect with numerous other teens,
especially foreign exchange students, other students of diverse races, other students to which he
could be a role model, and other teens that he just met.
Izzie’s formal and informal social connections were a bit more guarded. She described a
majority of connections and interactions as being within her family network. She discussed
connections with a few close friends and more distant associations to school acquaintances. She
expressed an interest in knowing about school functions for the purpose of attending school
events. Yet, she did not describe active participation in any of these events. She did briefly
describe attendance at community-wide events. Izzie was always willing to answer questions but
would often describe social interactions in a very guarded manner. She seemed more concerned
with avoiding any sort of judgement by others through her social media interactions.
Occasionally, she would offer a greater level of detail while in another moment the response
might have been more direct or required more conversational exchanges to make meaning of the
response. For Izzie, I believe this may have been the result of a shy demeanor that she possessed.
With a reserved and more soft-spoken persona, the responses, while brief, seemed within
character. As she described herself as shy and depressed, this was confirmed by her quiet
demeanor during interviews.
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Ivan, however described himself within a more narrowly defined social circle. Even
within the context of his self-identified “close” friends, he discussed social conflict in which the
friendship was disbanded, but then quickly reformed. Social events were described mainly
through virtual connections of Snapchat streaks or within Xbox, specifically Fortnite. His
responses to my questions were often limited in description unless I hit a topic that he was
passionate about. I often wondered if the limited responses were a result of racial differences,
age differences, or some other unspoken reason. To engage in meaningful conversation, much
back-and-forth dialogue was required through multiple question/answer exchanges. For Ivan,
exchanges were much more laborious. It was not uncommon for a response to reflect an
emotional state such as “I don’t care” as opposed to a reflection of experiences related to the
question. His responses were often a brief phrase as opposed to the use of complete sentences. A
sample of a communication exchange between the two of us has been provided as an example
below.
Interviewer (I): Okay, and how much time do you actually talk to your grandma?
Respondent (R): zero.
I: Zero on the cell phone? only on messenger?
R: no
I: Not even on messenger?
R: I don't even text her or call her.
I: Does your mom make you ever talk to her?
R: Sometimes, but not that much.
I: What does that look like when she makes you?
R: She doesn’t make me, my grandma wants to talk to me.
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I: So, she will ask to talk to you?
R: yeah.
I: And so, is that cellular or face-to-face.
R: Cell phone
I: And so, you will talk to her - how long will you talk to her?
R: Not that much one minute maybe
I: And what do you usually tell her, or what does she want to know?
R: Just how is it over here and what we're doing
I: What kind of things do you like to share with her?
R: um, I don't know
All three teens described cross border connections. Yet, who and how the teens
associated with others was different. Chris and Izzie, the older two participants, tended to initiate
cross-border contact with family on occasion. These two expressed engagement in conversations
with aunts, uncles, cousins and grandparents in Mexico. Izzie even described frequent
communication exchanges used to foster a relationship with her step brother and niece who lived
in Mexico. A sense of valuation related to the cross-border relationships was expressed when the
two participants would describe the choice to engage in cross-border conversations. Ivan,
however tends to dis-associate from the cross-border family connections. Ivan would engage in
communications with his grandmother in Mexico when his parents would pass the technology to
him so that his grandmother could chat with him. He described these interactions as rather one
sided in that his grandmother would use the time to describe what it is like in Mexico, ask him to
describe his life, and inquire of him if he would like to go to Mexico. Besides communications
with his grandmother, Ivan described ways in which his aunt would connect with his family in
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Mexico via an audio/video communication during family events. He described his aunt walking
around the room showing the family in Mexico each of the family members from the United
States. The interpretation of the cross-border connection based on the descriptions Ivan offers of
familial connections and experiences that are more separated and reserved than that of the other
two participants.
The bounds of this case required that the teens must be first or second generation
immigrants. For this study, first or second generation was defined as the individual or parents of
the individual having been born in Mexico. Unique to this case, all three teens were second
generation Mexican-American immigrants meaning at least one of their parents were born in
Mexico. Interestingly, all three participants have also been within the same community from a
young age. All participants have been enrolled within the same public institution system since
age five when the student began kindergarten. Such an embedded identity within the local
context may shape the responses of the students as compared to a different participant that may
be new to an area or region.
As for language, all three participants had some level of bilingualism as they selfreported fluency in both English and Spanish. Transnational social connections existed for all
three teens. All three teens offered descriptions regarding the familial approach to utilizing
technology afforded connections with family in Mexico. Often through messenger or video
chats, participants described the way that their parents initiated contact with family groups in
Mexico and as a result the participants were able to begin family connections.
The summary of students’ qualifications towards the bounds of the case have been
summarized below.
Table 2:
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Conditions of Participants that Aligned with the Case Study Bounds
PSEUDONYM

AGE

COUNTRY OF IMMIGRANT STATUS
IMMIGRATION

Christopher 17* Mexico

CURRENT SCHOOL
ENROLLMENT

ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY

2nd generation

Pubic School.

Fluent

Ivan 14

Mexico

2nd generation

Pubic School.

Fluent

Isabella 16

Mexico

2nd generation

Pubic School.

Fluent

*had a birthday during the interview process. Age represents the oldest age during the process.

In addition to the similar characteristics included within the bounds of the study, other
characteristics shared by the participants were worthy of consideration in context toward the
comparative analysis.
These included:
1. Cross border connections existed between the United States and Mexico that included
extended family relations of at least aunts, uncles and cousins.
2. Transnational networks through familial connections from Mexico existed through
alternative migration choices. For example, some aunts may have opted to move from
Mexico to a different state or even to a different country such as Canada.
3. Social networks existed through peer relationships in which participants defined
“close friendships” existing with those who could provide face-to-face bonding time.
4. All participants engaged in frequent, often daily, communication exchanges with
others through social media.
5. All participants described participation in the educational experience through regular
attendance at school. And, reflected that “close friends” also played a participatory
role within the same public education system.
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These common experiences and perceptions were considerations of the three participants
of this study that contributed toward the ability further synthesize themes across these case
studies. It is important to note that the citizenship status of each of the three participants was not
a condition of the study and therefore was not asked of the participants by the researcher.
Additionally, the researcher did not require to know the year of arrival to the United States of the
participant. Participants may have discussed the impacts of citizenship requirements (often
described by the participants as being “legal” or “illegal”) within the United States as a stressor
they considered for their loved ones, especially in light of the political climate of the United
States. Yet, the citizenship status of the individuals or of their friends or family was not asked by
the researcher.
Commonalities.
Beyond the bounds of the case, additional characteristics offered unique ways the
participants of this study were similar that may not be true with a different sample. Although all
three participants were second generation immigrants, interestingly, all three participants have
lived within the same community from a young age. All participants were enrolled within the
same public institution system since age five when the student began kindergarten. Such an
embedded identity within the local context may have shaped the responses of the students as
compared to a different participant that may be new to an area or region. As for language, all
three participants had some level of bilingualism as they self-reported fluency in both English
and Spanish. Transnational social connections existed for all three teens. All three teens offered
descriptions regarding the familial approach to utilizing technology afforded connections with
family in Mexico. Often through messenger or video chats, participants described the way that
their parents initiated contact with family groups in Mexico and as a result the participants were
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able to reunite family connections. Another important consideration of all three participants was
the value of relationships with other transmigrants. All three teens described close friendships
with other Hispanics. These other Hispanics often had connections to Mexico or other Spanish
speaking countries through their own stories of immigration.
Differences.
Within the bounds of the case study, differences existed that may have shaped
participants’ responses. Despite being of an age that was classified as a teen, there were
differences in the age spectrum between participants. One participant was at the younger age
limit while the other two were among the older qualifying conditional limit. As Pew research
findings describe, a significant increase in social media use for fourteen-year-old teenagers exists
as opposed to thirteen-year-old teenagers (Lenhart, 2015). Therefore, a continuum of social
media use that impacted choices related to social media may have resulted in variance in
participants’ responses related to the social use of technology.
While all three participants had cross border connections, who and how the teens
associated to the connections differed. Chris and Izzie, the older two participants, tended to
initiate cross-border contact with family. These two participants expressed engagement in
conversations with aunts, uncles, cousins and grandparents in Mexico. A sense of valuation
related to these relationships was expressed when the two would describe the how they chose to
engage in cross-border conversations. Ivan, however tended to dis-associate from the crossborder family connections. Ivan engaged in communications with his grandmother in Mexico
when his parents would pass the technology to him so that his grandmother could chat with him.
He described these interactions as rather one sided in that his grandmother would use the time to
describe what it is like in Mexico, ask him to describe his life, and inquire of him if he would
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like to go to Mexico. Besides communications with his grandmother, Ivan described ways in
which his aunt would connect with his family in Mexico via an audio/video communication
during family events. He described his aunt walking around the room showing the family in
Mexico each of the family members from the United States. The interpretation of the crossborder connection based on the descriptions from Ivan describe familial connections and
experiences that are distanced and reserved as compared to the other two participants.
Personalities of individuals also played into both the described experiences of the
individuals as well as the interpretation of the described experiences. Chris was a social teenager.
When asked a question, Chris would elaborate through vivid stories and details. Often the rich
descriptions portrayed social interactions to a greater extent which allowed for more detail to
assist in the understanding of the experience by the researcher. Both Ivan and Izzie were a bit
more reserved in their responses. Often Ivan’s interview questions were met with brief
responses. In order for the researcher to engage in meaningful conversation, much back-andforth dialogue ensued through multiple question/answer exchanges. Izzie was somewhere inbetween. Occasionally, she would offer a greater level of detail while in another moment the
response might be direct or required more conversational exchanges to make meaning of the
response. For Izzie, I believe this may have been a result of the shy demeanor that she possessed.
With a reserved and more soft-spoken persona, the responses, while brief, seemed within
character. For Ivan, exchanges were much more laborious. It was not uncommon for a response
to reflect an emotional state such as “I don’t care” as opposed to a reflection of experiences
related to the question. His responses were often a brief phrase as opposed to the use of complete
sentences.
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Relationships between participants was another difference that was unique to the study.
Two of the participants considered each other close friends. During the focus group
conversations there was a sense of accountability in their responses as the other person, on
occasion, would correct the response of the other one or even provide an answer for them.
Both the commonalities and differences in biographical factors may have contributed
toward the participants’ interpretation or representation of lived experiences. Chris, Ivan and
Izzie all differed in their expressed descriptions of their use of social media and messaging apps
to participate in transnational social spaces and the funds of knowledge that resulted from these
experiences.
Networked publics.
All participants expressed the use of technology for social exchanges with others that was
used to develop and access different networked publics. All three participants reflected upon
close friendships and found personal value in relationships with other Hispanic students.
Within the United States, for Chris, the close relationships were his two Hispanic buddies
that had been a part of his life since elementary school. He explained that these were the
friendships he has and continues to foster. One friend was described through a more intimate
relationship as he related to the friend as being “like a brother.” The other close Hispanic friend
he described as one third of their trio. The three connected with each other over concerns that
were significant to transmigrants. For example, the boys were talking and bonding with each
other about their concerns that those individuals who were close to them might have been
deported as a result of their illegal status. They used this network with other transmigrants to
relate to one another and find emotional support regarding the political state of the nation.
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For Izzie and Ivan, their U.S. based relationships included a close relationship with one
another. The two expressed the sharing of private thoughts and feelings between one another and
with another Hispanic friend or two. For Ivan, this was his boy best friend. For Izzie this was a
girl best friend. Those relationships were being leveraged for emotional support for one another
at a more personal level.
Other U.S. networked publics included developed relationships with extended families
that have migrated outside of Mexico. For Chris, he had developed a relationship with an Uncle
living in another U.S. state, his father and his cousins that lived in another city in his state, as
well as a cousin who lived in Canada. He explained that he specifically related to the cousin in
Canada as she better understood his lifestyle choices as opposed to those family members who
lived in Mexico that might be more judgmental of his actions. For Ivan, he connected with two
cousins that lived in Canada. This was the family he would often visit. He used social media to
maintain a connection with these cousins between their face-to-face visits. For Izzie, she
connected to aunts and cousins that lived within the United States. Some of these relatives lived
close enough for frequent visits and participation in important life events and holidays.
All three participants expressed a feeling of distance between themselves and the general
school population as described through ways in which they worked to promote and position their
identity among classmates. All three were using the affordances of visibility, persistence and
scalability to define their identity and position themselves among their school colleagues.
Similarly, the way the teens negotiated and developed their identity of self among their
family in Mexico was discussed. All three expressed ways in which they were cautious when
posting publicly to social media as a result of what their family would see. For Chris, he did not
engage in conversation with family through the group chat. Instead, he would reach out directly
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to his uncles when he developed relationships with these particular individuals. For Izzie, she
reflected that she considered what her cousins would view and think when she posted on
Snapchat. She explained that her cousins would “never let something go and they keep bringing
something up over and over again.” Ivan refrained from making any social media based
connections with his cousins.
The teens strategically considered which tools they used to connect to particular
networks. They considered the persistence of the content they posted in making decisions about
how and what was posted. Yet similarities and differences existed within the applied use of these
tools. The following table outlines the selective way the teens used technology tools and who
they were connected to when they used these tools.
Table 3:
How Each Participant used Social Media and Technology Tools within Networks
Christopher
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. School Friends
New friends
Special interest groups
Teacher connection
Mom is beginning to
use this tool to connect
to uncles in Mexico
Highly preferred
Every morning
Every afternoon
150 streaks

Usage

•
•
•
•

Networks

• U.S. school friends
• Extended family in
Mexico
• Foreign exchange
students (in Mexico)
• School connections

Facebook/
Messenger

Snapchat

Technology Use
Networks

Usage

Ivan

Izzie

• U.S. School Friends
• New friends
• Cousins in California

• U.S. School Friends
• New friends
• Siblings in the U.S.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly preferred
Every morning
Mid-day check in
Every afternoon
200+ streaks
Desires teacher
connection
• 16-year-old cousin in
California
• Extended family in
Mexico (follows only)

•
•
•
•
•

• Low preference
• Only 3 times/month

• Highly preferred (#2)

Highly preferred (#1)
Every morning
Every afternoon
10 streaks
Desires teacher
connection

• U.S. school peers
• Brother in Mexico
• Extended family in
Mexico
• Class events page
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Xbox live party

WhatsApp

Twitter

Instagram

• Rarely/never posts
•

Networks
Usage

• Follows

•
•
•

#growinguphispanic

Networks

• Family in Mexico

• Family in Mexico

Usage

• Mom uses to connect
with family in Mexico

Networks

• Small group of close
U.S. School Friends
• Preferred
• Minimal use and mainly
in winter months when
outdoor activities with
friends are limited.
• Skype call to connect
with family (cousin) in
Mexico

• Mom uses to connect
U.S. family with
family in Mexico
• Small group of close
U.S. friends
• Preferred

Usage

Networks

Audio/video

• U.S. school peers
• Highly preferred yet
how it is used was not
described.

pictures/stories
U.S. school peers
Use of memes to make
a statement
Post images of self
Post message to
school acquaintances

• U.S. school peers
• Looks up memes to
share with friends
• Highly preferred yet
how it is used was not
described.
• None identified.

Networks
Usage

Usage

• Only as last resort when
connections with other
mediums were not
sufficient.

• Small group of close
U.S. School Friends
• High preference
• Plays every night
• Plays full days

• Cellular call weekly
by parents to
grandmother in
Mexico
• Low preference

As outlined within Table 3, and directly expressed within the interviews, teens preferred to
connect to others using Snapchat. All three participants discussed the ease at which new
connections could be established and grown through Snapchat. Snapchat was developed as a
social media platform that allows easy communications among friends through the virtual
exchanges of images, texts or video that are only available for a brief period of time. After this
time had expired the communication is no longer accessible. Virtual connections with their
“close” friends were maintained through this platform which allowed for high-frequency of
interactions especially when using the streak feature of Snapchat. The streak feature encouraged
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individuals or a group to connect daily with a private message to one another in return for a
running streak score that was reported in the number of days of continuous streaks. Facebook
messenger, Instagram and Xbox live parties are other preferred social media tools of the
participating teens. Facebook messenger allowed users to exchange text, images and videos as
well as other built-in features such as emojis and stickers. Facebook allowed for the posting of
public stories and the viewing of the public stories of “friends” or contacts. The integration of
messenger within Facebook allowed access to your Facebook friends for messenger exchanges.
Facebook messenger was primarily used by Chris and Izzie, the older two students. Ivan, the
younger student, viewed this platform as a more antiquated application. Yet, Ivan would connect
with older (high school aged) students through the platform. Although all teens reported frequent
use of Instagram, this medium was rarely described during the interview process. Instagram was
developed as a photo sharing application. All teens expressed participation in Xbox live parties
which allowed direct audio chats between the members of the group within a purchased and
connected virtual game. Yet, for two of the three participants, Izzie and Chris, this tool was not
as frequently discussed within the interview process. These two described a novice status of
performance within Fortnite, the game of choice, which may have impacted how the teens
participated within the network. The cross-border transnational networked spaces as portrayed by
participating teens was typically found through the medium of Facebook Messenger and were
initiated often by parents. These cross-border connections were with extended family as opposed
to friends. Besides Facebook, teens expressed the possible movement of adults, including parents
and relatives, into other social media domains such as Snapchat. Although it was at different
resistance levels, all teens expressed concerns with adults entering networked spaces as
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participants describe feelings of encroachment that would impact their interaction and
participation within this space.
Numerous social media applications and communication technology tools were described
and used by the teens, however, affordances of technology are not about specific devices or
applications but instead what can be done within these systems that would not otherwise be
accessible. Affordances allowed Mexican American teens the ability to develop identity and
position themselves within and between transnational social spaces in ways that were unique and
otherwise not accessible. As the themes are further described, these experiences are elaborated
upon in relation to the affordances of technology that the teens of the study accessed.
Treem and Leonardi (2012) described the affordances of technology as extrapolated from
organizational research. boyd (2010, 2014) identified affordances of technology within
networked public spaces of teens. While both authors defined affordances of technology, and the
defined affordances have applicability toward the experiences of the participants of this study,
neither research looks at the affordances in relation to the behaviors of the immigrant teen within
transnational social spaces. As a result, the correlation of findings within the lived experiences of
the participants of this study have been associated to the findings of both studies to provide a
description of the analysis across all three cases within the table below.
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Table 4:
Cross Reference of Technology Affordances Research Within the Study

Treem &
Leonardi
(2012)

boyd
(2010)

boyd
(2014)

ASYNCHRONOUS

ENVIRONMENTS

INFORMED

POSITION

RELATIONSHIPS

Durability of online
content that allows
for the ability of
exchanges to
persist.

Virtual space that
allows for realtime activities to
occur between two
or more people at
a set time.

Ability to
seek/search out
information to
learn/inform
oneself.

Ability to shape and create a
public identity with an
extended audience.

Ability to extend and
grow relationships
through constant and
immediate connections
to others in a nonthreatening way.

PERSISTENCE
the communication
that is accessible in
the same form after
the actor has
finished his or her
presentation

VISIBILITY
effort required
to locate
information of
behaviors,
knowledge,
preferences, and
communication
network
connections
visible to others

VISIBILITY
effort required to locate
information of behaviors,
knowledge, preferences, and
communication network
connections visible to others

ASSOCIATION
connections between
individuals and content
or between actor and a
presentation

PERSISTENCE
online expressions
are automatically
recorded and
archived

SEARCHABILITY
content in
networked
publics can be
accessed
through search

SCALABILITY
potential visibility of content
in networked publics is great

PERSISTENCE
durability of online
expressions and
content

SEARCHABILITY
ability to find
content

VISIBILITY
potential audience who can
bear witness

EDITABILITY
time and effort allowed to
craft communications before
being viewed by others
REPLICABILITY
content made out of
bits can be duplicated
SCALABILITY
potential visibility of
content in networked
publics is great

SPREADABILITY
ease with which
content can be shared

The header row of this table denotes the codes that were extrapolated within the
qualitative analysis of this particular study: asynchronous, environments (synchronous),
informed, position, and relationships. The second row are the definitions that were developed
and associated to these codes as part of codebook. The correlation of these codes to the codes of
Treem & Leonardi (2012) and boyd (2010, 2014) are represented in the remaining cells of the
table. Additionally, the color associations represent a correlation to the themes that were
identified within this study.
[orange] Overcoming distance through timely exchanges of knowledge and information
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[green] Controlling of communication exchanges
[yellow] Positioning of oneself in relation to a particular group
[blue] Defining, extending and growing associations
What the visualization of this table acknowledges are the areas and ways in which themes
of the participants of this study correlated to the current research. Cells that do not include data
are notable as these represent areas that have been identified within one area of research (boyd,
Treem and Leonardi, or this case study) but not across a second area. Specifically, the column of
“Environments” is provided within the current research, but a correlation to the work of boyd or
Treem and Leonardi cannot be applied.
The three teen case studies provided for themes that demonstrated an attempt by the teens
for self-empowerment. The teens manipulated technology to navigate within and between
different communities and to become selectively positioned so as to be an active participant of
communities as much or little as desired. Such accessibility and alignment of identity within and
between communities provided students with the resources of the community including social,
historical, political and economic provisions. Through the analysis of the shared stories of the
Mexican American teens, themes developed through the rich descriptions of participant’s stories.
Common themes among participants related to the use of the affordances of technology include:
•

Overcoming distance through timely exchanges of knowledge and information

•

Controlling of communication exchanges

•

Positioning of oneself in relation to a particular group

•

Defining, extending and growing associations
Each of these themes in relation to the described experiences within transnational social

spaces of the immigrant teens have been developed below. Specific descriptions of the
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experiences of the three teens helped to serve as an understanding of why and how this
information could assist Mexican American teens in negotiating and navigating transnational
social spaces.
Overcoming distance through timely exchanges of knowledge and information.
Those who are in different places are unable to develop relationships or access resources
of a community, group, or individual when the relationship or resources require direct
conversation or contact. Thus, for a Mexican immigrant teen, the relocation of the family to a
new nation resulted in instant inaccessibility of familial resources that may have previously
existed or that others who live in close proximity to their family may have access to. For the
teens within this study, the distant family included relationships such as grandparents, aunts,
uncles and cousins. For one of the teens, this even included a step brother and niece. For teens,
parents often control where the teen may go, when the teen may go there, and how long the teen
can be there. Thus, the inability to dictate a personal schedule can a barrier to developing
friendships and other relationships. This includes space and place barriers such as the way in
which the rules of school do not allow for complete freedom in where you can go, who you can
talk to, and when you can talk to them. Students may even be at the same location at the same
time (in the same class at school) yet may not be allowed to develop their relationship as
socializing is not permitted.
Yet, with the affordance of technology, overcoming distance barriers was possible. Social
media allowed students to access virtual spaces such as transnational social spaces despite
distance barriers. Asynchronous connections as a result of the persistence of content through
social media and messaging applications allowed for the durability of online content. This
durability meant that content could exist longer in cyberspace. This allowed the content of the
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communication to be accessed by an audience beyond the initial presentation. As Treem and
Leonardi (2012) define it, the persistence is “communication that is accessible in the same form
after the actor has finished his or her presentation” (p.155). Similarly, boyd (2014) defined
persistence as the “durability of online expressions and content” (p. 11). Either definition offers a
rationale to the way in which the affordance of technology allowed the teen to overcome distance
barriers.
Additionally, teens and immigrant families were overcoming distance barriers through a
virtual event within a virtual environment. Synchronous connections were planned for at a set
time and through a set medium. Such connections required two parties to commit to the
agreements of time and virtual space in order for the connection to be made. Examples of the
ways in which a virtual environment allowed for the connectivity of remote others was through
gaming or audio/video chats. The teens used online gaming environments to be able to interact
with one another in an activity that the teens enjoyed. This gaming interaction also allowed for
casual conversations to occur through live audio/video streaming. Other ways in which the teens
connected through a virtual environment was by staying engaged and involved in cultural events
and holidays. Often during the special celebrations, teens explained how a relative on each side
of the border would start a live stream through technology to allow video and audio exchanges to
occur across the border. Now, teens experienced and participated in holidays in Mexico without
being in Mexico. Likewise, their Mexican relatives were able to take part in American holidays
by seeing and participating in the events that were happening within the states. Such a merging
of celebratory experiences was unique to the transmigrant experience as two cultures were
merged through celebrations.
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For the teens within this study, Snapchat, Xbox, Facebook, Skype, and texting
applications were the tools that the teens described using to overcome distance and connect
virtually. These applications allowed both synchronous and asynchronous exchanges to occur
between the teen and other networked publics. Messenger, Skype, Facetime or cellular
connections and WhatsApp tools were used to synchronously make plans to hang out, exchange
message with friends, make contact and check-in on the wellbeing of others such as family in
Mexico. The tools allowed for teens to interact in ways that allowed them to make memories or
reflect on memories through hanging out virtually or fondly discussing and recollecting past
events and experiences. All three teens discussed participating in virtual Fortnite parties with
their friends in which they played the last man standing game while engaging in small talk. They
could grow friendships by connecting when they chose to which resulted in frequent contact with
select individuals resulting in growing and thriving relationships among communities in which
they wished to engage.
Because of the removed barrier of time, place and space, the teens reflected upon
increased frequency of contact with others and prolonged relationships that would have
otherwise been lost. All teens expressed having maintained a relationship through technology
that was once a face-to-face relationship but due to a life change, the relationship would have
been otherwise lost. Chris described how he maintained a relationship with foreign exchange
students once they returned home. Izzie described maintaining a daily relationship with her
brother despite him living in another country. Ivan described connecting with a friend who
moved away.
Often the relationships at a distance were valued based on the frequency of contact.
Almost daily contact was described with those individuals that the participant reported as being a
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“close” relationship. The exchange did not have to be extensive and could be as simple as a
“good morning” text or a picture of a random object. But those relationships they wished to
develop included almost daily exchanges. The frequent exchanges within close relationships did,
on occasion, have exchanges that were more personal and complex and offered a sense of trust,
privacy, respect and dependability.
Control of communication exchanges.
Having access to information in a timely manner was another benefit expressed by
Mexican American teens through this study. Snapchat, Facebook, Instagram and texting were
discussed as tools accessed by the teens to assist in being provided immediate information.
Whether teens were seeking out the information or were pushed the information by others, the
affordances of technology allowed for the timely exchange of information. As Treem & Leonardi
(2012) define the affordance of visibility of content, this affordance allowed for “[minimal]
effort required to locate information of behaviors, knowledge, preferences, and communication
network connections visible to others” (p. 150). boyd (2010, 2014) simply defines the
affordance as the ability to find content through the provision of the “searchability” of the
content. Either way it is defined, the affordance allowed teens that were not well connected
within a particular network, to have access to information and others through searchability of
information and the visibility of content to learn and know about items that would have
previously been privy to direct membership within the group.
For the students in this study, such resources that were sought often included social,
historical, political or economic knowledge. Social knowledge included information about social
happenings, often within the school community. This could be information about school related
events such as weather-related closures or announcements of social events. Additionally, this
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included social news such as spreading of gossip or announcing the time and location of a fight
between two students. Often the exchange was between the teen and his or her peers, but
occasionally the information pushed to students had to do with announcements for specific
events. Outside of the school this might be a group that was created for members of a
Quinceañera to send practice reminders, or a soccer coach to make announcements to the
players. As teens opted in to activities and groups, the ability to be quickly informed of
happenings gave teens equal access to information that they might need. These students were
able to access and utilize social and economic funds of knowledge that were gained through
social media exchanges to support their school experiences. The historical and political
knowledge accessed was often related to current event news or learning about and relating to
culture. For Chris and Izzie, conversations about accessing Mexican news was important. Chris
discussed accessing news from Telemundo. He discussed how he would post news events that
were happening in Mexico on his social media feeds. He and his friends had exchanges about the
personal contexts related to this news such as family that was impacted by the news. Izzie
discussed accessing news from EL PAIS and posting personal reflections about this news
through social media. She discussed such topics with her Hispanic friends.
The teens in the study also expressed an economic exchange of knowledge and supports
among their networks. This economic exchange was often provided as academic supports. Teens
would visit social media sites that were established virtually to seek homework help. The teens
would reach out to others to seek timely help on homework or to provide this help to others. The
affordance of visibility of technology offered a support for teens to seek and search out
information or access to information as needed.
Position oneself in relation to a particular group.
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Another way in which the affordances of technology were offered through social media
and communication technology was the ability to shape and position oneself within and between
groups. This positioning took place as a result of access to a group and by developing and casting
oneself with a certain identity within and among the group. Using social media, teens created a
representation of the identity that aligned with whom they were choosing to be and were then
publishing this identity. This identity development allowed the teen to navigate and become
positioned within and between a particular community. Such positionality and control of shaping
identity was advantageous in the virtual world due to the ability to reach an extended public or
community groups that was otherwise not accessible. According to the affordances of technology
as outlined by Treem and Leonardi (2012) the visibility and editability afforded through
technology allowed for the positioning of the individual. Editability allowed for time and effort
to craft communications before being viewed by others. Visibility allowed for communications
to be seen by others through network connections that otherwise were not accessible. The
affordance that allowed for positionality as explained by boyd (2010) was the scalability of
content. Scalability provided for the potential visibility of content in networked publics. In the
2014 publication by boyd, the affordance would be labeled visibility and referred to the potential
audience who can bear witness. No matter the label used, the affordance of technology that
allowed teens to alter their positions within groups was related to the ability to selectively shape
a persona and deliver this created identity to members of a network that was previously
inaccessible.
Within Snapchat, the Mexican American teen participants of this study expressed ways
they developed their public and personal stories through the images and messages they
selectively posted for the participants within and among their connected communities. Ivan used
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the creation of video vine edits of TV and movies as well as images of specific individuals to
shape his identity and develop relationships. He would create the equivalent of a movie trailer of
an animae series that his friend liked and he would send this vine edit to the particular friend
when a new episode was released. He would also create similar vine edits of what he considered
the “popular” TV series and movies of his school and he would post these on his public Snapchat
story. These stories would be re-shared by numerous students in the school. He asked that
students who shared the video give him credit for the creation which increased his public
presence beyond his friend group list.
Another participant of the study, Izzie, conceptualized her state of betweenness when she
identified not solely to a Mexican association or to an American association, but to a Hispanic
and transmigrant association. Through her public portrayal of “Growing up Hispanic” quotes or
other memes that she identified as representing her own identity she explains: “I like to like post
or like share pictures of like this hashtag that goes on Twitter. It's called "Growing up Hispanic,"
and they're really funny cause growing up Hispanic you really understand it all.” (personal
interview, 2).
Such memes required an understanding of the transmigrant perspective. Often these
tweets were written in English and code switched using Spanish and English or would mix
American and Mexican contexts and references. Additionally, the majority of contributors to the
hashtag currently listed a residence in the United States, yet they posted about Mexican
understandings. Izzie’s sharing of these posts offered a way to associate herself publicly to a
transmigrant community.
The other two participants, Chris and Ivan, positioned themselves by taking a public
stand for concepts or beliefs that they had convictions to support. Chris described scenarios in
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which he took a public stand for a friend who was being racially attacked through negative
association of stereotypes. Similarly, for Ivan, he took a public stand about bullying in support of
his friend who had recently committed suicide. By posting feelings and beliefs related to these
topics and by addressing anyone else who posted something contrasting, an image associated to
these beliefs became part of their identities
Define, extend and grow associations.
All three teens expressed the use of social media to develop relationships. The teens
described ways that technology allowed for the ease in developing new relationships.
Additionally, the technology allowed for the development and growth of relationships through
frequency and timeliness of connections in a non-threatening way. “Associations” is the label
given to the relationship building ability provided by the affordances of technology by Treem
and Leonardi (2012). Such associations allowed for the connections between individuals and/or
content. While boyd (2010, 2014) did not directly call out the affordances of technology that
allowed for direct relationship building, she did list the affordances of replicability, scalability
and spreadability which related to the processes of relationship building. Replicability (boyd,
2010) described the ability to easily duplicate content. Scalability (boyd, 2010) was described as
the visibility of content among different and vast networked publics. Spreadability (boyd, 2014)
was defined as the ease of sharing content. These affordances described some of the actions in
which the teens engaged to develop and grow relationships.
What is not clearly defined is the behaviors engaged in by the teens to strengthen
associations. Evolving a respect, trust and a valued voice with others are ways in which
associations are being developed. Such supports have provided social, emotional, economic,
historical and political resources among these vast networked publics.
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Technology offered a safe place to connect, explore and negotiate the world which
extended into relationships with authority figures. The teens described connections through
social media that allowed exchanges with teachers in sharing personal insights or images of the
lives of the teacher or teen to one another. The developed relationships extended into the
classroom and allowed teachers to push information to the students as trust and respect had been
developed in a safe and appropriate manner to support learning in school. Relationships of trust
between school resource officers, school administration and even with local law enforcement
were also described by teens as a result of connections through technology. Such connections
allowed for students to directly connect with authority figures when an incident needed
immediate attention for school safety to be addressed. The ability to reach out to authority
figures and have their voice heard provided a valuation of their voice, especially when these
communications were acted upon by the authority figure. Chris described a scenario in which he
was able to reach out to officers as well as school administration in a way that provided a direct
line of communication to the receiving party and was valued and acted upon based on what he
had communicated.
The social barrier of making new friends was minimal when it came to new technology
and the teens were readily accepting of new friends who wished to connect through applications
such as Snapchat. Often these new relationships were friends of friends or someone they had
only just met, yet they would add or request to add the individual to their list of people who can
view their story. Some would even begin a more personal streak with the individuals, exchanging
daily chats. Izzie directly explained that connections through technology helped her to overcome
her shyness. Ivan would explain that he had intimate conversations about private and personal
topics with another individual through an Xbox private party because he desired to have the
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conversation with the friend and the privacy of the party would make this an acceptable method
through which to talk.
One thing that was evident through the stories of the teens was that the growth and
development of relationships was considered highly valuable and frequently called upon to
provide emotional support for self or others. Re-posting of a meme that reflected the emotional
state of the teen as a cry for help, or the platform in which to stand up for others offered ways in
which the participants utilized the affordances of technology as a support for self.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Mexican-American teen participants used social media and messaging apps to participate
in transnational social spaces and to access additional funds of knowledge. The affordances of
messaging technologies and social media apps allowed for participation and access within social
spaces that transcend national borders or that may not have otherwise been accessible. Such
transnational connections impacted the teens identity development. Technology allowed teens
access and a voice within unique communities in local and remote contexts. The involvement in
extended communities allowed for access to additional resources. Such resources also allowed
for additional connections and experiences that could support the school. The case study of three
Mexican American teens lived experiences, and the cross-case analysis of all three teens offered
thematic considerations toward current research, policy and current practices. Such
considerations support Mexican American teens through identity development, community
participation, and extended access to funds of knowledge. This access should be used to support
the teen within the school experience.
The purpose of this study was to understand the impact that the affordances of social media
and messaging applications offer the migration experience through bridge-building for MexicanAmerican youth. The guiding question of the study was: How did three Mexican immigrant teens
use social media and messaging apps within transnational social spaces? Sub questions included:
1. What affordances of messaging and social media apps did the teens use to participate in
transnational social spaces?
2. What funds of knowledge did the teens choose to engage in when using social media or
messaging apps?
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The lived experiences of three Mexican American immigrant teens in the Southwestern
United States were considered through the rich description of each case within chapter four.
Chapter five offers a multi-case analysis through the common themes that exist across all three
cases. Within this chapter, findings in response to the overarching question of the study and the
sub-questions of the study have been explained. Answers to the questions are followed by
recommendations toward policy and practice.
How Did Three Mexican Immigrant Teens use Social Media And Messaging Apps within
Transnational Social Spaces?
Mexican American teens who live in a state of between-ness as they negotiate
simultaneous relationships of more than one nation-state are considered transmigrants (Basch et
al., 1994). The experience for a transmigrant manifests in a state of between-ness that results in a
lack of access to the benefits associated with rights and privileges fully associated with
citizenship from either nation (Mora, 2008). Instead, the transnational community is one affected
by events on both sides of the border (Faist, et al., 2013) and these sorts of dual lives result in
simultaneous connections between multiple locations in what is often referred to as simultaneity
(Basch et al., 1994; Faist et al., 2013). Mora (2008) describes the migrant experience in relation
to a third community, that of a transnational community of other transmigrants.
As Levitt (2009) encourages an understanding of the contemporary migration experience
of simultaneity, and Gonzalez et al. (2005) calls for an understanding toward the cross-border
social phenomena, the way in which the three Mexican American immigrant teens participated in
transnational social spaces through social media and messaging apps have been described with
rich detail.
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Mexican social spaces.
All three participants within the study had networks to which they connected in Mexico.
Typically, the networks were networks of relatives. Aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents and
even brothers and nieces made up their cross-border networks. The teens were accessing these
networks on a regular basis whether by self-selecting to participate in these networks or being
encouraged to participate in these networks by a parent. The affordances of technology that were
fostering a continued connection within this cross-border network included: asynchronous
connections, virtual ways of being together, staying informed on the happenings of the group,
selectively positioning oneself among the group, and the ability to grow relationships through
virtual associations both new and old.
These cross-border networks have provided access to funds of knowledge that included
historical, political, economic and social knowledge. For the transmigrant, historical knowledge
exchanges included the participation in cultural experiences. This encompassed the opportunities
to virtually be together during life events such as holiday gatherings. Virtual connections through
an audio/video link allowed for the synchronous experience. Traditions of Mexico were now
participated in by the teen despite the fact that the teen was living in another country. Virtual
transnational spaces were created. Keeping track of the familial migration stories and day to day
happenings of grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins now played a part of the historical
knowledge of the teens. While the families of participants within this study had decided to settle
in the particular community of study within the southwestern United States, other family
members chose to migrate to other states or nations. Some selected to stay in Mexico. During
times of political angst in the U.S., the historic knowledge of life in other areas had contributed
to conversations about where the teen’s future migration stories may take them. As a result of the
familial links that were maintained, an expanded understanding and connection to other places
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were now a part of the teens’ lived experience. Social media allowed for the continued
association to distant family members and a much deeper connection of the day to day lives of
these family members as a result of the persistence and association allowed through the
affordances of technology. Additionally, the teens were able to reconnect to elements of the
family heritage. One teen within the study reached out to his aunt in Mexico to access a
particular family recipe. Political knowledge was also exchanged. As opposed to only having
read about international news, these teens were directly impacted by current event, and news
information. There was an element of concern for the family members that had to experience the
current news events. For example, Chris described a current news event from Mexico in which
people were being kidnapped and held for ransom or even killed. He described how his cousin
was kidnapped and was held for ransom. This current event across the border became a reality of
his lived experience. He expressed emotions of concern for his family and lived the uncertainties
of the fate of his cousin along with his Mexican family. In another interview, the earthquakes
that occurred in Mexico were discussed. During this event, family members were unable to
check on the safety and well-being of their loved ones who lived at the site of quakes. Within the
interview, the impact of the earthquake on family and friends was discussed. The teens used
technology to update one another on the information they knew about the event. They used social
media to relay updates and timely information. As both stories reflected, the affordances of
technology allowed teens to become informed of political and historical events that had impacted
their family members that have remained in Mexico. This lived experience now became a part of
the teen’s story.
With gained knowledge of cross-border experiences came a concern of the economic well
being of the family in Mexico. The teens within this study frequently maintained relationships
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with their family and checked in on what their families in Mexico needed. For Izzie this meant
the financial support to family through the construction of a house in Mexico. For Chris this was
sending modern technology such as a contemporary TV set to the family in Mexico. Such a
gained knowledge of the well being of family members in Mexico provided teens with an
understanding of the economic needs of distant family. This economic need resulted in a sense of
obligation to offer provisions toward meeting the needs of family. Such intimate information
again offered a unique source of knowledge and participation in cross-border life. Additionally,
cross border information exchanges happened between family members. Chris shared with his
cousin methods that he learned for batting left handed. He connected with another cousin to
provide her information she needed for a school project. Izzie took on a second job as her mom
was using her primary household income to provide financial assistance to the family that lived
in Mexico. The job that Izzie selected required Izzie to use her Spanish language to support
clients. Izzie reflected that her mom valued the bilingual work and encouraged Izzie to maintain
and leverage her knowledge of Spanish to access work opportunities.
Social funds of knowledge existed through the developed relationships with others in
Mexico. For Chris, he valued his uncle’s occupation as a police officer. He looked up to his
uncle as a role model. Izzie rekindled a relationship with her brother who lived in Mexico. She
worked hard to connect to her brother and niece to stay up to date on their lives. Even for Ivan
who tried to disassociate from his Mexican family, there were still funds of knowledge that were
accessed through the relationship that his parents fostered with family in Mexico. All three teens
expressed having unique experiences within virtual cross-border exchanges which offered them
knowledge in a way that is different to their American peers.
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American social spaces.
The availability and access of a visible public that was controlled and manipulated by the
teen offered an affordance to the transnational teen. The teen was able to utilize social media to
position oneself within a particular community. The positionality was accessed as the teen was
able to selectively interact within a virtual space. The teen could choose to contribute particular
knowledge to the group to be positioned as a connected and respected participant within the
community. The use of social media applications to paint a particular picture of oneself or
associate a desired identity in relation to a particular community or group empowered the teen.
The teens within the study used Snapchat stories and social media feeds to post images, memes,
or text-based communications to a particular community or group. The ability to post to a group
allowed the teen to develop and publicly portray oneself as having certain behaviors, knowledge,
preferences, or connections that associated the teen to a particular group or disassociated the teen
from another group.
Additionally, the teens within the study were able to develop relationships of power
through social media platforms that might not otherwise exist. For example, the students either
had connections or expressed interest in developing relationships with certain school
administration staff and even law enforcement officers. The affordances of technology allowed
for these connections to be fostered and grown. Because of the extended reach of connections
through social media, relationships that might not otherwise exist now became accessible. The
teens were able to quickly and easily reach out to individuals of power to have a valued voice
with these individuals. All three teens expressed an interest in developing relationships with
empowered adults such as teachers and school administration. They reflected that having such a
relationship and timely access to such positions of power within the school would benefit their
school experience. Not all staff were willing to maintain such relationships with the teens. Often
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the teens were told they could have a connection after the student was no longer a participant
within the class or school. The teens had their own concerns about having a social media
connection to an empowered adult as they expressed fear of consequences related to their choices
that occurred outside of school. Yet, all three teens were willing to risk the fear of repercussion
as they expressed a sense that the benefit of the connection outweighed the risk.
Transnational social spaces.
A transmigrant community is a unique community that consists of other immigrants.
Transmigrants relate to one another through shared experiences of simultaneity that exist,
especially within the local context. All three teens of this study expressed participation within a
transnational social space with other transmigrants. A community was described in which teens
made connections to other immigrant teens. Relationships were formed on commonalities related
to their Mexican heritage, or bonding over a related conflict, power struggle, or outcasting that
had been experienced. The transmigrant social space provided for unique access to funds of
knowledge that were social, economic, political and historical in context. These transmigrants
connected virtually to exchange social knowledge. Social bonding with other Hispanics around
transmigrant experiences included a mix of Mexican and American culture and experience. Izzie
described the way she would connect and share content from a transnational social space found
on twitter, #growinguphispanic. These tweets allowed her to exchange conversations and make
connections to others related to the social differences that the teen experienced as a United States
immigrant. Within this community the teens shared knowledge about their social experiences,
differences, and struggles. They used humor to connect and support one another in navigating the
lived transnational experiences. These transnational experiences offered economic knowledge.
As many transmigrants that were participating in the community were bilingual, the bond of two
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common languages (English and Spanish) were often used to express and navigate particular
situations. Spanish language was used to stay connected with family in Mexico. English
language was used to connect to friends in America. Code switching or a selective mix of
English and Spanish, was used within the transnational social spaces. What was also unique
about this space was the role shift that occurred. For the teens in the study, often the children had
to take on adult-like roles. For Chris, he became an advocate for his mother within her
workplace. And, for Izzie, she had to take on a second job to provide additional financial support
for her family.
The transmigrant network is also one that connected the teen politically. In a nation
where conversations call into question the legality of citizenship, the transmigrant community
was used to find support for one another. The timeframe of the interviews of this study took
place during the national debates about what would happen with DACA and the building of a
wall between Mexico and the United States. These teens had conversations both face to face and
through social media with to update one another on this political news. Social media was used to
provide emotional and economic support to one another. When Chris or his Hispanic friends
were targeted with racial slander and were physically provoked, his transmigrant network used
the affordances of technology to offer timely support. When his Hispanic friend was bullied to
the point of committing suicide, Ivan took to social media in outrage against the behaviors of
classmates. These teens were impacted by the political state of the nation and their racial
background in a unique way. They bonded over these experiences and offered unique supports
and resources to one another to assist their transmigrant peers through life events.
Historical knowledge was exchanged within the transmigrant social spaces through the
connections to cultural events. While Izzie celebrated her Quinceañera in the United States, it
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was her transmigrant community that offered positive confirmation and encouragement of this
life event. Her aunt and cousins that lived within her community expressed pride and excitement
in her participation of this cultural event by commenting on the pictures through social media.
The accolades of her family left Izzie with feelings of happiness related to this cross-border
experience in which a Mexican tradition was carried over into her American context.
The ability to control who, what, when and where communications could occur resulted
in timely support within transnational social spaces. Often the supports exchanged between
transnationals utilized social media or communication technologies and were emotional supports.
Whether it was a quick uplifting meme, a text of encouragement to find an emotional center
when being provoked by others, or checking in on the emotional state of one another,
transnational social spaces through social media applications were frequently used to support the
mental well-being of one another in a timely manner.
What Funds Of Knowledge Do the Teens Choose To Engage In When using Social Media
Or Messaging Apps?
If knowledge construction results from the everyday practices and activities of life, and
funds are the communal banks from which the construction of knowledge may be drawn, then an
understanding of the extended networks of teens through social media or messaging apps must
be considered. Velez-Ibanez and Greenberg (1992) and Gonzalez et al. (2005) encourage the
consideration of the vast resources found within households through the lived social, historical,
political and economic experiences. Through the qualitative analysis of this study, sources of
knowledge that were accessed by the participants of the study were coded as social, emotional,
cultural (or procedures and practices of defined systems), academic, and well-being. The
analysis of this study considered the four concepts of the funds of knowledge work and cross-
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referenced these with the coded analysis. The table below helps to outline and define the
alignment between research and this study.
Table 5:
Funds of Knowledge Cross Referenced to the Case Study Data Analysis

The experiences of teens are different from that of an adult. Economic well being for an adult is
often referred to as a financial or monetary reference. For a teen, economic well being can
include a currency of academic knowledge. Additionally, the historical and political knowledge
of teens differed from adults as teens engaged in different cultural structures and systems. And,
for a teen, the consideration of emotional impacts upon the social experience was significant. For
this reason, the analysis of the funds of knowledge considered more specific terminology and
concepts that related to the more general concepts of the funds of knowledge research. Each of
the four areas of the funds of knowledge work have been expanded upon below with specificity
related to the experiences described by the participants of this study.
Social funds of knowledge found within networks.
When the teens within this study had to choose how they would engage in social funds of
knowledge using social media, the ability to connect to special interest groups and the ability to
connect to friends with common interests was important. The networks of the teens offered
additional knowledge to the teens through exchanges in which peers learned from each other. For
the teens within the study, such networks included long-standing connections as well as very
recent connections.
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Streaks within Snapchat became a sort of social competition. The number of streaks one
had going as well as how long these streaks may have been maintained offered bragging rights
and a virtual representation of the social connection of the teen to particular others or particular
communities. Beyond a competitive venture, such longstanding connections served to provide
social funds of knowledge accessed through social media. Within Snapchat, participants could
narrate their own stories through the networked public that existed within the platform. Teens
could view other people’s stories to gain insight on the practices and experiences of other teens.
The insight allowed the teen leverage and access to different networks.
Gaming through Xbox was another unique way teens used technology to be together
socially. Gaming provided for the teen a unique space in which to exchange real-time knowledge
and access additional funds of knowledge. Within the study all three participants described ways
in which they engaged in playing Fortnite in a social manner through online parties that allow for
live audio communications. The teens expressed ways in which they manipulated parties so that
they could communicate in a safe and private way with selected others. Such social gatherings
were unique and often based on shared interests of participants. The social gatherings allowed
for the development of social funds of knowledge.
Historical funds of knowledge found within networks.
The engagement of teens within extended family networks as a result of social media and
messaging applications offered additional access to historical funds of knowledge. What once
may have been severed ties to family was now a reunification of relationships through social
media/messaging apps. Connections around the globe to aunts, uncles and cousins offered for the
teens diversity in perspectives on lived experiences. As each participant described a connection
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to family living in Mexico and the ability to connect through social media, all teens within the
study accessed additional historical funds of knowledge.
Separately, the ability of social media to develop and publicly share a personal narrative
meant that the historical knowledge of oneself or others could be accessible beyond an initial
communication exchange within social media. Teens within this study negotiated what content
they would post within social media or messaging apps. Teens selectively chose to limit the
publicly posted historical funds of knowledge that were of an autobiographical nature. Izzie
explained that she chose not to post images or content of herself. Instead she would often choose
to post generic memes that she related to. Ivan often referenced a selective disassociation from
his Hispanic connections and opted for a personal narrative that displayed his connections to
American school peers. Chris commented that he would encourage his peers to remove certain
content from their social media feeds if of a controversial nature. As a result, he became know as
the “social media referee” by his peers.
As immigrant teens, social media or messaging applications were used to be active
members within communities. Connections through social media and communication technology
with grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins and even brothers strengthened networks. Such
experiences provided the teen with broader life experiences especially related to culturally
associated knowledge.
Political funds of knowledge found within networks.
Political funds of knowledge were exchanged through social media applications through
an understanding of international, national, and local community news. The extended networks
of teens fostered conversations between different networked publics that discussed events and
impacts related to governmental happenings at the state and national level. These conversations
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considered news that existed within and beyond the current country of residence. Such
exchanges included conversations about current event news that spanned borders.
Hierarchical power struggles also existed beyond the governmental realm. Within local
systems, such as the school system, forms of politics existed. School policies and procedures had
been established that did not always serve to benefit the teens within the study. As Chris
described, prior to social media, he had a limited voice with administration within his school.
Chris also described being marked with the stereotype of having failing grades despite his true
performance in which he mastered grade-level expectations. Izzie described a lack of knowledge
of current school events and happenings which prevented her participation in the events. Ivan
described a tracking of his coursework into remedial classes in which other Spanish speaking
students were also enrolled which also stifled his ability to connect with other peer groups.
Social media allowed the teens to engage in or overcome power struggles through the
empowerment of oneself by connecting with empowered others or by portraying a different
public picture of oneself. For Chris, he was able to connect through social media with adults in
administration within the building. Chris was also able to publicly demonstrate his mastery of
course content and he became known as an expert. Other students were able to seek him out
using social media to receive tutoring support. Izzie was able to use a Facebook page that was
maintained by a classmate to learn about current school events. Ivan was able to selectively
choose not to connect with the newcomer Spanish speakers through social media to disassociate
himself with the non-fluent English speakers enrolled within his courses, and instead he
associated and connected publicly with a different peer group.
Economic funds of knowledge found within networks.
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Economics for a teenager may look a bit different. If the intent of economics is to result
in greater wealth or well-being, then academic knowledge may best serve to explain the
economic funds of knowledge found for teens within social networks. With this working
definition of economic funds of knowledge, the ability of an individual student to gain
knowledge to support his or her well-being may look more like academic supports. Throughout
the interviews, the participants discussed ways that tutorial type support related to coursework
was accessed that included reaching out to knowledgeable others. The initiating of peer
connections to support the academic needs of one-another often happened within social media
applications.
Academic supports also took the place of accountability of peers within networked
groups and through social media applications. Teens would reach out for self or others through
social media and made connections when gaps in expectations of the school experience existed.
What Affordances Of Messaging And Social Media Apps Do The Teens Use To Participate
In Transnational Social Spaces.
As expressed within the literature review, numerous frameworks related to the
affordances of technology have emerged. The foundational work of Gibson (1979) proposed that
affordances are specific to an observer’s perceived utility of an object and conditional to the
environment, and “the affordance of something is assumed not to change as the need of the
observer changes” (p. 409). Yet, an agreed upon framework for affordances of technology does
not exist. It is important to keep in mind that these affordances are not about the tool, but what
the tool allows the user to do that was not possible without the technology. In considering the
work of boyd (2010) affordances of persistence, searchability, scalability and replicability were
defined based on the way in which teens were accessing networked publics. The 2014 version of
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her work made some adjustments and redefined the affordances within this context as:
persistence, searchability, visibility and spreadability. Treem and Leonardi (2012) reviewed
literature regarding the use of technology by adults within organizations. This review lead to the
development of four affordances of technology: visibility, editability, persistence and
association. Neither of these models offer a direct alignment to the findings of the participants
within this case study. As Treem and Leonardi considered adult behaviors within a work
environment, the context does not align to the life application of technology for teens. boyd used
the context of the ways that teens connected to networked publics. Neither research considers the
teen behaviors used within social media and communication technology within transnational
social spaces. As presented in chapter five, an alignment of the codes used to analyze the three
immigrant teens experiences across the work of Treem and Leonardi and boyd have been
outlined. What both research contexts fail to identify is the way in which Mexican American
immigrant teens are using technology to engage in virtual and synchronous experiences. Because
of distance, teens are unable to be together face to face. boyd acknowledged this. Yet what teens
are doing through the affordances of technology is creating a virtual environment in which two
or more participants engage in activities together. Through Xbox, teens are using avatars in the
virtual game to have online competitions. While the competition aspect of the game is engaging,
teens use the chats to converse about real-life happenings. Relationships are formed or grown
through the experiences had within the synchronous online environment. Similarly, the teens and
their families are connecting during holidays and special life events by establishing a remote
connection with audio and video. Christmas can now be shared around the world. Such
connections are growing and extending relationships and developing shared experiences as a
result of the affordances of technology.
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How Does the Personal Use of Social Media and Messaging Apps Connect with School
Experiences?
Velez-Ibanez and Greenberg (1992) offer policy implications toward educational reform.
Their work encourages reform to re-examine cultural biases of U.S.-Mexican children and the
educational systems through the instruction, pedagogy and social relations that are established
within the school systems. For the students of this study, social media and messaging apps
offered a way for teens to connect within the school experiences. Teens used social media to
position themselves, develop associations, control access and information, and to overcome
distance barriers that allowed for timely access to information and knowledge. These affordances
were used by teens to advocate for themselves for the instructional, pedagogical and social
realms needed for institutional change.
In Kasun’s (2014, 2016) work, a description of the impacts of bridge-building on life
experiences and life decisions of immigrants included the navigation to position oneself within
and between groups. These teens fostered positive experiences and connections to groups within
the educational institutions. These connections yielded a sense of belonging and identity
development for the teen which allowed access to resources that were available within these
educational communities. Like Chris who associated and aligned himself to an occupational
interest as a police officer which allowed him a voice with a school resource officer as well as a
local police department. The ability to position himself using his participation within
extracurricular police programs that were advertised through a social media network, knowledge
he is accessing from his uncle’s experiences as a Mexican police officer, and his newly formed
association with the school resource officer allowed him a voice within his school experience
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that would not exist if it were not for the affordances of technology. He has used this position
and voice to advocate for himself and his peers.
For Izzie, a strengthened association to a transmigrant community of Hispanics is being
used to associate to peers and find social and emotional support. As a she self-identified as being
depressed, her ability to replicate content across social media and re-post content to advocate for
her emotional needs or associate to a Hispanic social group has provided timely emotional
support to aid Izzie. Additionally, her ability to use her online profiles to access the social
networks that post school news has allowed Izzie access to timely information about school
happenings that she desired to know but would have been limited in knowing if she had to rely
only on her non-technology connections.
Much like Izzie, Ivan is using the visibility of social media to access social networks and
position himself within these groups. Through the use of the public posting of vine edits of
content that related to a group he wished to connect to, Ivan has worked to position himself as an
insider. He has associated himself to the “popular” networks of the school through connections
he has made through Snapchat. Yet, he has maintained his transnational networks with
connections to other transmigrants through bilingual communication exchanged with friends.
All three teens have used the historic, political, economic and social funds of knowledge
that were available as a result of the unique migration stories of the teens and their families.
These migration stories included connections and continued banks of knowledge that can be
accessed within Mexico and the United States. Connections to the school experience should
consider the way in which technology allows for the teens to overcome distance and exchange
knowledge and information in a timely manner, control the communication exchanges, allow for
opportunities to position oneself in relation to groups, and develop associations with others.
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Recommendations for policy and practice.
Considering the funds of knowledge work of Gonzalez et al. (2005), “Building on what
students bring to school and their strengths has been shown to be an incredibly effective teaching
strategy” (p. 8). Our current educational systems are not fully realized in the capacity that the
affordances of technology offer the transmigrant student within the school context. Schools are
requiring that students self-advocate to overcome the cultural bias of the educational institutions.
Instead, practitioners should seek out opportunities for the creation of school-based networked
publics in which students may develop relationships, position themselves and seek out
information and knowledge that support and promote the educational experience. Practitioners
should view networked publics as valued space containing ample cultural and cognitive
resources with great potential utility for classroom instruction. This utility within the classroom
should consider the ways in which practitioners are able to access cultural knowledge of
students. Practitioners can learn more vividly about the funds of knowledge of students through
content accessible through social media as a result of the affordances of technology. This gained
knowledge of students should add to the context of the classroom through enrichment of the
classroom instruction and environment.
The work of Gonzalez et al. (2005) was the research related to the applied knowledge of
Velez-Ibanez and Greenberg (1992) through a home visit process conducted by teaching staff.
Through the process, the teaching staff was able to develop an understanding of the funds of
knowledge that may exist within the homes of their students and were able to associate this
knowledge within instructional practices. The findings of this case study offer that funds of
knowledge also exist within a virtual transnational space that is easily accessible through the
affordances of social media and communication technologies. The participants in this study
expressed a desire to develop relationships with teachers and school authority figures through
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social media. The relationships with school authority figures that did exist for participants of the
study offered access and understanding to practitioners regarding the funds of knowledge of the
student through a contemporary and transnational household of the immigrant teen that was
afforded through social media. “The challenge for any community of progressive educators at a
school site, specifically one with a high percentage of both minority students and immigrants, is
how to socially embed low-achieving segments of the student body, particularly low-achieving
boys who are not inclined to seek help from teachers and counselors; another vulnerable group
are immigrants with low-proficiency in English” (Stanton-Salazar and Quintanar, 2013, p. 37).
If progressive educators are seeking ways to socially embed immigrant teens, the empowerment
through positioning oneself, developing a connected valued and respected identity within the
school system, and allowing the teens to overcome barriers of simultaneity may be afforded
through social media and should be considered.
For the participants of this study, funds of knowledge were accessed within and among
transnational social spaces that the affordances of technology permitted. Such funds of
knowledge provided access to cultural, emotional, academic and social resources that benefitted
each teen in being able to position oneself within and between communities, provided voice
especially with authority figures, extended and grew relationships, and provided timely support
to the teen. Too often schools prevent access to social media and communication technologies
throughout the school day through filtering and blocking of content and site. When this occurs,
these resources are removed as a support for Mexican American immigrant teens. When the
expectation of authority figures within the K12 setting is to refrain from connecting through
social media with teens another opportunity to understand the funds of knowledge that could be
integrated into the school experience is lost. Restrictive filtering policies and restrictions on
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social media connections between authority figures and students should be removed. School
systems should consider the least restrictive environment approach within the transnational
social spaces accessible through technology. Students should have unrestricted and unfiltered
access to resources that can connect and support the school experience. Students should be
provided platforms through social media that utilize the affordances of this domain to allow
students to position themselves as a valued, respected and contributing participants within the
school community. In fact, schools should consider opportunities to create public stories that
students can use as a platform to associate and develop a valued identity within this framework.
Additionally, the befriending of students by teachers is often viewed with a negative
connotation and teachers are often discouraged from developing such relationships. Yet, the
Mexican American immigrant teens within this study reflected that the adults that did have
technology enhanced relationships with students developed a greater sense of respect among
students, and as a result, students felt more comfortable reaching out to the authority figures to
seek support. Schools could leverage such opportunities to develop relationships with students to
increase their participation and sense of identity within the school community.
Recommendations for future research.
As the case study approach considers themes that existed within the research as opposed
to generalizations toward a population, additional studies should be considered. Through the
considerations of themes in research regarding the affordances of technology, it became evident
that a perfect framework for the affordances of technology does not exist when considering the
context of social media and communication technologies within transnational social spaces.
While elements of frameworks could be applied, the field could benefit from future studies to
clarify, define and validate alignment of affordances within this context. Through the
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consideration of the three teens of this case study, gaps existed in the way in which technology
afforded virtual synchronous connections. This way of being together through technology within
the transnational social space allowed immigrants to overcome distance barriers, position
themselves among networks, develop and grow associations and access information in a timely
manner through controlled communication exchanges.
Additional research should extend the work of this case study through the application of
an approach similar to that of Gonzalez, et al. (2005). Within their research, a network of
teachers engaged in “home visits” to develop an understanding of the historical, political,
economic and social funds of knowledge that exist within families and the ways that this
knowledge could be applied within the instructional and pedagogical structures and content of
the classroom. As this case study offered, funds of knowledge are visible through the affordances
of technology within virtually networked public spaces. This network is also available to
teachers because of the affordances of technology. Within this study, all three teens expressed an
interest in developing associations with classroom teachers through social media. An extension
of research should seek to understand how virtual networks of immigrant teens and the funds of
knowledge accessed within this transnational space through the affordances of technology can be
applied within the classroom context in a way that supports the Mexican American immigrant
teen.
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Appendix C
Interview and Focus Group Guiding Questions and Protocol Forms
INTERVIEW AND FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL FORM
Focused Life History

INTERVIEWEE:

DATE:

INTERVIEWER:

PLACE:

RULES FOR INTERVIEWER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ensure all identified questions have been addressed.
Use the opening and closing script as a guide for beginning and ending the session.
Reconfirm consent for audio-recording prior to each interview.
Take only brief notes so as to encourage a more natural conversation.
Ensure the setting is a quiet, semi-private location in which the participant is comfortable.
Interviews should be a maximum of 60 minutes in length.
Listen respectfully, openly and fully, ensuring the participant feels comfortable.
Considerately redirect conversations to keep it focused on the focus of the interview.
Utilize the provided prompts as needed to stay on track or encourage additional conversation related to the
question focus.

OPENING SCRIPT:
Thank you for participating in this study. I will respect your time and make sure that we do not go longer than an
hour. Today I would like to talk about ways in which you have used technology in your past to communicate with
others. As I mentioned at the first meeting, you do not have to be in this study, so if you decide to change your mind,
you have the right to drop out at any time. You may also ask to skip any questions or stop participating at any time.
Also, as a reminder, I will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. As we discussed in our first
meeting, I would like to tape record our interview. Are you still okay with this?
RESEARCH FOCUS:
How do four Mexican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps to participate in transnational social
spaces that benefit the school experience?
Interview One: How do teens engage in building funds of knowledge within transnational social spaces when using
social media and messaging applications
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:

Question

Optional Prompts

[social]
What relationships are
you building through
social
media/messaging
apps?

• What different friend groups do you connect with through social
media/messaging apps?
• Are the friend groups connected to Mexico, the US, or a mix of both?
• What sorts of information do you and your friends share that helps
you form bonds?
• Does this differ between national groups (Friends living in Mexico v
US)

[practice]

• How are you daily/weekly using social media with others? (Friends
living in Mexico v US)
• What are you posting publicly vs privately?

Field Notes
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What social
media/messaging
routines do you have?

• What group of friends do you consider when posting publicly
(Friends living in Mexico v US)?

[historical]
What experiences
have you shared with
friend groups?

• How have your communication exchanges through social
media/messaging apps impacted your life outside the app?
• What do you choose to share with others about your life
experiences? And, who are you sharing this with?
• What life experiences do you publicly share?
• What life experiences that involve you do your friends share through
SM/MSG?

[political]
How have you used
social
media/messaging
apps to engage in
politics or political
conversations?

• To what country were the political conversations related?
• With whom did you have the conversations?
• What were the impacts of the conversations?

[economic]
How do you and your
friends use social
media/messaging
apps to support one
another?

• What support or encouragement do your friends from Mexico offer
you?
• What support or encouragement do your friends from the US offer
you?
• How do you decide what to share and with whom?

CLOSING SCRIPT:
Thank you very much for taking the time to interview with me. We have two more interviews to complete as part of
this study and I’d like to make sure that meeting at [identified location] on [identified date] at [identified time] still
works for you for our next meeting? As for my next steps, I will be working to transcribe our recording and begin
searching for themes with your interview and among the other three participant’s interviews to focus on for my final
findings. Again, as a reminder, I will keep your information private throughout this study and within the final
reports. Thanks again for your time and I look forward to chatting with you more soon!
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Interview/Focus Group Two

INTERVIEW AND FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL FORM
Details of the Experience

INTERVIEWEE:

DATE:

INTERVIEWER:

PLACE:

RULES FOR INTERVIEWER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ensure all identified questions have been addressed.
Use the opening and closing script as a guide for beginning and ending the session.
Reconfirm consent for audio-recording prior to each interview.
Take only brief notes so as to encourage a more natural conversation.
Ensure the setting is a quiet, semi-private location in which the participant is comfortable.
Interviews should be a maximum of 60 minutes in length.
Listen respectfully, openly and fully, ensuring the participant feels comfortable.
Considerately redirect conversations to keep it focused on the focus of the interview .
Utilize the provided prompts as needed to stay on track or encourage additional conversation related to the
question focus.

OPENING SCRIPT:
Thank you for participating in this study. I will respect your time and make sure that we do not go longer than an
hour. Today I would like to talk about your experiences with technology as a Mexican-American teenager. As I
mentioned at the first meeting, you do not have to be in this study, so if you decide to change your mind, you have
the right to drop out at any time. You may also ask to skip any questions or stop participating at any time. Also, as a
reminder, I will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. As we discussed in our first meeting, I
would like to tape record our interview. Are you still okay with this?

RESEARCH FOCUS:
How do four Mexican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps to participate in transnational social
spaces that benefit the school experience?
How do the affordances of messaging and social media apps impact participation within transnational social spaces?

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:

Question
[association]
How are you developing
friendships with different
friend groups?

Optional Prompts
•
•
•
•

[visibility]
What do you share about
yourself through social
media/messaging apps?

•
•

Who do you interact with most frequently through
social media?
Who do you interact with most frequently through
messaging apps?
What exchanges do you believe result in closer
friendships?
With whom do you have these types of exchanges
the most?
What do you publicly share to get the attention
from different friend groups (Mexico v US)?
How do your friends from Mexico/US respond to
what you share?

Field Notes
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[persistence]
How does the permanent
posting of information
impact what you share?

•

[editability]
How do you
edit/manipulate what you
share?

•

[shareability]
What sort of information
do you chose to reshare?

•

[searchability]
How as the information
shared through social
media or messaging
apps been used at a later
time or place?

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

What do you consider regarding content of the
post before posting to social media sites?
What do you consider regarding content before
sending text based messages?
When do you take into consideration the
permanence of your message?
What sorts of edits are you making to social media
posts (whether pre or post edits)
Why are you making such edits?

What types of information from others do you
choose to pass along?
What information of yours do others choose to
pass along?
Are there differences in who Is passing along what
content?
How have others revisited content you had shared
either by social media or messaging?
What content of others do you revisit
How does time play a part in your social
media/messaging exchanges?
How does this look different for friends in Mexico v
US

CLOSING SCRIPT:
Thank you very much for taking the time to interview with me. We have one more interview to complete as part
of this study and I’d like to make sure that meeting at [identified location] on [identified date] at [identified
time] still works for you for our next meeting? As for my next steps, I will be working to transcribe our
recording and begin searching for themes with your interview and among the other three participant’s
interviews to focus on for my final findings. Again, as a reminder, I will keep your information private
throughout this study and within the final reports. Thanks again for your time and I look forward to chatting
with you more soon!
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Interview/Focus Group Three

INTERVIEW AND FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL FORM
Reflection on Meaning

INTERVIEWEE:

DATE:

INTERVIEWER:

PLACE:

RULES FOR INTERVIEWER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ensure all identified questions have been addressed.
Use the opening and closing script as a guide for beginning and ending the session.
Reconfirm consent for audio-recording prior to each interview.
Take only brief notes so as to encourage a more natural conversation.
Ensure the setting is a quiet, semi-private location in which the participant is comfortable.
Interviews should be a maximum of 60 minutes in length.
Listen respectfully, openly and fully, ensuring the participant feels comfortable.
Considerately redirect conversations to keep it focused on the focus of the interview .
Utilize the provided prompts as needed to stay on track or encourage additional conversation related to the
question focus.

OPENING SCRIPT:
Thank you for participating in this study. I will respect your time and make sure that we do not go longer than an
hour. Today I would like to talk about your experiences with technology as a Mexican-American teenager. As I
mentioned at the first meeting, you do not have to be in this study, so if you decide to change your mind, you have
the right to drop out at any time. You may also ask to skip any questions or stop participating at any time. Also, as a
reminder, I will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. As we discussed in our first meeting, I
would like to tape record our interview. Are you still okay with this?

RESEARCH FOCUS:
How do four Mexican immigrant teens use social media and messaging apps to participate in transnational social
spaces that benefit the school experience?
How does the personal use of social media and messaging apps connect with school experiences?

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Question

Optional Prompts

[self reflection of roles]
How would you describe
who you are and the
different roles you have
(such as teen, student,
etc.)?

•

[role as teen]
How might your stage in life
as a teen impact the uses of
social media/messaging
within the school context?

•

•

•

What “roles” exist within your social
media/messaging uses?
How does this differ from your day to day life?

What sort of rules or restrictions exist for your
social media/messaging use that may impact your
school experience?
What sort of social norms exist for your social
media/messaging use that may impact your
school experience?
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[role as Mex-Am immigrant]
What implications might
your unique immigrant
experiences have on your
school experience?

•

[role as student]
How can your experience
with social
media/messaging use
benefit your school
experience?

•

•

•

How do your experiences with social media and
messaging differ from your non immigrant peers?
How might social media/messaging offer
connections between Mexico and the United
States?
How might interactions between knowledge found
within and outside the classroom expand
resources available for learning?
How might schools make use of your connections
and experiences within the classroom context?

CLOSING SCRIPT:
Thank you very much for taking the time to interview with me. As for my next steps, I will be working to
transcribe the interviews and finalize themes with your interview and among the other three participant’s
interviews to focus on for my final findings. I would be interested in having your review of the content to
ensure I have accurately represented you and your statements from the interviews. When the content is ready for
review, what method would be best for contacting you to allow for this review?
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Appendix D
Codebook for Analysis
CODEBOOK FOR ANALYSIS

Affordances

Simultaneity

Consider: Which one is MORE of the WHY/WHAT s/he was trying to describe/communicate.
Initial Code
“Distance” Barriers to resources/relationships because of distance
• Time (conditions of time that prevent connectivity)
• Place (physical distance between locations that prevent connectivity)
• Space (conditions of the location that prevent connectivity like school filters)
• People (influences of others that cause a barrier like parental rules for connecting)
• Distance is not just a mention of another place but is a barrier that results
“Outsider” Expression of not fitting in with a particular person/group
• Example: They probably see me as like the weird one in the family.
• Non example (friendly teasing): ...friends that like take my phone and all of them delete each
other’s finger prints on my phone. And then they get mad at me.
“Duality” Being impacted in a particular moment/instance by two different and competing roles
• Language (Example: speaking English or Spanish - you have to choose which one you are going
to do)
• Culture
• Religion
• Nationality (news of both countries)
“Power Struggle” a conflict in which one works to devalue another person’s identity
• Racial comments
• Stereotyping
• Provoking a reaction
“Informed” (searchability) Seeking out information/knowledge. “Information can be searched/sought
(boyd)
• Learning about news (e.g. gossip, events)
• Lurking to learn
• Timely access to information/people
“Asynchronous” (persistence) ability to choose who, what, when and where of communications
• Choice in audiences
• time and effort allowed to craft communications before being viewed by others
• Durability of online expressions and content (making choices that consider how long something
will exist)
• ability to reach a particular audience despite barrier of time/place/space
“Environments” Virtual environments that allow for synchronous, real time activities to occur
• Formal events that allow for activities to happen between two people that take place in a
technology created environment.
• Example: planning for and creating an activity that will occur at a set time and place
• Non examples: non planned exchanges that happen through technology
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“Relationships” (associations) Extend/grow relationships Establish Connections (Treem & Leonardi)
• How one uses interests/strengths/skills to connect to others/groups or make new friends
• Selective interactions/connections with others that are pleasurable and grow trust/friendships
“Position” (visibility & editability) Ability to publicly display oneself in relation to a particular
group by portraying oneself as having behaviors, knowledge, preferences or connections that
associate with this group or disassociate from this group (Treem & Leonardi)
• Presentation of self
o Non allegiances (by choice)
o What one chooses to share about oneself to paint a particular picture of oneself to others
• Attract attention of specific audience
o What one chooses to do (actions) to define his/her identity to others of a particular
community/group
o How one views/sees himself in relation to a particular community/group/individual
• Position is not identity alone, but it is a way someone sees themselves and/or works to “be”
aligned to a particular identity.
“Emotional Support” Support provided to others or sought for self to make someone’s mood improve
• Providing encouragement to others
“Cultural Support” Support provided to others or sought for self to help someone understand the
customs or systems of a particular group.
• Help someone understand the way the public education system works
• Help someone understand the widely accepted way of behaving/doing something that is specific
to a particular society, place (or space), or time.
“Well Being” Seeking to learn of others current state to ensure needs/well-being are satisfactory
• Well-being defined as comfort, health, happiness
“Academic Support” Gaining or providing academic assistance
• including teaching/giving knowledge that will support academic success
• Connections/supports to academic knowledge
“Social Support” Social support provided by an insider of a group to help an outsider of the group to fit
into that group.
• Example: teaching someone how to do something (bat left-handed) so that he/she has a better
chance of fitting in
• “Social” as being the popular way so as to fit in or better align to a particular group

